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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

This document is the Final Report on the AFOSR contract

entitled "Nonlinear Optical Properties and Subpicosecond Dynamics

of Excitons and Electron-Hole Plasmas in Multiple Quantum Well

Structures. In August of 1986, this program was descoped to

consist of the following four tasks: Task 1 - Time-Resolved

S.. Photoluminescence and Transient-Absorption Spectroscopy of MBE-

Grown Ternary Alloys; Task 2 - Time-Resolved Photoluminescence

and Transient-Absorption Spectroscopy of Multiple Quantum Wells;

Task 3 - Theory of Dressed Excitons in Multiple Quantum Wells;

and Task 4 - Absorptive Bistability. Progress on the program

prior to descoping was reported in the August 1986 Annual Report.

We briefly report progress on the descoped program in the

sections to follow. More detail may be found in Appendices A-D,

which cons-ist of reprints of publications (published, accepted,

or submitted). Under the descoped work statement, Hughes

Research Laboratories (HRL) has also agreed to provide AFOSR with

unrestricted access to results on research performed on related

HRL IR&D projects. These include studies of (1) Ultrafast

Photorefractive Effects; (2) Ultrafast Laser Development;

(3) Photoreflective Characterization of MBE-Grown Structures; and

(4) Calculation of Bandgap Renormalization in MQW. Progress in

these areas has been discussed in the Bimonthly Reports, and

relevant reprints are included here in the Appendices.

This report consists of six sections and 19 Appendices. In

, *. Sections 2-5, we describe Tasks 1-4, respectively, of the

descoped program and briefly summarize progress on each. In

-5-' *~S Section 6, we list the publications and presentations associated

with the descoped program. Appendices A-D consist of reprints of

publications that have resulted from research supported by AFOSR.

% "Three additional manuscripts are in preparation and copies will

be supplied to AFOSR upon completion. Appendices E-S contain

reprints of publications that have resulted from work performed

under related HRL IR&D projects.
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SECTION 2

TASK 1: TIME-RESOLVED PHOTOLUMINESCENCE AND TRANSIENT-ABSORPTION
SPECTROSCOPY OF MBE-GROWN TERNARY ALLOYS

The goal of this task is to use picosecond time-resolved

photoluminescence and picosecond transient absorption

spectroscopy to investigate bandgap narrowing, alloy scattering,

.4 nonlinear diffusion, and bulk and surface recombination in MBE-

grown heterostructures. The specific materials system chosen for

these studies was Al.Ga_.xAs grown by MBE. This technologically

important material is both electronically and optically well-

characterized, and high-quality samples are available in-house at

HRL. Al.GalxAs also has an interesting band structure. It is a

direct-gap semiconductor for x<0.43 and an indirect-gap

semiconductor for x>0.43. For x-values near the direct-to-

indirect-gap crossover composition (x=0.43), intense optical

excitation produces an electronic distribution that occupies

multiple conduction band valleys. This effect has been

demonstrated to produce novel features in the luminescence

-spectra and interesting optical nonlinearities in the near-band-

edge absorption spectra.

Materials with x-values ranging from 0.23 to 0.54 have been

studied. We find that materials that are clearly direct-gap

exhibit luminescence features typical of direct gap

semiconductors. That is, we observe a single luminescence peak

with a spectral width characterized by the carrier number

density, a high-energy tail characterized by the carrier

-: y temperature, and a low-energy edge characterized by the

renormalized band gap. We find that the carrier temperature has

I.. ~cooled to that of the lattice essentially immediately after the

renormalized band gap is found to be in excellent agreement with

that predicted by the universal formula of Vashishta and Kalia.

Materials with alloy compositions near x, exhibit dramatically

A 3I



different spectra consisting of multiple peaks, one arising from

direct transitions from the r band, one arising from transitions

from the indirect X bands, and in the case of indirect--gap

materials, one arising from a phonon side band. The observation

of strong luminescence peaks from the X bands is a result of ".

alloy disorder, which perturbs the crystal symmetry and relaxes V

k-conservation allowing zero-phonon or quasi-direct transitions

from the side valleys. The observation of multiple peaks in the

spectra has allowed us to independently measure the

renormalization of both direct and indirect gaps in a given

semiconductor. We find that the renormalization of the

fundamental (indirect) gap in materials with x>0.43 is also in

excellent agreement with the theory of Vashishta and Kalia, but %

the fundamental (direct) gap in samples with x near to but less -.

than 0.43 experiences considerably more renormalization than

predicted. This is a consequence of alloy disorder, which mixes 71

the heavy side valleys with the light F valley, evidently ,

modifying the density of states of the latter. Analysis of the

renormalization of the higher lying F valley in the indirect-gap N

materials indicates that electron exchange does not contribute.

This is reasonable since the population of this valley is very

low. All other effects associated with Coulomb interactions and

hole exchange are expected to contribute in full, as observed.

We have also observed stimulated emission in indirect-gap

Al,,GalAs with x-values as high as 0.52. This, again, is a

consequence of alloy disorder, which greatly increases the

transition rate out of the indirect valleys. Simultaneous

stimulated emission from both direct and indirect valleys has ,:.

been observed in a sample with an x-value of 0.45.

Finally, we have observed strong, optically-induced, changes

in the near-band-edge absorption spectrum of an x=O.52 sample at

a temperature of 15K. These measurements were performed by

illuminating the sample with an intense picosecond pulse at

532 nm (well above the direct gap) and observing the absorption

4 '
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spectrum at various time delays later using a picosecond

continuum pulse. Three features were observed: (1) strong

bleaching above the unexcited absorption edge as a result of band

filling in the valence band; (2) induced absorption below the

unexcited absorption edge as a consequence of band-gap

renormalization; and (3) a shift of the Fabry-Perot fringes

resulting from the strong index changes associated with the

modifications to the absorption spectrum. An index change of 0.1

was extracted from the fringe shift.

K The above results are described in greater detail in

Appendices A-D. Further details will be supplied in two

manuscripts that are currently in preparation.

aL.
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SECTION 3

TASK 2: TIME-RESOLVED PHOTOLUMINESCENCE AND TRANSIENT-ABSORPTION
SPECTROSCOPY OF MULTIPLE QUANTUM WELLS

The purpose of this task is to extend the studies of Task 1

to MQW structures and to contrast the results with those from the

OR bulk ternary heterostructures. This task was to be performed

only if time permitted. We have demonstrated picosecond

saturation of the excitonic resonances in an MQW supplied by an

outside vendor, and we are now currently routinely growing high-

quality MQW material and have developed and demonstrated etching

procedures for substrate removal in-house at HRL. We routinely

characterize the MQWs using photoreflectance facilities developed

under HRL IR&D. Also, since we can remove the thick GaAs
V.

substrate, room-temperature linear transmission measurements are

routinely performed. In addition to high-quality MQWs, we now

have access to materials that exhibit 3-dimensional confinement,

i.e., quantum dots. These are fabricated at HRL using focused

ion beam technology. The spectroscopy of these structures should

be extremely fruitful. We are now clearly in a position to

N - complete this task, and it will be continued under HRL IR&D

a 
" support.

7%
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SECTION 4

TASK 3: THEORY OF DRESSED EXCITONS IN MULTIPLE QUANTUM WELLS

The purpose of this task is to perform calculations of the

nonlinear optical response of the exciton in multiple quantum

wells when the laser is tuned below the spectral linewidth of the

exciton. An exact theory of the influence on a MQW exciton of a

radiation field of arbitrary intensity was constructed. We find

that each unperturbed excitonic energy level is split into two

symmetrically displaced dressed-exciton energies. The separation

between the dressed states is given by the generalized Rabi

flopping frequency. The dressed-exciton states are given as a

linear coherent superposition of the basis (unperturbed) states.

The solutions are valid for all intensity regimes provided that

the laser detuning from resonance is outside the exciton spectral

linewidth. The emission process of the dressed-exciton showed

gain in the absence of a real population inversion for radiation

down shifted from the pump by the generalized Rabi flopping

frequency. This has led to the prediction of broad-band self-

pumped phase conjugation in MQW. Further details of this work

N Kwill be provided in a paper that is in preparation.

* ..d "
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-p SECTION 5

TASK 4: ABSORPTIVE BISTABILITY

The objective of this task is to investigate absorptive

bistability in AlGal-.As using band-gap renormalization in an

indirect-gap alloy as the mechanism. For excitation just below

F) the direct absorption edge, electron-hole pairs are generated by

direct absorption through band tail states, by two-photon

absorption, and by indirect absorption (either phonon assisted or

zero-phonon quasi-direct) with electrons being promoted into the

X and L valleys. Any electrons generated into the direct F band

immediately relax by phonon emission into the energetically lower

lying X valleys. As more and more electrons populate these side

valleys, the indirect gap renormalizes through exchange and

correlation effects. More importantly, however, a test charge

" placed in the F conduction band "sees" a renormalized direct gap

8 due to Coulomb correlation and hole exchange effects (the
electron exchange will not be present). Thus, the direct gap

will be moved closer to resonance with the exciting radiation.

We performed measurements to determine whether this effect would

.* lead to an increasing absorption and, potentially, intrinsic

optical bistability. This could, in principle, provide a

I f bistable material for wavelengths from 410 to 620 nm by choosing
.indirect-gap AlGaAs with appropriate x values.

For these studies we excited an indirect-gap AlxGalixAs

sample (x=0.52) at T=15K with 10-ps, 588-nm pulses from a tunable

short cavity dye laser (SCDL). Under these conditions, the

excitation occurs at roughly 9 meV below the direct absorption

edge, which at this temperature is dominated by a broad excitonic

absorption. We then probed the absorption spectrum at various

time delays later using a broad-band picosecond continuum pulse

generated by tightly focusing a part of the pump into a water

~' ". cell. We find that at an excitation level of 7 mJ/cm 2 a weak but

clearly observable induced absorption occurs below the unexcited
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absorption edge, extending into the region of the pump. These• .

results are illustrated in Figure 1. Also notice that bleaching

of the absorotion occurs above the unexcited absorption edge.

This induced bleaching is clearly partially responsible for the

weakness of the induced absorption. That is, under the "

conditions described, the optically-coupled states are located

very near the Brillouin zone center. As such, band filling in

the valence band can easily saturate the near-band-edge

absorption even though the r band is ne-er filled. In fact, this .

effect is so severe that the induced absorption illustrated in

Figure I could not be achieved if the direct gap did not shrink

to below the excitation energy during the excitation pulse. -'5

Despite this significant band-gap renormalization, the e%

competition between band filling induced bleaching and induced I.

absorption caused by band-gap renormalization reduces the S

potential for intrinsic absorptive bistability in these

materials.

The situation is much more favorable, however, for optical

excitation slightly above the direct absorption edge. Under I
:d 4- j

these conditions we take advantage of the large number of S.

electrons that we can generate into the side valleys (via the .- .5-

direct valley) and the concomitant band filling that results from "

an equal number of holes in the valence band. Results of this L
type of measurement are shown in Figure 2. Here, the SCDL is .

tuned to 596 nm and excitation spectra are shown for delays of 0 .

and 150 ps at fluences of 16 and 18 mJ/cm, respectively.

Clearly, a very strong bleaching of the absorption is observed at S

the excitation wavelength even during the excitation pulse, i.e.,

zero delay. We also observe a strong shift of the Fabry-Perot

fringes indicating large index changes. An important point to .

emphasize is that these measurements were conducted at room 0

temperature. These results indicate a clear potential for the

use of AlGal-.As in room temperature, dispersive or absorptive,

optically bistable devices.

12 .
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with picosecond excitation slightly above the direct
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¢ Appendix A: Time-Resolved Photoluminescence Measurements in
.. Al xGai~xAs Under Intense Picosecond Excitation.

-K"

D
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ULTRAFAST PHENOMENA V, (SPRINGER-VERLAG, NY, 1986)

.,

Time-Resolved Photoluminescence Measurements 16

in Alx GalxAs Under Intense Picosecond Excitation _.

K. Bohnert 1. H. Kalt 1 , D.P. Norwood 1, T.F. Boggess', A.L. .<rirl2 :

and R.Y. Loo 2

1Center for Applied Quantum Electronics. Department of Physics.

North Texa,, state [niversit. Denton. TX 7620:., I'CA
hughes Research Laboratories. 3011 Malibu Canvon Road.
Malibu. (.\ 90265. \ "\

The ternary semiconductor alloy AIxGa!.xAs exhibits a direct-indirect
gap crossover with increasino aluminum concentration x at xc-0.435 [1]. By
varying the alloy composition, tne relative energy separation between
direct and indirect gaps in tne vicinity of .he crossover composition can
be varied, and the distribution of pnoto-excited electrons amonc direct
and inoirect conduction band ial levs can e externdl ly control 1ec. in the %'"
following, we report preliminary results triat illustrate tre infl jence of i" - e

the variation of tne bano structjre .,itn c-impositi)n on the nature m
dynamics of radiative carrier recmoination following intense oicosecono
excitation. We furtner analyzed the pnotoluminescence with reSoect to 9.

bandgap renormalization which influences the spectral position of the
emission bands. For appropriate energy separations between direct and ,'
indirect gaps (at compositions near xc), the number of pnoto-excited ",
electrons in the energetically nigner lyino conduction band val ley(s) can
be arranged to be significantly smaller than in the lower val leys). The ,. t

electron exchange contribution to the renormal ization of the larger ga L-
then is strongly reduced, whereas the lower gap is renormal ized :y full -.exchange and correlation effects. This, in principle, al lows one to :

experimentally separate correlation and excnange contributions to Dand qa9renormal ization.

The investigated Al xGal'As layers were grown on GaAs substrates by
liquid phase or molecular beam epitaxy. Their thicknesses ranged oetween
2 and 10-m. The samples were mounted in a closed-cycle refrigerator for

temperature-dependent measurements. The excitation source was a freauency
doubled, actively/passively mode-lockeo Nd:IAG laser, providino sinole .
pulses with a temporal width of 32 ps (FAHM) at 532 nm. The pnot31umi- "
nescence from the center of the 700ii m (FWHM) excitation spot "as dis-
persed in a 0.25 m spectrometer and time-resolved with a nignly sensitive
streak camera. rhe temporal resolution was jetermined oy the wictn of the
selected time window (typically between 30 and 70 ps).

Initial ly, an alloy composition well within the direct cao eaime
(x=0.23) was investigated where a significant interference by ,ncirect
band extrema was excluded. Plasma luminescence typical for a cirect-oao
semiconcuctor was observed. The temporal evolution of the spectrally- -
resol ved emission was measured on i picosecond time sca1e, anc :arr1ier a

density and temperature were extracted as a function of tine. The temooral
evolution of the carrier temperature in room temperature Al J 23Gan 77As is
shown in Fig. la. The exciting fl uence was 2 mJ/cm2 . The in'itial' excess "
energy of the pnoto-excited electron-nole pairs was 630 mel. The
temperature during the pulse maximum (t=O ps) is around 450 <. This 7
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Figure 1. Temperature (a) and den- Figure 2. Low temperature pnoto-
sity (b) of the photoexcited car- luminescence spectra at t=0 ps

,,riers for room temperature for AIQ.38Gao.6As (a) and
Al -"A0.23Ga0.77As as a function of time A] 0.52 La0.48L's fb)

Sindicates that the carriers lost most of their initial excess enryon a
.time scale short compared to the pulsewidtn. The carrier temperature

'-.reaches 1latt ice temperature essent ia I Ily as soon as ex-.i tat ion end s. On"
time scalIes gi ven by our temporalI resol ut ion, no defi n ite ev idence for a~~reduced carrier cool ing rate due to screening of the carrier-phonon inter- -

, "",action C2] and/or the bui ld-up of a nonequi Iibrium phonon distribution [3] .
"" '.at nign densities of pnoto-excited carriers was found. The carrier density
Jl (Fig. 1b) snows essential ly an exponential decay with d time constant of

"-200 ps.

Figure 2a S(ows a low temperature photoluminescence spectrum for
A 0 38Ga 2As at t=O ps. For this aluloy composition the direct conduction
iban vafey is only approximately 60 meV below the indirect X-valleys.

The nonrenormalized gaps are indicated oy arrows. The low and hih energypeakhs ltic tperature estial ty recombination from di rect and

Sindirect valleys, respectively. The decay times for the direct and' indirect emission bands are 10 ps and 60 ps, respectively. Emission from
indirect valleys for a teloy Compositions near the direct-indirect crossover
occurs predominantly without participation of phonons due to an electron
scattering by random potential fluctuations [4]. The relative intensityof the indirect emission band indicates a hilgh efficiency for this reco-

200p

Fwi

I;,.,, ,-...;Al 0.- 38Ga0 62.;.. at t=;0.- ps. For, th.,.;;is alloy . , composition the direct-. conduction-,.,..;..:
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bination channel. The shorter decay time for the indirect emission is
consistent with electron transitions from the indirect valleys to the
lower *-valley which help to adjust an intervalley equilibrium distribu- S.
tion for the photo-excited electrons.

Figure 2b shows a luminescence spectrum at t=0 PS for x=0.52. For tnis
composition, the lowest conduction band edge occurs at the X-point. It is
Separated from the direct -minimum oy approximately 100 meV. Tre non-
renormalized band gaps are indicated by arrows. Again two distinct emrs-
sion bands are ooserved. The direct emission (nigh energy banc) is
ooserved only during excitation, i.e., during the relaxation of t.e pnoto- .,.
excited electrons to tne bottom of the bands. Tie decay time for tne .
indirect emission now is increased to 640 ps. This is consistent vitn a
decreasing prooaoility for no-pnonon transitions with increasing direct-
indirect gap separation in the indirect gap regime [5].

An examination of oand gap renormalization snows an enhanced renor-
malization of the - -gap for compositions below but close to xc. This is
explained oy an increase of tne effective electron mass due to multival ley .
effects [61. The renor-nalization of gaps above the lowest gap apoears to
oe r: uced jue to a reduced exchange contribution.

in conclusion, for alloy compositions near tne direct-indirect gao
crossover, emission from direct and indirect conduction band val leys is
observed simultaneously. The relative intensity of the indirect (no-
pnonon) emission oand indicates a high radiative recombination rate due to
random potential fluctuations. Bandgap renormalization near xc is influ-
enced by disorder effects and by tna distribution of the photo-excited
electrons among several conduction band valleys.
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Abstract

We examine the influence of dense electron-hole plasmas on the optical properties of AlxGa l xAs
for a variety of x-values using transient transmission spectroscopy and time-resolved photoluminescence.
The measurements provide evidence for band-filling, nonlinear refraction, induced absorption, alloy
disorder, and band-gap renormalization. The band gap renormalization is compared to existing theory.
and good agreement is obtained by considering the influence of alloy disorder and the separate
contributions of exchange and correlation. ,3* "

Introduction ,

The continuing widespread use of the ternary semiconductor alloy AlxGaI _xAs in the electronics and
electro-optics industry has resulted in the extensive investigation of the electrical and optical properties
of this material. By varying the aluminum concentration, x, of this solid solution, the band gap can be
adjusted1 while maintaining a good lattice match to GaAs. This makes AlxGal_xAS an ideal material
for use in, e.g., double-heterostructure lasers and multiple quantum well structures. The alloy com-
position further determines the nature of the band gap, materials with x<xc!--0 .4 3 being direct gap and
those with x>xc being indirect gap semiconductors.

Intense optical excitation of materials with x-values near xc results in the creation of a dense %
electron-hole plasma (EHP) with the electrons distributed among both direct and indirect minima.
Many-body effects 2 create a narrowing of both direct and indirect gaps, although the magnitude of the N ,

renormalization of each gap is influenced by the distribution of electrons among the various conduction
band minima. In addition, alloy disorder 3 leads to an admixture of the heavy side valleys with the
lighter central valley, an effect that leads to an enhanced direct exciton binding energy4 and also,
evidently, strongly influences the renormalization for x-values near xc. This disorder also relaxes
k-conservation, allowing no-phonon 5 transitions and even stimulated emission 5 , 6 from the indirect l-
minima. Finally, the presence of such a dense EHP inevitably alters the states available for optical
transitions through band filling and screening of the exciton continuum states.

Here, we discuss the influence of dense EHP on the optical properties of several epitaxial layers of
Al xGa 1 _xAs, one with a composition well into the direct-gap regime (x=0.23). one nominally direct-gap
(x=0.38), and one nominally indirect-gap (x=0.52). The EHP in each sample was produced by intense
optical excitation using 30 ps pulses at 532 nm provided by a frequency-doubled, acti0ely-and-passivel-

Presently on leave from Hughes Research Laboratories, Malibu, California.
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modelocked Nd:YAG laser. The dynamics of the absorption spectra were studied by probing the excited
region of the samples with a time-delayed picosecond continuum pulse. 7  The emission spectra were
studied using a combination of a spectrometer, streak camera, and optical multichannel analyzer to
achieve simultaneous spectral and temporal resolution. These measurements provide information
regarding band filling, band-gap renormalization, and alloy scattering in these alloy semiconductors.

Samples

The x=0.23 sample was grown by liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE) on a GaAs substrate. The epi-laver
thickness was a few microns. The x=0.38 and x=0.52 samples were grown by molecular beam epitaxy
(NBE) in the following manner. First, a I pam layer of AlAs was grown on a semi-insulating GaAs
substrate. A 2 /am laver of Al.Gal_xAs was then grown, and a 10 nm GaAs cap folloed to present
oxidation. The AlAs layer served as a potential barrier to prevent carrier diffusion from the region of
interest (AlxGaIxA s) into the substrate. Furthermore, a portion of the x=0.52 sample was prepared for
transmission measurements by selectively etching small (-1 mm 2 ) windows through the GaAs substrate. S
In this case the AlAs served as an etch-stop layer. For each sample, the quoted x-value was arri'ed at
by determining the unperturbed band gap by using photoreflectance, low-excitation luminescence.
reflection, and (for the x=0.52 sample) transmission measurements and then extracting the aluminum
concentration from the work of Casey.1 The samples were mounted in a closed-cycle He refrigerator
that allowed us to vary the lattice temperature from 15-300 K, although most of the data reported here
were taken at 15K.

Luminescence measurements
5.%)

The radiative recombination from each sample was measured following excitation with intense

picosecond pulses at 532 nm. The central 100 /im of the 800 pum excited region was imaged onto the
entrance slit of the spectrometer where the radiation was spectrally dispersed. The luminescence was _,
then imaged onto the entrance slit of the streak camera where it was temporally resolked. In this
manner a complete record of the temporal deselopment of the emission spectrum was obtained for each
excitation, although for adequate signal-to-noise ratios several hundred shots were averaged. The data
were corrected for the vidicon dark current and the spectral response and the linearit of the streak
camera.

An example of the results of one such measurement for the x=0.23 direct-gap sample is shown in -
Fig. I for an excitation level of 2 mJ/cm 2 , a time delay t=0 ps, and a lattice temperature of' 293 K. The
features of the luminescence are typical of a direct-gap semiconductor. The solid line in the figure
represents a fit to the experimental data using a k-conserving model with esentially three fit parametcr.
the carrier density, carrier temperature, and the renornialazed hand gap. The fit focuses on the peak and
the high energy tail, ignoring the low energy region %%here band tailing occ,:urs. Our relt:It< indicate the
presence of a thermalized distribution with an ele, ated temperature during the e\citattion pulke
Measurements at longer time delays indicate that the elevated temperature drops to appro\imatelk latti,:e
temperature immediately (on a 30 ps time scale) after excitation. and the FHP recombines on a time
scale of -200 ps. This measurement also clearly shows a red shift of' the band gap in the pretence of' the I
dense EHP. Stimulated emission is observed at excitation levels slightis al,,oe 2 mJ cm-

In Fig. 2 we show the results of measurements at 15 K on the direct - cap ,s ; \l , - ,r, ,n sample
In this case, we observe two distinct peaks in the lumiencene l he e.lt ertl..t , ' .t peak %%
associate with recombination from the direct mmum. %0. ,:r :,.rr tr, p1. ,
recombination from the X-valleys. [-he L-1-and den,itties .,r ,, i ,% : ) l '. '1 en te•.-
spectra. The decay of each peak is also shoxn, the dire,:t re.',ml-nitn , k' .ii oh a tiime cntantrai e heI

roughly 100 ps, and the indirect signal decays with a some%%h.t !,,iter I fte:me ,t' Appr s\m; itel v, ps
The strength of the indirect gap signal is a direct re'tult , alt \ di r~ rr'. hoTh .ii, ss , -ph n,,n or
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4 . -r- :ransitions from the indirect minima. 5  The short lifetime of the indirect signal is a
.4 t .f the quasi-direct nature of the recombination and real transitions to the energetically %

lx,.1 ,"- direct minimum through LO phonon and alloy scattering. The data were fit in this case by
.,; r!axed V,:-conservation for both the r and X-bands and neglecting phonon participation. 5 A

:fl..e electron Fermi lexel and a single electron carrier temperature were used. Again, the analysis

.Icjted ele'ated carrier temperatures in both bands only during excitation. - ,
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Figure I. Measured luminescence profile and theoretical fit for the x = 0.23 sample.

An example of the results of measurements at 15 K on the x=0.52 sample is showvn in Fig- 3. These r
data were obtained from the sample backed with a GaAs substrate. Again. we obserxe t\%o distinct
emission peaks, the energetically lower peak arising now from the X-band and the higher energy peak
from the direct gap. Again, although the L-band electrons are included in our analbsis. \%e rind their 0
density to be too low to significantly influence the observed spectra. The higher energy peak (direct
gap) is now obsered only during excitation, while the low energy peak (indirect gap) is present for
more than a nanosecond. For this measurement, a sharp-cut color filter was used to block the 532 nm
laser line. This accounts for the steep edge in the luminescence profile at approximately 550 nm. The
feature centered near 2.25 eV is a remnant of the laser line. An additional shoulder is observed on the
iow energy side of the no-phonon indirect gap emission. We attribute this to a phonon side band.
Recall that there was no observable phonon side band in the x=0.38 sample luminescence. The strength
of the no-phonon line iK dramaticallv reduced in the \=O 52 nample compared to the \=0 38 s ,mple .. ,t.
the relat xe strength of the phonon sideband is, therefore, enhanced. \,e attribute this reduced hx."
miing to the fact that the occupied states in the X-band are no longer resonant with real states in the
F-band. The remaining features of these data are consistent with the following dexelopment of the FtRP -
Initially, electrons are deposited high in the central \alley where they rapidl\ thermalize primaril\ b% p
carrier-carrier scattering. These hot thermalized electrons rapidly scatter to the side %allexs \Ohere they
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cool and recombine by both phonon-assisted indirect transitions and no-phonon quasi-direct transitions.
Of course, as long as carriers are present in the central valley (i.e., on these time scales, only while
carriers are still being generated) there is some probability that they will recombine with holes in the
valence band. This accounts for the F-band luminescence observed during the pulse.
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#.Similar measurements on the semitransparent windows of the x=0.52" sample indicate that the strength ".-e%
I of the no-phionon line relative to the phonon side band and r-band luminescence is considerably greater

than in material overlying a GaAs substrate. This, together with the resonator-like structure formed by v
the etched window, produces stimulated emission from the indirect gap at high excitation levels. " '-

"'A significant consequence of observing simultaneous r- and X-band emission In samples 'kith x-X c is
that analysis of the data provides independent determination of the renormalization of" both tie direct "..J.
and indirect band gap in each sample. Our study of band-gap renormalization and the consequences of
alloy disorder and the distribution of electrons among tie various conduction band minima ill be
discussed in detail below. %, ,

%
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Figure 3. Time-resolved emission spectrum (a) and decay cur\es for the (b) direct and (c) indirect
luminescence bands in A10. 5 2Ga0 s4 8As. '

Transmission measurements

The residual 1.06 pm pulse remaining after frequency doubling was amplified and tightl. focused into
a water cell to produce a very broad-band picosecond continuum pulse.' A variable delay %kas placed in
this probe beam path to provide temporal resolution for these measurements. One portion of the probe
was focused on the central region of the excited area of a semitransparent window, on the x=O.52 sample
The transmitted probe was dispersed in a 0.25-m spectrometer, passed through a streak camera, and then
detected on a vidicon. A small part of the continuum probe was time-dela.ed, directed around the
sample, and then arranged to follow the same path as the transmitted probe. This reference pulse \As
then used to compensate for shot-to-shot fluctuations in the continuum. Although temporal itrolut n in -, *.

this measurement was achieved by mechanically changing the probe path length, the r c.m::ra .5

provided excellent sensiti it% and a consenient means for eliminating scattered pump l:I and Kr
isolating the time-delayed reference beam. The transmission was measured as a f'unti.n of time uIng,
various excitation fluence. ""
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The results of one such measurement at 15 K are shown in Fig. 4 for excitation with a 532 nm.
30 ps, pulse with a fluence of I I mJ/cm-. The solid lines in the figure indicate the transmission of the
unexcited sample. The modulation of the long wavelength transmission i, a consequence of the Fabry-
Perot etalon formed by the 2-pm-thick Al GaI xAs laver. The absorpt on edge is determined by the
direct gap, the weak absorption of the indirect gap, which is -100 meV lower in energy than the direct
gap, isnot evident in such thin samples. Three distinct features are observed in the transmission spectra
of the excited sample. The most obvious is a strong and persistent (lasting longer than I ns) bleaching of
the direct absorption, the second is a clear increase in the absorption below the unexcited absorption
edge, and the final feature is a shift of the Fabry-Perot fringes to higher energies. We will now discuss
the origin of each of these features.
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iFigure 4. Time-resolved transmission spectra obtained for tile x =0.52 sample using a picosecond

continuum. .,&
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The saturation of the direct absorption is a result of the occupation by the EHP of states that were
previously optically coupled in the unexcited material. Analysis of the luminescence data for this sample
indicates that the bleaching primarily arises from band filling of the valence band where the Fermi level
is -80 meV below the valence band edge; the electron distribution in the r-valley is nondegenerate.
Additional bleaching can occur due to screening of the exciton continuum states. The duration of the
bleaching is consistent wim the lifetime of the indirect-gap luminescence. The radiative recombination
replenishes the empty valence states with electrons and prevents complete saturation. This incomplete
saturation coupled with renormalization of the direct gap results in the induced absorption at energies
just below the unexcited absorption edge. Finally, strong changes in the absorption spectrUtm are always
accompanied by modifications of the refractive index. The fringe shift observed in the spectra shown in
Fig. 4 corresponds to a decrease of the refractive index. This is consistent with the observation that the
influence of band filling and screening on the absorption spectrum far outweighs that of band-gap -

renormalization in this material.

Band-gap renormalization

As high densities of electrons and holes are deposited in a semiconductor, we can no longer neglect A

interactions between the carriers.2  For example, consider electrons in the conduction band. At very

high electron concentrations, a given electron experiences strong Coulombic repulsive forces from the r ,
surrounding electrons. The electrons adjust their configuration so as to screen such forces. This, in
effect, creates a virtual positive charge around the given electron and. thereby, reduces its potential
energy. Similar interactions occur between the electron and surrounding holes. In addition to these
correlation effects, an electron within a given band tends to repel electrons of like spin state through the . '

exchange interaction (Pauli exclusion principle). Similar arguments can be applied to a hole in the
valence band. The net result of these many-body effects is to reduce the single-particle potential
energy, which translates in the band-structure model to a reduction of the band gap energy.

Many models have been put forth to account for these many-body effects. One that is widely
accepted and easily applied is the universal formula of Vashishta and Kalia (VK) 8 which is based on the
results of the self-consistent mean field theory of Singwi and Tosi. 9 In the VK model, the so-called
exchange-correlation energy is given by 8

a+br s
Exc b Ry* (1) , ,,

c+drs+r"

where a = -4.8316, b = -5.0879, c = 0.0152, and d 3.0426, and rs is the normalized mean interparticle
distance

rs = 3 1/3 2"- .

4lrna 3}(

In Eq. (2), n is the carrier density and a. is the excitonic Bohr radius.

Ie

ax tme- '

The Ry* in Eq. (1) is the Rydberg or exciton binding energy given by ..;
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e 4 mRy - 2((o)2 )2 (4)
I

In Eqs. (3) and (4), m is the reduced optical mass and c(o) is the static dielectric constant. I,

The chemical potential after excitation is- ,

h2k2
+ f

/=Eg+ 2m 1 xc , (5)

where Eg is the renormalized band gap, and the change in the chemical potential resulting from
exchange and correlation is

IOx=xc n'=

axc =  Exc + n -- c =  gEg . (6)

Thus, a knowledge of the carrier density, which we can extract from fits to our luminescence data, the
band parameters, and Eqs. (1)-(6), allows us to calculate the expected shift in the band gap. Notice that
Eq. (1) is referred to as a universal formula in the sense that when it is applied, a plot of Eg - Eg (in
units of the Rydberg) versus rs produces a curve that is independent of band structure parameters e.g.,
anisotropy, the ratio of the electron and hole effective masses, and valley degeneracy). 8

Such a plot is shown in Fig. 5 along with values of the band-gap shift at various carrier densities -,

obtained from analysis of the x=0.23 sample luminescence. Although data are available only over a very
limited range of densities, the agreement with theory (using no adjustable parameters) is quite satisfying
and provides confidence in both the model and our data.

Similar excellent agreement is obtained for the renormalization of the X-band of the x=0.52 sample.
Application of the model to the r-band of this sample, however, produced very poor agreement with the %
measured renormalization. For total carrier densities in the range 3-6 x 1019 cm - 3, e.g. the measured

renormalization was roughly 50 meV less than predicted by the model. This discrepancy can be
explained in the following manner. In this indirect-gap sample, the electron density in the X-band is
much greater than that in the r-band. The indirect gap renormalizes through full exchange and
correlation, but the electron exchange contribution to the direct-gap renormalization is negligible because
of the low carrier density. The F-band electrons do, however, experience full correlation effects since
they are localized in the same space as the X-band electrons. The electron exchange energy can be
estimated from 10  S

Ee  0.916 O(Pe) (7)rs Vel/ y 7

where ve is the valley degeneracy factor, and $ is an anisotropy factor 10

1/6 sin- [(I Pe)l 124O(Pe) - P IPe I2 0 < Pe 1 (8)0 -Pe)l/ .':

The quantity Pe is the ratio of the transverse to longitudinal electronic effective mass. The electron 1
exchange contribution to the renormalization is then .
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Figure 5. Comparison of VK formula to the measured band-gap renormalization in Al0 .2 3 Ga0 .7 7 As.

x=Exe +n 'E (9)

in analogy with Eq. (6). We find that subtracting this contribution from the total exchange-correlation
renormalization energy predicted by the VK formula produces a renormalized band gap that is in
excellent agreement with our measured value.

We also find poor agreement between the simple VK model and the measured renormalization of both
the F-band and X-bands in the x=0.38 sample, the measured renormalization in each case being larger 0
than predicted. Renormalization in this sample is complicated by the strong admixture of the r-and X-
bands which results from random potential fluctuations. This band mixing has been used to explain the
superlinear increase with x of the direct exciton binding energy as x approaches xc from below.4 If we
attribute this enhanced binding energy to an enhanced F-band optical mass (which is equivalent to the
density of states mass), then the electron density in the r-band (and the total electron density) would be
larger than otherwise predicted. This, of course, would lead to a larger band-gap renormalization. Note "
that, although band mixing occurs in the x=0.52 sample as well, most of the carriers reside in the heavy-.
mass side valleys, and the mixing therefore has a negligible effect on the carrier densit\ , ."

In Fig. 6, we again show the universal VK cur'e along with data for the F-band of the x=O.3S-
sample. Clearly, the data are in poor agreement with theory. These data, are plotted using a Rvdberg ,
of 6.54 meV obtained by using a reduced optical mass calculated from linear extrapolations of the
various band masses for GaAs and AlAs for x=0.38. We can bring our data into excellent agreement -
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with the theory if we increase the Rydberg by roughly a factor of four and adjust the density
accordingly. This new Rydberg value is in good agreement with that obtained by Pearah et al.4

(-32 meV) from excitonic absorption measurements at the same x-value. -,

A o.38Gao.62As
-2 T = 15K

r'-band(Ryl 6.54meV) X x

-4

.a IZ-6 /-Theory

, F = 0.074mj/cm2
WU 0' F = 0.5mJ/cm2

-8XA Same as w, 9 but with
RyF = 27.9meV

0

-10-
,, M,

-12 ,

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 -
rs

Figure 6. Comparison of VK formula to the measured r-band renormalization in Al0. 3 Ga 0 .6 2 As.
Also shown are the data as corrected for alloy disorder.

*" The X-band in this sample is energetically higher lying and therefore has a much smaller carrier
density than the F-valley. As shown in Fig. 7, we can account for the renormalization of this band by

, adjusting for the reduced electron exchange contribution (in analogy to the r-band in the x=0.52 sample)
and by using the r-band density determined by the procedure described in the preceding paragraph.

Summary

We have described our studies of the influence of dense EHP on the optical properties of direct and %
indirect gap AlxGalxAs. Time-resolved photoluminescence has been discussed for samples with
x=0.23, 0.38, and 0.52. The direct gap x=0.23 sample displayed luminescence typical of a direct-gap K ,
semiconductor, and the measured band-gap renormalization was found to be in excellent quantitatixe
agreement with the VK model. 8  Luminescence from both the indirect and direct gaps was measured
simultaneously for the x=0.38 and x=0.52 samples. Renormalization of the X-band in the x=0.52 sample
also agreed well with the VK model. The renormalization of the F-band in this -ample can be described
by the VK model if we consider the reduced electron-exchange contribution in this h-and. To our ,.-
knowledge, this is the only experimental evidence presently available which indicates a clear separation
of the electron-exchange energy from the total self energy. The renormalization of the r-band in the
x=0.38 sample can be explained in terms of the VK model if we account for the mass enhancement of 5
this band that results from mixing by alloy disorder with the heavy side valleys. The mass-enhancement

%
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Figure 7. Comparison of VK formula to the measured renormalization of the X-hand in
A10. 3 8 Ga 0 .62As. Also shown are the data corrected for reduced exchange energ., a1131,
disorder, and both effects simultaneously.

factor extracted from these measurements is consistent with the enhanced exciton binding energ\
obtained from absorption measurements. 4  By taking into account both the increased carrier density that
arises from this mass enhancement and the reduced exchange contribution for higher lying bands, the
VK model can be used to describe the renormalization of the X-band in the x=0.38 sample. Transient %
transmission spectroscopy of the bandedge of Al 0 5 Ga 0 .4 8 As shows strong bleaching of the direct
absorption and induced absorption below the unrenormalized absorption edge. These obser'ati"
indicate a potential for nonlinear optical device application for these materials. The obser\ed %eatuie- c t
the excited absorption spectra are in complete agreement with the EHIP properties deternline'd I'\
luminescence measurements. ," -_
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Appendix C: Nonlinear Optical Properties of the Electron-Hole
Plasma in A1 0 5 2Ga. 4 8As.
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Nonlinear optical properties of the electron-hole plasma in A10 .5 2 Gao 48 As
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A dense electron-hole plasma is created in A,),, G a,,,, As using picosecond excitation with
high excess energy. Its properties are studied by time-resoled photoluminescence and
transient transmission spectroscopy. Simultaneous emission out of the indirect X and the direct
F band is observed. Alloy disorder strongly influences the bimolecular recombination by
allowing for quasidirect transitions and stimulated emission out of the indirect X band. The
electron-hole plasma, whose electrons reside mainly in the X valleys, causes strong optical

-" nonlinearities at the direct absorption edge. A persistent absorption bleaching and large -V
induced refractive-index changes due to band filling of the valence band and induced
absorption due to band-gap renormalization are observed.

I. INTRODUCTION without participation of phonons. Even stimulated emission

Solid solutions of semiconductors are widely used as out of an indirect valley has been reported' in nanosecond
components of multiple quantum-well structures, hetero- experiments for x<0.46. Although the strength of the band
structures, and related optoelectronic devices. Despite these mixing should fall off like I/A 2 (where A is the energy sepa-
extensive applications, little information is available on ul- ration of X and F band), we shall demonstrate that picose-
trafast phenomena in Al, Gat - As, especially under high cond excitation in Al0 5, Gal, As creates sufficiently high
optical excitation. AI, Ga, -. ,As materials with x values carrierdensitiestoallowstimulatedX-bandemissiondespite
close to the direct-to-indirect gap semiconductor crossover A = 96 meV.
composition. x, =0.43, have a variety of unique electronic After a description of the experimental procedures in
and optical properties. Using an appropriate excess energy Sec. II. we discuss the results of time-resolved photolumines-
and excitation levels, one can create a dense electron-hole cence measurements and describe a model to fit the observed
plasma, with the optically excited carriers distributed spectra (Sec. III). The nonlinearities at the direct absorp-
among various different conduction bands. This allows one, tion edge are studied by transient transmission spectroscopy
for example. to simultaneously study the renormalization of and possible applications are pointed out (Sec. IV.) The pa-
direct and indirect band gaps in the same material and to per is summarized in Sec. V.
isolate electron exchange from the other many-body contri-
butions to the band-gap renormalization. ' In Alo 1, Ga,4 As II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
(like in all materials with x > x, ), the majority of excited We studied the nonlinear optical properties of the elec-
electrons reside in the X band, which is the lowest conduc- tron-hole plasma in At,, Ga,, As by time-resolved photo-
tion band. We shall demonstrate that the most significant luminescence and transient transmission spectroscopy. The
optical nonlinearities, however, occur at the absorption edge electron-hole p~asma was excited with high excess energy by
of the central valley which is essentially not occupied. De- 32-ps pulses at 532 nm from a frequency-doubled, actively "
generate populations of electrons in the X band and holes in and passively and mode-locked Nd:YAG laser. Alternative-
the valence band result in strong bleaching of the direct ab- ly, to achieve excitation energies close to the direct band gap,
sorption, large changes in the refractive index, and induced we used the output of an amplified short-cavity-dye laser
absorption below the r band gap. pumped by the picosecond 532-nm pulses. This provided us

The recombination of the electron-hole plasma in indi- with 5-15 ps pulses tunable in the range of 570-850 nm. The
rect AIGaAs is strongly influenced by alloy disorder. The excitation spot (800pum diameter) was imaged onto the en-
random distribution of Al and Ga atoms on the appropriate trance of a 0.25-m spectrometer. Due to an appropriate
lattice sites leads to local potential fluctuations and mixes choice of the entrance slit, we sampled luminescence only
the wave functions of states in the F and the X valleys. This from the central 100/im of the excited region to attain spa-
allows quasidirect transitions, i.e., recombination of elcc- tiall homoceneous excitation conditions. The spectrum was %
trons in the indirect band with holes in the valence band temporally dispersed by a streak camera and analyzed by an

optical multichannel analyzer. Thus, we were able to record
both the spectral and temporal development of the lumines-

"Present address: BBC Forschungszentrum, CH-5405 Baden. Switzer. cence signal. Luminescence spectra were taken at different
land. times t after excitation (t = 0 ps corresponds to the maxi-
Preently on leave ai NTSU. mum of the pump pulse) using the temporal window At of "
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typically 30-65 ps. Measurements of decay curves at a fixed PHOTON ENERGY leVi
luminescence wavelength A had a spectral resolution AA of 2.2 2.1 2.0
2-4 nm. T

The residual 1.06-pum pulse remaining after frequency t=16ps
doubling was separated from the green pulse by a dichroic %.P

mirror, amplified, and tightly focused into a water cell. The
resulting broadband picosecond continuum was used to
probe the sample transmission in the center of the excitation t 9
spot. Part of the probe beam was directed around the sample
and used as a reference to account for shot-to-shot intensity
fluctuations. Here, the streak camera not only separates Z i tps

light of the strong excitation beam.
The sample is a 2-pum-thick layer of nominally undoped

Al0 ,, Ga 4 , As grown by molecular-beam epitaxy on a semi- -- "

insulating GaAs substrate. The active layer and the sub- t-l00p,
strate are separated by a barrier layer of AlAs to prevent 

,

diffusion of photoexcited carriers into the substrate. A 100- z
A& GaAs cap layer protects the AIGaAs from oxidation. For
transmission measurements the substrate has been locally ___ _,

etched away creating an array of I X 1 mm windows. The
samples were mounted on a cold finger in a closed-cycle He t=1600ps
refrigerator and cooled to a lattice temperature of T, = 15 K.

Ill. TIME-RESOLVED PHOTOLUMINESCENCE _, 6, ,
MEASUREMENTS 550 Soo 's 650

-'' W AVELENGTH [nim l'

As mentioned above, Al0 52 Ga,,8 As is an indirect-gap
semiconductor, where the X band is the lowest conduction- FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra of A 0 ,2 G%,4As for an excitation

band minimum with an energy gap of E x = 2.085 eV at fluence F= 8 mJ/cm2 at different times t after excitation.

, T= 5 K.' The next higher-lying valleys are at the L point
(E = 2.148 eV) and at the P point (E 2.181 eV). Irra-
diation of this material with picosecond pulses at 2.33 eV tures from fits to the spectral line shapes (see below). For
(532 nm) excites electrons mostly into the P band. These spectra taken during the excitation process (e.g., t = 16 ps),
electrons rapidly scatter into the side valleys due to interac- the average carrier temperature in the X band is T = 120 K.
tion with longitudinal optical (LO) phonons and the strong This corresponds to an excess energy well below one LO
band mixing induced by alloy disorder. Carrier-carrier scat- phonon energy and is consistent with a fast initial cooling of
tering leads to a thermalization of the electron and hole d'is- the electron-hole plasma. A fit to the P-band luminescence
tributions. Quasi-Fermi levels (and a common tempera- assuming common Fermi levels and temperatures is not pos-
ture) for electrons and holes are established on a timescale of sible, however. The spectral width and the slope of the high-
less than 100 fs,5 with an excess energy of the electron-hole energy luminescence indicate a higher temperature in this
plasma of about 5 LO-phonon energies (compared to E ). band. The P band is populated significantly only during the

- The electron-hole plasma cools mainly by emission of LO initial "hot" phase of the electron-hole plasma. Thus, the
phonons. Although these ultrafast processes are not directly luminescence out of this band shows up only because of the
resolved in our experiments, their impact is still clearly re- large transition probabilities compared to the indirect bands.
flected. In contrast to the short lifetime in the central valley, the

Figure 1 shows photoluminescence spectra taken at dif- majority of electrons in the X band have time enough to cool
ferent time delays after excitation. The spectra consist of two before they recombine. Thus, the recorded temperature dif-
distinct luminescence bands which we attribute to bimolecu- ference for both bands is merely an artifact of our time reso-
lar recombination of electrons in the X (lower energy) and P lution of tens of picoseconds. The electron-hole plasma cools

, band (higher energy). While the X-band luminescence de- to T = 65 K but does not reach lattice temperature within an
cays with a time constant of about 650 ps, the higher-energy observation time of 1.6 ns. This reflects the rather inefficient
emission is visible only during the presence of the excitation cooling due to emission of acoustic phonons. The carrier
pulse. This reflects the rapid scattering of P-band electrons density, however, does not change significantly within the
into the side valleys. Recombination of electrons in the L same time interval. This observation supports similar experi-
bands gives no significant contribution to the luminescence mental findings of Cohen et al.2 Although there is no real

'" spectra due to the low carrier density and transition prob- proof for the existence of a stable liquid phase in indirect
ability in this band. AIGaAs, the experiments seem to indicate a formation of

We are able to extract the carrier densities and tempera- electron-hole droplets.
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Exchange and correlation effects in the electron-hole damping which leads to some deviations at the low-energy

system lead to a reduction of the single-particle energies and sides of each emission band. The omission of resonance
thus to a shrinkage of the direct and indirect band gaps in the broadening is, however, not critical8 for the determination of
presence of an electron-hole plasma. These band-gap reduc- n and T, and the renormalized band-gap E; can be deter- "- .

tions show up as red shifts of the low-energy tails of the mined with an accuracy of ± 5%. The extracted values
plasma luminescence compared to the unrenormalized band from this fit are n = 1.4X l0'9 cm -3 , T = 99 K, and
gaps as indicated in Fig. I. A comparison' of those experi- E;' = 2.035 eV.
mental band-gap shifts with the universal formula of Va- The structure of the X-band emission spectrum is a clear
shishta and Kalia 6 shows that the X band is renormalized measure of the strength of alloy disorder effects for this alloy

* due to full correlation and exchange effects, whereas in the r composition. The no-phonon line is due to quasidirect tran-
band the electron exchange is negligible. This is a result of sitions allowed by alloy disorder.2'9 Its relative intensity is of
the confinement of exchange interactions to carriers within the same order of magnitude as the phonon sideband, and its
the same valley and the relatively low carrier density in the r decay time (t = 620 ps) is only slightly smaller than for the
band. Those few electrons in the central valley see, however, sideband (t = 700 ps). This shows that for x = 0.52 the al-
the Coulomb interaction with all other excited electrons and loy disorder is, as expected, less effective than for x values
holes independent of the band in which they reside. Thus, all just above the crossover composition, x, = 0.43, where the
many-body effects, other than electron exchange, still con- no-phonon line is predominant at short delay times.2 It is
tribute to the renormalization of this band. also evident that band mixing due to alloy disorder in indi- .2

More detail of the X-band luminescence is given in Fig. rect AlGaAs is reduced compared to samples with x values

2. The experimental spectrum has been taken well after the near to but less than x. In such materials the X-band states 'p

excitation pulse has ended and the P-band has decayed com- couple resonantly with states at the r point, and the quasi- %

pletely. The spectrum is actually a superposition of a no- direct recombination is nearly as effective as the direct re-

phonon line and a phonon sideband. We achieve a very good combination out of the r band.'
fit to the experimental spectrum by using a two-band model Despite this relative weakness of alloy disorder in
where the no-phonon line and sideband have the same line Alo52 Ga,,As, the band mixing is still strong enough to
shape and are separated by the AlAs-like LO-phonon energy result in stimulated emission out of the indirect X band at

(48 meV)' for this x value. The line-shape fits are based on high excitation levels. By increasing the excitation fluence,
quasidirect recombination for the no-phonon line. We as- one is able to pass the threshold for stimulated emission and
sume a common quasi-Fermi level for all conduction-band the line shape of the X-band luminescence changes dramati-
valleys and take into account the heavy- and light-hole bands cally (Fig. 3). A narrow, intense, emission line appears just
in the valence band structure. The fit does not include band as the low-energy side of the no-phonon line. This corrobo-
tailing due to alloy disorder which is negligible ' or resonance rates our modeling of the X-band spectra and emphasizes the

PHOTON ENERGY (eV) PHOTON ENERGY (eV)

2.15 2.10 2.05 2.00 2.15 2.10 2.05 2.00 1.95

inI

C III

in--

,. S. -- ,

Z z

J 0i

Z % '

580 600 620
WAVELENGTH (nm) 580 600 620 640

WAVELENGTH (nm)

FIG 2 Fit (solid line) to an experimental luminescence spectrum (large
dots) for F = 5 4 mJ/cm and I = 150 ps. The no-phonon line and the FIG 3. Comparison of spontaneous (solid line) and stimulated (dashed
phonon sideband are represented by the dashed and the dotted line, respec- line) emission taken for F= 5.4 mJ/cm. t = 150 ps and F = 12 mi/cm.
lively t 0 ps. respectively.
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ENERGY (eV) 1-3 occur in a spectral region where the sample is essentially 0
2.25 2.20 2.15 2.10 2.05 transparent. The modulation of the transmission below the le

, Pr gap is caused by Fabry-Perot interference within the sam- %
ple. When an electron-hole plasma is excited in the sample

-,- the transmission spectra change dramatically. Three differ-
ent features are obvious in Fig. 4: A strong persistent bleach-
ing of the absorption to the P-band, an induced absorption

below the direct gap, and a significant blue shift of the
., ..... .... Fabry-Perot fringes.• ,EF The absorption bleaching confirms the strong band fill-

ing in the valence band already deduced from our lumines-
cence measurements. No band filling, however, occurs in the

, ,,, .r,, band because the carrier distribution in this valley is non-
. t pdegenerate and the carrier density is only - 10l cm once

z the excitation pulse has ended. Thus, this bleaching in the %
0 .. .absorption to the P band is caused by an excited dense elec-
.i 'tron-hole plasma whose electrons reside in the side valleys.
o t =1ns Note that, although AL3 52 Ga,., As is an intrinsic semicon-
,< ductor, the blocking of the transitions between valence and
- P," band is caused by only one sort of excited carrier, i.e., the

holes. Thus, indirect AlGaAs has more similiarities with Ge
=1.Sns ;(Ref. 10) than with the GaAs system. Furhermore, the ex-

cited electron-hole plasma screens the Coulomb enhance-
ment of the excitonic continuum at the P point ° which leads
to an additional reduction of the absorption in the spectral

560 580 600 range above the renormalized P band gap. The duration of
WAVELENGTH (nm) the bleaching is consistent with the lifetime of the electron-

hole plasma determined by the decay of photoluminescence.

FIG. 4. Transmission ofAlo , 2Ga..As in the vicinity of the direct absorp- With several times 109 cm- 3 carriers in the sidevalleys, ,

tion edge without excitation (solid line) and with an excitation off = 11 the P band is renormalized by electron correlation as well as
mJ/cm2 at 532 nm (dashed line) for different times t. hole correlation and hole exchange effects. This results in an

induced absorption below the direct absorption edge with P
decreases with decaying carrier density. This effect, how-
ever, is still visible for delay times of about t = 1 ns. The shift

disorder in AlGaAs. Although the strength of this mixing of the absorption edge in Fig. 4 is in excellent agreement with
falls off like I/A2 , we still obse.ve quasidirect emission for a the band-gap shift of about 40 meV extracted from the P-
relatively large band-edge separation of A = 96 meV. band luminescence. This value is also confirmed in experi-

When the excitation fluence at 532 nm is chosen to be ments where the electron-hole plasma is excited using a laser

just below the onset of stimulated emission, carrier densities energy below the direct absorption edge. The short-cavity-
up to n = 5.5 X 1019 cm-3 at t = 0 ps are extracted from our dye laser allows us to tune the excitation energy E,,, across ,

fit. The density at which a degenerate distribution is reached Er. The strength of the absorption bleaching decreases
in the valence band is n, = 3.6× 1028 cm- for an appropri- monotonically when E - E, increases, but significant
ate carrier temperature of T = 120 K. Thus, the carrier dis- bleaching is still achieved for E,. down to 2.100 eV. The
tribution in the valence band is highly degenerate and the carrier densities necessary for bleaching can only be reached
quasi-Fermi level for the holes lies 86 meV within the band. when the P-absorption edge shifts below E, c during the ex-
This strong band filling is easily confirmed by transient citation process due to band-gap renormalization.

transmission spectroscopy. The blue shift of the Fabry-Perot modes can be used to I
calculate the strong plasma-induced changes of the refrac-
tive index. These changes reach values up toIV. TRANSIENT TRANSMISSION SPECTROSCOPY An = - 9.9 X 10 just below the P gap for t = 0 ps in Fig.

The transmission of Alo ,2 Ga, 4 s As in the area of the 4. This negative An (or blue shift) shows that band filling of %
direct band gap with and without excitation is shown in Fig. the valence band and screening dominate the induced index r
4 for various delay times after excitation. The absorption to changes rather than band-gap renormalization.
the central P valley governs the transmission without excita- In order to examine the applicability of these nonlineari- %
tion. Absorption sets in below the direct band'gap due to ties at the direct absorption edge for optical bistability, we
excitonic effects, but no sharp excitonic resonance is re- excited the sample with the tunable short-cavity-dye laser.solved because of alloy-disorder-induced line broadening. As discussed above, an induced absorption due to band-gap"7."'

Absorption to the indirect bands is negligible in this thin renormalization is observed below the absorption edge. Al-layer. Note that the quasidirect luminescence bands of Figs. though this induced absorption is partially reduced by the
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Abstract

Band-gap renormalization due to many-particle effects has been investigated at the r- and

X-points of the Brillouin zone in AlxGajxAs as a function of alloy composition. The composition

dependence of the distribution of the photo-excited electrons among direct and indirect conduction-

band valleys has been used to experimentally separate the electron-exchange contribution to band-

gap narrowing.
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For more than a decade, band-gap renormalization in semiconductors in the presence of -b

laser generated electron-hole plasmas has been a field of considerable interest. The renormalization

arises primarily from exchange and correlation interactions in the electron-hole system. Previous

theoretical and experimental studies focused on the renormalization of the fundamental band gap,

i.e., the gap at the F-point in direct materials or the gaps at the X- or L-points in indirect -,

materials. A good quantitative understanding of the underlying physics has been obtained for low-

temperature degenerate distributions [I]. So far, however, little interest has been given to the

renormalization of gaps above the fundamental band gap. In this letter we report what is to our

knowledge the first experimental investigation of band-gap renormalization at both the F- and X-

". points of the Brillouin zone of a given semiconductor. These studies have lead to an experimental

verification of the electron-exchange energy in the AlxGa 1_xAs alloy system. Previous

measurements in semiconductors have not been able to distinguish between the various contributions

to the band-gap renormalization.

AlxGaixAs is a material that is particularly well-suited for these investigations. By varying

the mole fraction, x, of AlAs, it can be grown as either a direct- (x < xc - 0.43) or an indirect-gap

(x > xc) semiconductor. The relative energy separation of the direct and indirect gaps can thus be

systematically controlled by adjusting the x-value. For x-values near xc, intense optical excitation
.5':-,..

results in the distribution of photo-excited electrons not only in the lowest conduction-band valley .,'.-,

l; but also in higher-lying valleys as well. The emission spectrum of an electron-hole plasma in this
)

7? case will be composed of two (rather than one) luminescence bands which correspond to the

bimolecular recombination from the direct and indirect conduction band valleys. Analysis of these

distinct luminescence bands allows us to determine the energetic position of each renormalized gap.

The measurements reported here were performed using intense 30-psec pulses at 532 nm .

from a mode-locked and frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser. Eight AlxGai-xAs samples with x-

values of 0.23, 0.30, 0.38, 0.42, 0.49, 0.51, 0.52, and 0.55 were studied. Each sample was 2-Asm

thick, nominally undoped, and prepared by molecular-beam epitaxy on a GaAs substrate. The

active layers were separated from the substrate by an AlAs barrier. All measurements were ,.
43

, 43 •.%
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conducted at 15 K. The luminescence from the central 100 'Um of a 700 Jim excitation spot was

dispersed with a spectrometer and time resolved with a streak camera. The temporal resolution was

determined by the width of the selected time window (typically between 30 and 65 ps). By this

procedure, spatially homogenous and quasi-stationary conditions of excitation were achieved. The

exciting fluence, F, was varied between 0.01 mJ/cmz and 12 mJ/cm 2 . Care was taken to record the
a..

spectra at excitations below the threshold for stimulated emission.

For aluminum contents significantly below xc , the indirect conduction-band valleys are far

above the direct gap, and only the valley at the fundamental r-gap is populated with excited r.

electrons. In these cases, plasma luminescence typical of a direct-gap semiconductor was observed

consisting of a single spectrally broad emission band. In contrast, for alloy compositions near xc . V

where direct and indirect conduction bands were populated, the luminescence spectra exhibited two

distinct emission bands. Examples of such (time-resolved) spectra are shown in Fig. I for x=0.38 a.4•p

(x<xc) and x--0.52 (x>xc) [2]. The selected time invervals coincide with the excitation-pulse

maximum (t=O ps). In the direct-gap material (Fig. la), the low-energy band arises from

bimolecular recombination from the r-conduction band while the high-energy band results from

bimolecular recombination from the indirect X-valleys. The comparatively strong indirect

luminescence is a consequence of alloy disorder which allows electrons in indirect conduction bands

to recombine with holes in the valence band without phonon participation [3,4]. The indirect .

emission, therefore, is not phonon-shifted. (A possible phonon side-band, which for x<xc should

contribute only very weakly, could be embedded within the direct emission band.)

For x-O.52 (Fig. Ib), the spectral sequence of the two emission bands is reversed, the lower

energy feature now being associated with emission from the indirect gap and the energetically ._,

higher feature with the direct gap. The absolute luminescence intensity is strongly reduced relative

to the 0.38 sample reflecting the decreasing probability for quasi-direct transitions from the indirect .-

valleys as x increases above xc [5]. While the decay times of the two emission bands are similar in

the direct alloy (r-100 ps), they are drastically different in the indirect alloy. Here, the direct

luminescence is observed essentially only during excitation compared to a lifetime of r- 650 ps for

44 "
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the indirect emission. For x>x c a weak shoulder can be observed on the low energy side of the

indirect luminescence band. This feature is due to additional phonon-assisted electron-hole

recombination from the indirect X-valleys [2]. (Note that an analysis of the spectra for both the

x=0.52 and the x=0.38 sample shows that the electron populations of the indirect L-valleys and their

relative transition probabilities are such that these bands contribute only weakly to the overall

luminescence intensity.) For the purposes of this Letter, the features in Fig. I that we particularly 0

wish to emphasize are the pronounced red shifts of the emission bands relative to the

unrenormalized gaps (indicated by arrows).

The renormalized band gaps, Eg, the corresponding carrier densities, n, and the plasma

temperatures, T, were extracted by fitting the data using a simple model assuming electron

transitions with relaxed k-conservation [6]. This appears to be appropriate in the presence of strong

alloy disorder. The model in ref. [6] was extended to account for bimolecular recombination from

two conduction band valleys. For x>xc, a third term was added to account for the LO-phonon

side-band using the appropriate LO-phonon energies. The relative intensities of the various

emission bands were treated as adjustable parameters. A common quasi-chemical potential for all

involved conduction bands was assumed, since the time scales for carrier-carrier scattering,

intraband carrier relaxation, and interband scattering are short compared to our pulsewidth. The

heavy- and light-hole bands were approximated by a single parabolic band. The effective mass

parameters were taken from refs. [7-10].

The dots in Fig. I are the results of the line-shape analysis. For x=0.38, both emission

bands could be fit reasonably well. The small deviation at the low-energy edge may be due to .

collision broadening which was not included in our model. (Commonly, this is introduced only

phenomenologically and has only a minor effect on the extracted parameters.) For x=0.52 a '-0 .

satisfying fit was achieved for the indirect emission band. Note that the computed spectrum is

composed of the quasi-direct contribution and a LO-phonon sideband (solid and dashed line,

respectively). The direct emission band could not be fit with the asumption of a common

temperature and Fermi distribution for all conduction bands. This is an artifact of our limited time -I1_
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resolution which is long compared to the lifetime of the electrons in the F-valley. These electrons
*

scatter into the side valleys on a time scale of less than 100 fsec. While the long-lived carriers in '.

the X-band have time enough to cool before they recombine, the emission out of the F-valley

reflects an earlier (hotter) stage in the relaxation process. The determination of the reduced direct

gap is not influenced by this effect, and the fit to the indirect emission provides a good

approximation to the total number of carriers and their distribution even during excitation.

From the line shape analysis, we extracted the renormalized band gaps with an accuracy of -

I
approximately ±5 meV. The position of the renormalized X-gap for x>xc has been further

confirmed by stimulating the "quasi-direct" emission from the X-valleys [2]. Characteristic ranges

of carrier densities were 1018 - 5.1018 cm- 3 and 1019 - 3.1019 cm -3 in the direct- and indirect-gap

regimes, respectively. The higher densities achievable for x>xc are explained by the reduced

radiative recombination rate as well as the higher density of states in the indirect-gap regime. The .-

results are summarized in Fig. 2 where the bold (thin) vertical bars represent the measured - '

renormalized band-gap energies for the fundamental (higher-lying) gaps. In each case, the length of :-

the bar indicates the uncertainty of the extracted value. We comment that the unrenormalized band

gaps were determined from low-excitation luminescence, transmission from regions where the

substrate had been etched away, and photoreflectance. The x-values were then assigned using the

reported compositional dependences of the gaps according to Casey [7]. The energy band gaps at

the F- and X-points at low temperatures are represented by the solid lines in Fig. 2 [11]. In all ,,

cases the strong plasma-induced reduction of the band gaps is clearly evident.

We model the band-gap renormalization using the formalism of Ref. [I]. where the

renormalized band gap is given by I
E~n) Eg + Exc(n) + n Exc(n).19 (an

The exchange-correlation energy is given by the universal formula [I]

Exc(rs) = (a+brs)/(c+drs+rs 2) Ry 12)

where the normalized interparticle separation is rs=(3 '47rnax)' , I and a=- 4 8316, b=-5 (08-,
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c=0.0152, and d-3.0426. Ry* and ax are the excitonic Rydberg and Bohr radius, respectively, for

the direct exciton in the case x(xc and for the indirect exciton in the case x)xc. Although this

formalism was developed for the renormalization of the fundamental gap, we shall demonstrate that

it can evidently be applied to the higher-lying band gap if the electron-exchange energy is properly

handled.

The heavily-dotted bands in Fig. 2 are a result of applying Eqs. (I) and (2) to the

fundamental gap for carrier densities appropriate to our experimental conditions, i.e., 10fi an8"
5X1 cm-3 for x(x c and 1019 - 3xl019 CM-3 for x)x c . We find agreement between theory and u-U,

experiment for materials that are clearly direct-gap (x=0.23 and 0.30) and for all of the indirect-gap

materials.

For alloy compositions just below xc, the renormalization of the r-gap becomes significantly

larger than calculated. Similar results were reported for like x-values in Ref. [121. We attribute this

enhancement to alloy disorder effects. The disorder potential leads to an admixture of heavy X-

band states to the lighter r-band states [13]. This possibly results in a modification of the density of

states and the effective carrier density in the f-band which leads to an enhanced renormalization of

the F- and also the higher X-gap. This is consistent with the superlinear increase of the excitonic

binding energy with x, which has been observed for 0.3<x<0.4 by Pearah et al. [131. The effect of

bandmixing on the large effective mass of the X-band for x>xc is negligible.

The lightly-dotted bands in Fig. 2 were obtained by assuming that all electrons reside in the- -"

higher lying valley(s) and again applying Eqs. (1) and (2). For the moment, let's focus on the

rf-band of the indirect-gap (x>xc) materials. Clearly, the theory grossly overestimates the band-gap

shrinkage. This result is not surprising since in reality nearly all of the electrons are distributed in

the lower-lying X-valleys. In fact, our analysis reveals that typically fewer than one percent of all •

,'4- electrons are in the f-valley. For these conditions, we would expect the hole-exchange energy to

remain unchanged since it will not be influenced by our choice of conduction bands. Likewise, the

correlation energy will not be changed since the Coulomb interaction between the F-valley electrons S

and all other excited carriers is still present [14]. By contrast, the sparce population of the F-valley

, 0
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implies that the electron-exchange energy for this band should be negligible. With these

considerations, we can estimate the renormalization of the r-gap in these indirect-gap materials by ,"

calculating Egaccording to Eqs. (I) and (2) using the appropriate r-band parameters and then

subtracting the (missing) electron-exchange contribution. The latter is given by
e e ;7 "

AEgex e = E + n -2 Ee (3)
9.L ex (9n ex

Ee -0.9 Ry [15]. The'.. "-)

where the electron-exchange energy for the r-band is simply Eex 0.916 r y*

striped band in Fig. 2 is a result of this procedure. We find that this simple yet physically -

reasonable adjustment to this well-known formalism provides remarkable agreement with the data, %?

and thus, allows the direct experimental separation of the electron-exchange contribution to the " .

bandgap narrowing. .5.

Finally, we comment that the renormalization of the X-band in direct-gap materials with x- "*5 5,

values near xc (see x-0.38 data Fig. 2) is particularly complicated. This band has a reduced (though %

non-negligible) electron-exchange energy and is also influenced by alloy disorder. A detailed .

analysis of the renormalization of this band requires a better understanding of the influence of alloy

disorder on the density of stateg. effective mass, excitonic Rydberg, etc.

In summary, plasma-induced bandgap renormalization in direct and indirect AIGaAs has :: _

been measured at different points of the Brillouin zone from time-resolved photoluminescence

measurements. Whereas the fundamental gaps are renormalized by full exchange and correlation

energies, the renormalization of the energetically larger gaps is found to be reduced as a result of S

the missing electron-exchange contribution. At alloy compositions just below the direct-to-indirect

band crossover, evidence was found that disorder effects enhance the band gap shrinkage.

This work was supported in part by the Office of Naval Research, The Robert A. Welch 0

Foundation, and the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. '"
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Time-resolved luminescence spectra and line-shape fits (dots) for alloy compositions

below (a) and above (b) the direct-indirect band crossover. The solid and dashed --

curves in (b) represent contributions from quasidirect and phonon-assisted
a

transitions, respectively.

'oo

Figure 2. Band-gap energies at the r- and X-points versus alloy composition, x. Solid lines

represent unrenormalized gaps, vertical bars measured renormalized gaps, dotted

bands theoretical values according to Ref. [I], striped band corrected for missing

electron-exchange energy. 7-.
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ULTRAFAST PHENOENA V, (SPRINGER-VERLAG, N-Y, 1986)

Picosecond Observation
of the Photorefractive Effect in GaAs

A.L. Smirll, G.C. Valley. \I. . ': , n,rt .ad T.F. Bo qg rrp!s

'Hughes Research Laboratories. 2011 MI. if~ii (.wvn !Woad.
Malibu, CA 90265, USA

2 Center for Applied Quantum Elect rcric.s. ,rr h Toxa- atare University,

Denton, TX 76203, USA

For more than 15 years, photorefractive =ateria.s such as LlNb03 , BaTi0,
and Bil 2Si0 2 0 have been widely investigated for applications in holographic
storage, optical data processing, and phase conjugation 1'. Previously,
however, transient studies in these materiais nave been limited to time
scales of ns or longer and to investigations --tte protcrefractive effect
where the space charge field is produced btween ,ne-pho-ton-ionized donors
or acceptors and charged traps r)-4i AKt':j : r:-c er~d pulses and

trains of pulses have been used to prov:ue ne 'ar-e T::.es necessaryv for
two-photon ionization of donors in L:NzU. 5. and rcms _taaate

niobate (KTN) [7], no subnanosecond tize res 2cn c: tne pr.otorefractive J

processes was reported. More recently, tne o:notcre!ractive effect nas beer.
demonstrated in the semiconductors GaAs, InP, and CoTe c time scales from
250 ps to steady state [8-11]. Here, we report (to the best of our knowl- -
edge) the first investigations of the photorefraztive effect on picosecond
time scales.

In our experiments, we measured the energy transferred between two
1.06 pm pulses that were spatially and temporaly coincident in a GaAs
sample. The laser source for our experiments gas an actively and passively
mode-locked Nd:YAG laser operating in the fandamental transverse mcde. A
single pulse was switcied from the train of pulses and amplified. The
pulse was then divided into two parts and recoobir, d at a small angle in
the sample. The optical pulse width was measured to be 43 ps (fu:' width
at e-1 of the intensity). We wish to emphasize that the crystal stucied
here is the same one that was used by KLEIN '9' in his cw experiments. The
crystal cross section was 6 mm x 5 mm, and the thickness was 4 mm. The ' '
crystal orientation was identical to that used by KLEIN [9! That is, the
grating wave vector (sample surface) was along the (100) direct:cn; both
pulses were polarized along (110); and the surface normal gas para ,el to "
(110). The beam diameters at the sample surface were 5 mm (full 'idth e -
of the maximum intensity), as determined by pinhole scans.

We measured the beam coupling as a function of the ratio of the energies .
in the two pulses, the total fluence, time delay between the two pulses,
and crystal orientation. We found the direction of energy transfer between
"Ro equal beams to depend definitively on crystal orientation, an unambigu-
ous signature of the photorefractive effect. Moreover, we measured photo-
refractive gains for weak picosecond signal pulses of a few percent using
pump fluences of less than 0 2 mJ/cm2 (i.e., 2pJ/#m 2). At these low fluen-
ces and times too short for significant carrier-trap recombiratin to
occur, the space charge field is established between ionized 0-onurs and
mobile free carriers, in contrast to the cw photorefractive effect where
the space charge field is between immobile ionized donors and immobile
traps. As a consequence, for picosecond pulses, the space charge field in
this regime is limited by the number of available donors; whereas, for c,
radiation the limiting field is determined by the trap density. The former

203
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is believed to be an order of magnitude larger than the latter. For higher
fluences and these pulsewidths, investigations of the photorefractive grat-

ings are complicated by the onset of two-photon absorption and the accompa-
nying absorptive and refractive index changes. In fact, at the highest
flu-nces, the photorefractive energy transfer is dominated by a space
-charge field that originates from the separation between mobile free elec-
trons and mobile free holes generated by two-photon absorption.

%i An example of such measurements is shown in Fig. 1. Here, the normal-
ized change in probe transmission AT/T is shown as a -unction of pump flu-
ence for a pump-to-probe ratio of 20:1. The quantity LT/T is defined as
the probe energy transmission with the pump present minus the probe trans-mission without the pump, both divided by the probe energy transmission

without the pump:

AT/T = [T (with pump) - T (without pump)]/T (without pump). (1)

The squares (AT*/T) represent data acquired with the crystal oriented such
that photorefractive energy transfer is from the strong to the weak beam;
the triangles (AT-/T) represent data taken after the crystal was rotated
180" about the surface normal that bisects the angle between the two beamr,.
We have performed theoretical calculations based or a simpie set of materi-
als equations combined with Maxwell's equations. The materials equations
used here differ from those used previously [12,13,141 in that they were
modified to include two-photon absorption and neglect recombination. The
results of such a numerical calculation for the two crystal orientations

"2 204 55
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are shown by the dashed and dot-dashed curves in Fig. 1. We wish to empha-
size that these curves are the result of a zero-fit-parameter calculation.
That is, all material parameters were either taken from the literature or
independently measured for this sample. Quantitative agreement between
experiment and theory can be easily achieved by varying these material
parameters within reasonable uncertainties, but without additional indepen-
dent measurements there is no justification for such a forced fit. In any
event, qualitative agreement between calculated and measured data is quite
satisfactory.

The qualitative interpretation of the data of Fig. I that emerges from
such studies is as follows. For the top curve, photorefractive gain initi-
ally competes with loss from two photon absorption. For the lowest fluen-
ces, photorefractive transfer is larger than the two-photon loss, and a net
gain is observed. Eventually, as the fluence is increased, all of the EL2
donors are ionized, and two-photon absorption begins to dominate, with a
zero crossing near 1 mJ/cm 2 . Finally, however, we note that two-photon
absorption is accompanied by the generation of electron-hole pairs. That
is, a free-carrier grating is produced. Because the real part of the Drude
index of refraction is much larger than the imaginary part, an index grat-
ing is created that is in phase with the modulated intensity profile. It
;s well known that such a grating cannot transfer energy in steady state;

9 however, in the transient regime, there is a higher-order transfer that is
always from strong to weak beam [15]. This transient transfer was found to
dominate at the higher fluences resulting in probe gain for fluences lar-
ger than approximately 10 mJ/cm , as shown. For the lower curve, the pho-
torefractive energy transfer is from probe to pump, and photorefractive
effects as well as two photon absorption contribute to increasing probe
loss with increasing fluence. Again, however, at the highest fluences,
transient energy transfer begins to dominate and to reverse the sign of the
slope.

Finally, we can isolate and separate the photorefractive contributions

trom those of two-photon absorption and free-carrier transient energy
transfer by recognizing that (in the small signal limit) only photorefrac-

0.14
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010 - -- THEORY "

_ 0.06 -2
002 -3

0.01 0.10 1 00 1000
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Fig. 2. Half the difference between the normalized change in the probe
transmission for the sample oriented for photorefractive probe gain (AT'T)
and the change in the probe transmission for the sample oriented for
photorefractive probe loss (AT-/T) as a function of pump fluence for a
grating spacing of 1.7 um and a constant pump-to-probe ratio of 20:1 (i.e.,
half the difference between the squares and the triangles in Fig. 1). The
dashed curve is one half the corresponding difference between the two
theoretical curves of Fig. 1.
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tive energy transfer explicitly depends on crystal orientation. When the
crystal is oriented for weak to strong beam transfer, the photorefractive
grating contributes to probe loss; when the crystal is rotated 180" about
the surface normal, the photorefractive energy transfer is reversed and is
from strong to weak, while the other two contributions maintain their sign.
Consequently, twice the photorefractive energy transfer is obtained by %
subtracting the two curves shown in Fig. 1. The photorefractive energy %
transfer obtained in this way is shown in Fig. 2. We emphasize that there
are two distinct contributions to the photoreractive transfer. At low l
fluences, the space charge field is primarily between one-photon-generated
mobile free electrons and immobile ionized EL2" donors. At higher

J luences,. the space charge field (i.e. Dember field) between two-honton-
4.>generated free electrons and free holes also contrihutes.
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We report the first observation to our knowledge of the photorefractive effect on picosecond time scales. Photore-
fractive beam coupling in GaAs with picosecond, 1.06-xm pulses is observed owing to charge separation between
electrons and the ionized defect EL2* at low fluences and to separation between free electrons and holes created by
two-photon interband absorption for high fluences. The accompanying processes of linear absorption, two-photon
absorption, and transient energy transfer are also observed. ,

Photorefractive materials such as LiNbO3 , BaTiO3 , deep level EL2,17.18 which exists in both a neutral and a . ,
and Bi12SiO. 0 have been widely investigated over the positively ionized state, was identified as the source of
past 15 years for applications in holographic storage, the steady-state photorefractive effect by the excel-
optical data processing, and phase conjugation.' Re- lent agreement between the measurement of the ion-
cently the photorefractive effect was demonstrated in ized EL2 number density N' from conductivity as a
the semiconductors GaAs, InP, and CdTe on time function of temperature (N + = 1.4 x 101s cm- 1) and
scales from 250 psec to steady state.- 5 Herewereport from photorefractive beam coupling (N + = 1.3 X 1015
the observation of beam coupling in GaAs due to the cm- 3 ).3 In addition, the absorption spectrum of our
photorefractive effect with single 43-psec pulses of sample is similar to the EL2 absorption spectrum re-
1.06-pm radiation. Our results are attributed to the ported in Ref. 18.
charge separation between photoionized, untrapped The laser source for our experiments was an actively
electrons and the ionized donor level EL2+ at low and passively mode-locked Nd:YAG laser operating in
fluences F (F < 0.3 mJ/cm) and to the separation the fundamental transverse mode. A single pulse was
between untrapped electrons and holes created by switched from the train of pulses and amplified. The
two-photon absorption for high fluences (F > 3 mJ/ average pulse width, measured on a shot-b-shot ba-
cm 2). sis, was 43 psec full width at Ile of the peak irradiance. -..

Previously, the photorefractive effect due to one- After amplification the pulse was divided into two
photon ionization and charges trapped at donor or parts and recombined at an angle to give a grating
acceptor sites has been observed with pulses as short period of 1.7 pm in the crystal. As in Ref. 3, both ,r ,
as 10 nsec in LiNbOa, BaTiO3 , and BizSiO._,.6-8 pump and probe were polarized along the (110) direc-
Moreover, the photorefractive effect due to two-pho-
ton ionization of donors has been produced by trains of Table I. Parameters of the GaAs Crystal Used for
picosecond pulses in LiNbO:j (Refs. 9 and 10) and by a Picosecond Beam Coupling
single picosecond pulse and trains in potassium tanta-
late niobate (KTN).tt The minimum time needed to Parameter Value Reference p
produce a grating was observed to be less than a few Refractive index, nh 3.48 12
nanosceconds7 to less than 2 nsec,() limited by the Dielectric constant, /A 12.9 13 %

time resolution of the experiments. Our results in Electro-optic coefficient. r%, 1.43 pmi'V 14
GaAs show that it is possible to produce a photorefrac- Absorption coefficient, (r 1.2 cm - 3
tive effect a factor of 100 to 1000 times faster than Two-photon absorption 26. cm,GW 1
these time scales. In addition, our results show for the coefficient, 3
first reported time that a photorefractive effect can be Free-carrier cross section. S1. 3 X 10-l' 15
produced by the charge separation between untrapped Electron Hall nobilitv, pu 5800 cm: -'Ys 3
electrons and ionized donor levels (EL25 ) and also by Electron drift mohilitY. P, u/. = 1.175 16'.

Hole drift mobility, 1u : I 17
the charge separation of electrons and holes created by Total 1.1.2 densitvN 1. X 10' cm-: 1
two-photon interband absorption. hitized E1.2 tEI.2'+ density." 1.4 X lWt: o 3

Our experiments were performed using the same EI.2 crsssection.S, <oI.\- .\',)sample of semi-insulating, undoped GaAs and the El.2' cross section. s. . .. 4 17
same experimental configuration reported previous- , l ' xtralated trim Fig 2 , l-,,1 IS siing the
ly.' The sample is 5 mm X 5.5 mm x 3.3 mm with the .,rp,,,, ,,,,,t 1 2cn I ,,,v-,,red in -ur amlf
3.3-mm length along the direction of propagation. i N . - .\ h,,.n the qantuO vi,,enc-% t,,r nubile elec
Properties of our sample were reported in Ref. 3 or tri _g,,-nratir,,m i. l ir.-,'on mdt here , n...thr ah.or.
inferred from the literature as given in Table 1. The ,, prtm--. i i

t)140 . 1592, lt)6-17 03 2. lI 5 1-m. 0Optical s,,tw i\ Amr.,'3
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top curve the photorefractive gain competes with loss
DATA AT " from two-photon absorption at fluences below 3 mJ/
DATA IT T cm 2 with a zero c; ossing at 1 mJ/cm 2 , while in the lower

0 - -20TEo .T* T curve both effects cause probe loss. At fluences above_4EORY -T 1, o .3 mJ/cm 2 transient energy transfer 9 by the free-carri-
0?0 er grating transfers energy from the strong to the weak

beam in each orientation.
I- In order to isolate the photorefractive effect, we0- . - l- subtract the data for the two orientations given in Fig.' -- : " = , ,1. If the two-photon absorption and the free-carrier

01 f t o b i d f a transient energy transfer are independent of the pho-
torefractive effect (which is true for sufficiently small

S-' denergy transfer and no pump depletion, conditions of
-\0 2,0 our experiments), then the difference between ATIT

" ,for the two orientations should be twice the energy
\ ' transfer due to the photorefractive effect alone.

-0,0 o-]These data points are shown by the squares in Fig. 2.
-" /We have performed detailed numerical calculations

.0 "-L [ to determine if the data in Fig. 2 are consistent with
00 00 100 100 the photorefractive effect due to production and

F .,- transport of charge carriers, an internal space-charge
field due to charge separation, and a change in the

Fig. 1. Normalized change in transmission of the probe refractive index through the electro-optic effect. Our
beam AT/T as a function of the peak pump fluence for a calculations also include saturation of the EL2 absorp-
grating spacing of 1.7 Azm and a constant pump-to-probe
ratio 23:1. The sample was rotated 1800 about the surface tion, the free-carrier absorption and refractive index,
normal between measurements represented by the squares and two-photon absorption, all of which contribute to
and triangles. The dashed and dotted-dashed lines repre- AT/T. The set of materials equations used for this
sent theoretical fits using the parameters of Table 1. modeling differs from that used previously 2° :"t by the

addition of the two-photon ionization and the neglect
of recombination, which is not important in GaAs on
time scales less than 100 psec (Ref. 22):

tion and the grating wave vector pointed in the (001)
direction. The beam diameters at the sample were 5 ON+/t = s(N - N+/hv) -shlN+/(hp), (2)
mm (full width at e- I of the maximum irradiance), asdetermined by pinhole scans performed in both thei .;.-. horizontal and vertical directions. an/Or = (lle)jlz + d3["1(2h) + sjf(N - N+)/h),

For fluences sufficient for observation of significant t4+
energy transfer, investigation of the photorefractive (4)
effect is complicated by two-photon absorption and ip = eyEp - ApkBTp/& ,  (5)
free-carrier refractive-index changes. This is illus- = ,LuEp - Mktrated in Fig. 1, where the quantity ATIT is plotted as i, elEn + skBTcn/caz, (6)
a function of peak pump fluence with the incident
probe-to-pump energy ratio held constant at 4.4%. OE/Oz f (e/E)(p + N+-n- N4 ), (7)
The quantity AT/T is defined as the probe energy where z is the coordinate perpendicular to the direc-
transmission with the pump present minus the trans-
mission without the pump, all divided by the probe
energy transmission T without the pump:

AT T(with pump) - T(without pump) () 2 U ,ATAT T T(without pump) 010 - -- THEORT C

, Note that for small gain or loss the quantity ATIT is 008 oo-':
independent of linear absorption [e.g., if we could 00- .-.. , I
write the photorefractive gain simply as exp(rL) and 00,

the loss as exp(-aL), AT/T would equal FL for small °-?.00Cr __ ." _ '- . .

rLJ. The two curves shown in Fig. 1 are for two 001'
orientations of the crystal. The top curve (squares)
represents data acquired with the crystal oriented
such that protorefractive energy transfer is from Fig. 2. N ormalized change in probe tranmission for the
p b o e bi s ample oriented for energy transfer from the strong to the.-. , "p u m p beam to p robe; th e bottom cu rve (triangles) w a e m ( % / '' m n s t a o r n f rf o e k trepresents data taken after the crystal was rotated by weak beama (AT!7")+ minus that for transfer from weak to
rerse at strong (ATIT)- as a function of peak pump fluence for a
180* about the surface normal that bisects the angle grating spacing of 1.7 um and a constant pump-to-probe
between the two beams. Figure 1 shows that the ener- ratio of 2:3.1. The dashed line indicates numerical calcula-

4 , gy transfer depends on crystal orientation, an unam- tions made using rate and transport equatians combined
biguous signature of the photorefractive effect. Inthe with Maxwell's equations.
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are the hole and electron number and current densi- fluences the space-charge field leading to the photore-
ties, hv is the photon energy, and kBT is Boltzmann's fractive effect is primarily between one-photon-gener-
constant times temperature. NA is the number densi- ated mobile electrons and immobile ionized EL2 + do- '
ty of negative ions t;,it compensate for the charge of nors. At higher fluences, the space-charge field be- ".
N + in the dark but that cannot be photoionized (these tween two-photon-generated free electrons and holes
are thought to be carbon ions). The remainder of the also contributes. At the highest fluences, transient ,
parameters are defined in Table 1. These equations energy transfer and the photorefractive effect appear
are combined with Maxwell's equations including the to interact in a nonlinear way. ?:,
effects listed above and solved numerically. The authors are grateful to A. Hunter of Hughes 'Results of the numerical calculations for the two Research Laboratories for helpful discussions of thecrystal orientations are shown by the dashed and dot- properties of GaAs. The wor elfu rth Texas Stateted-dashed curves in Fig. 1. These curves use one propersof as t he rk Othcexaf Sate
unknown parameter, the quantum efficiency of the University was supported by the U.S. Office of Naval
unkdnor safitting parameter . The qun fcncu o t Research and the Robert A. Welch Foundation; thedonor, as a fitting parameter. The calculations work at Hughes Research Laboratories, in part by the
shown in Fig. I use a quantum efficiency of 0.58, which US Air Force Office of Scientific Research.
is consistent with other photorefractive studies23 and .-. ,
other studies of EL2.24 In our calculations we have ,
modeled the free-carrier index with and without the - p.

interband correction factor.25 The results shown in Rfec .
Fig. 1 are without the interband correction factor; re- References
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We report the observation of photorefractive index gratings written and read out in BaTiO3 using single pulses of 30-
psec duration and fluences of I to 15 mJ/cm2 at a wavelength of 0.532 m. While the photorefractive gratings are %

masked during formation by a large free-carrier grating, they are clearly seen from 50 psec to many minutes
following the peak in the writing beams. The rapid and complete formation of the photorefractive grating and the
complete decay of the free-carrier grating on a scale of 50 to 100 psec indicate either that the carrier-recombination
time in our sample of BaTiO3 is less than 100 psec or that the mobility of the carriers is >23 cm 2/V sec.

In a typical photorefractive measurement, two noncol- We recently reported observation of the photore- 4.
linear light beams interfere in the material to produce fractive effect in GaAs on picosecond time scales.- p.
a spatial modulation of the optical irradiance with These results are of interest but are not completely
period A.. The conventional explanation of the pho- surprising because the large electron mobility in GaAs
torefractive effect, which has proved widely applicable (-6000 cm2/V sec) leads to diffusion times of the order ' .
to both cw and nanosecond pulsed observations,' is of 5 psec for the 1.7-pm grating period reported in Ref.
that the absorption of this light produces (by photo- 2. Thus there was ample time for carriers to diffuse
ionization) a spatially modulated carrier distribution one or more grating periods during our 43-psec pulses, -", a.'
with the same period; that the carriers then diffuse and the charge separation necessary for establishing
from regions of higher concentration to regions of low- the photorefractive effect could be obtained. Here we
er concentration (or drift in an applied field) and are report the writing of free-carrier and photorefractive
eventually retrapped; and that this is accompanied by gratings in BaTiO3 with 30-psec pulses and find that
the formation of a periodic space-charge field within the photorefractive grating is fully formed and that
the crystal. The space-charge field then modulates the free-carrier grating has decayed within 50 to 100
the refractive index through the electro-optic effect. psec after the peak intensity of the writing beams.
The time required for grating formation is thus deter- This suggests either that the carriers have diffused
mined by the rate at which carriers are generated, by roughly one-half grating period or that they have re-
their drift or diffusion rates, and by their recombina- combined in this time. Since the mobilities of both
tion lifetimes. The maximum space-charge field will electrons and holes in BaTiO3 (as measured by con-
be obtained if the carriers diffuse (or drift) one-half ventional transport techniques) are widely reported to
grating period. If the recombination lifetime is suffi- be of the order of 1 cm 2/V sec or less, 3 at least 2 nsec
ciently short, however, the carriers will move only a should be required for diffusion to destroy the 0.48-
fraction of a grating period before being retrapped, gm-period free-carrier gratings used in our BaTiO: . '5

and a weaker space-charge field will be established, experiments. If the mobility of our charge carriers is ,% '

For short-pulsed excitation, the carrier-generation less than 1 cm 2/V sec, our photorefractive grating "'
rate can exceed significantly the recombination rate, must be produced by excitation of a large number of -

and large densities of photoionized (or free) carriers carriers and by their diffusion for a small fraction of a ,
can be produced. These free carriers are the source of grating period.
a second index grating through the usual Drude (or The basic geometry used in our experiments is
band-filling) contribution to the index of refraction. shown in Fig. 1. Two 30-psec (full width at e-t of the ,, ,,%

In contrast to the case of a photorefractive grating, intensity) pulses, labeled PUMP 1 and PUMP 2. that
here carrier diffusion or drift is not required to estab- were derived from a single frequency-doubled pulse ]
lish the free-carrier index change. Moreover, while produced by a mode-locked Nd:YAG laser interfered
the diffusion of carriers for roughly one-half grating in the crystal to form a grating of period 0.48 um. The
period produces an optimal photorefractive response, grating formation and decay were interrogated by a
diffusion over this distance totally destroys the free- third, time-delayed probe pulse that was counterprop-
carrier modulation. Thus a large mobility generally agating to one of the writing pulses. The writing
indicates a larger photorefractive sensitivity and a pulses were p polarized, and the probe was s polarized. ' -
faster response but dictates a shorter free-carrier grat- Initially, the 1.82-mm-thick crystal was oriented so
ing lifetime. By comparison, a shorter carrier-recom- that the grating k vector was parallel to the c axis (k, i
bination time can lessen the photorefractive response c). Subsequently, the crystal was rotated so that the k %
and will hasten the free-carrier grating decay, vector was perpendicular to the c axis (k. - c_.
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PUMP IB, solely on the basis of the data shown in Fig. 2, we

- cannot tell which (or what combination) of these two
, ( processes is responsible for the picosecond photore-

fractive response of our crystal. Let us first examine
the implications of assuming that the free-carrier grat-

>ing decay is dominated by recombination, i.e., rR < 100
psec and Tr? << r. By substituting Eq. (1) into the.

"U latter inequality, one immediately finds that a recom-
, POBE bination-dominated grating decay also implies a mo-

DiFR.....CTED DEA bility-lifetime product of 14 TR << 2.3 X 10 - 9 cm/V.
,OBE \By comparison, assuming a diffusion-dominated grat-

ing decay (TD << 7R) implies a mobility g > 23 cm 2/V
sec and a mobility-lifetime product of w rR >> 2.3 x

Fig. 1. Experimental geometry. 10 - cm 2/V. Clearly recombination and diffusion
contribute equally when = 2.3 X 10- cm 2/V.

Figure 2 shows the measured diffraction efficiency These mobility-lifetime products can be comparedrwith previous measurements of the mobility-lifetime :

as a function of probe delay for the case in which the
usIn Fig. product in BaTiO3. Tzou et al. used 8-nsec pulsed

eo r l illumination to measure photorefractive grating era-
2(A), the data were acquired with the crystcl as shown
in Fig. 1 (kg I c), so that the probe pulse could sense a sure as a function of time. From this, they obtained a
change in the refractive index due to the internal mobility-lifetime product parallel to the c axis of u AR1-1 chang and ah traaciv dendet due to 2h inera 10_16

space-charge field and the r 13 electro-optic coefficient - 5 Xth0 - cm 2iV and a trap density N = 2 X 1016
(photorefractive effect). To obtain the data shown in cm - in their sample of BaTiO:t. Since the recombina-tion time, TR = 1/(Y-RNr) (where "YR is the recombina-Fig. 2(B), the crystal was rotated by 900 (kg I c), so tion rate coefficient), is inversely proportional to the
that any internal space-charge field produced by the

pump beams would not produce a refractive-index trap density and since our sample has a trap density
variation that an measured at X = 442 nm of NT = 10' 7 cm - 3, we expect

our mobility-lifetime product to be a factor of 5 small-
'P 'G" Two distinct features are evident in the data shown e - 10- 0 cm 2/V. If this value is accurate, it is

" in Fig. 2. The first is a strong peak with a width of smaller than the-- LTR = 2.3 X 10- cm 2/ calculated in
approximately 50 psec, roughly consistent with the the preceding paragraph, and it indicates a recombi-
intensity autocorrelation time of our pulses. The nation-dominated decay with TR < 100 psec.
strength and the duration of this peak are indepen- Moreover, if 'llrR = 10-10 cm 2/V is taken to be cor-
dent of crystal orientation and are consistent with rect and if the free-carrier grating decay 7G is assumed
diffraction from a free-carrier index grating generated to be determined approximately by TG = (1rR + 1/
by single-photon absorption. The short duration and a b+
the symmetry of the peak suggest that the free-carrier
grating decays by either diffusion or recombination in
less than 50 psec. 10.0- ( A)

The second feature, a relatively constant, long-last-
, ing diffraction efficiency, is roughly 50 times weaker

than the peak and is present only in the (kg c) 1.0- "
geometry-a definitive signature of the photorefrac- ,.:...".

tive effect. The flat nature of this signal for tens of "
nanoseconds following excitation suggests that pho- . 0.1.
torefractive grating formation is essentially complete

P shortly after the end of the excitation pulses. From
this and from the rapid decay of the free-carrier peak, Z .01,

we conclude that the free-carrier grating is generated -100.
and decays by diffusion and recombination to form a U.U.
long-lived photorefractive grating in less than 50 psec. Z

Our observations and conclusions can be explained 1o0
by invoking either a carrier-recombination time Tr of
less than 100 psec or a mobility parallel to the c axis, U. -

p , sufficiently large to ensure that the time required 01'

N vr for diffusion to destroy a sinusoidal free-carrier grat- . . . . .
.5, ,2 ing is less than 100 psec. This diffusion time is given '0l,,, by001.

by 200 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200

2.X , PROBE DELAY. psec

41r 2 iT1) Fi 2. )itfraction efficiency of a OAS .,,m laser.induced

grating ils a lunction of time delay for a crxstal (it fla'i(o)
where e is the elementary charge, k,4 the Boltzmann ,riented with the grating %%ave cector ial pmrallel and ti
constant, and T the temperature. We emphasize that, prpendicular to, the c axis.
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Table 1. Comparison of Parameters of 43-psec by Lam et al. can be compared qualitatively with ours
Experiments with Those of 20-nsec Experiments by scaling them as the square of the product of the

Parameter This Work Lam et al.a fluence, the trap density, the interaction length, and
the electro-optic coefficient. Performing such a scal- ,

Wavelength, X 0.532 Mm 0.532 om ing on the 20-nsec diffraction efficiency, one obtains aPulse length, rp 43 psec (FW l/e) 20 nsec predicted efficiency that is more than an order of mag- ,

Putle flenth, F1  43 pse/cm 40 /e 0 nsecm nitude higher than those that we observed with our 30-
Grating period. A, 0.48 ;m 0.43um psec pulses."
Trap density, Nr 10 " cm- , 2 X 10" cm - I Comparison with our results in Ge.s can be made

(0.442 mm) (0.51 Mm)C
Writing polarization P .. by noting that, at a fluence of 7 mJ/cm', we obtained6 a

Reading polarization s p diffraction efficiency for GaAs of -3 X 10- . By scal-
Diffraction efficiency, q 3 x 10- 6 5 x 10-11 ing as the square of the fluence, we estimate an effi-
Recombination time, TR <100 psec <1 nsec ciency of roughly 10-2 for GaAs at 12 mJ/cm 2. Note
Interaction length 1.8 mm 1.2 mm that the comparison is further complicated by the fact

Ref. 5. that our BaTiO, results are for a grating period of 0.48
Mum, whereas those in GaAs are for a period of 1.7 gm.

TD)
- 1 < 100 psec, then these two conditions when con- The lower-than-expected measured efficiencies re-

sidered together yield the two inequalities TR < 100 ported in this and the preceding paragraph tend to
psec and u, > 1 cm 2/Vsec, and they also dictate that support the view that photorefractive grating forma-the grating decay cannot be dominated by diffusion tion with picosecond pulses in our crystal is limited by
but must be dominated by recombination. Two ex- rapid recombination of the carriers following their dif-
amples of limiting cases serve to illustrate these fusion for a small fraction of a grating period rather
points. First, consider a recombination time TR - 100 than by rapid diffusion of the carriers for a full half-
psec. In this case, a mobility-lifetime product of A TR grating period before recombination. If the opposite N

10- cmM2/V implies a mobility of u " 1 cm 2/V sec, were true, then we would have expected comparable
which corresponds to a diffusion time of TD - 2 nsec. diffraction efficiencies since the two materials have
Clearly, the free-carrier grating decay rate is deter- comparable values for the factor nr/c (where t is the
mined by recombination. Not only is a mobility value dielectric constant)._-
of M, - 1 cm 2/V sec consistent with the picosecond In summary, we have observed the formation of a .. '
observations shown in Fig. 2 and with the values sug- photorefractive grating in BaTiO3 in less than 100 psec
gested by Tzou et al. for the hole mobility in their by using 43-psec pulses at 0.532 Mm. This suggests
sample, but also it is a value that is in the range of either a recombination time in BaTiO3 of less than 100
those reported when conventional transport tech- psec or a much larger effective carrier mobility for
niques are used.3 Second, we take the mobility M = picosecond time scales or for our sample than has been
23 cm 2/V sec, from which a diffusion time of TD - 100 measured previously by conventional techniques in
psec can be calculated. Under these circumstances, a different samples. The magnitude of the grating indi-
mobility-lifetime product M 

TR - 10-10 cm 2/V yields a cates a less efficient photorefractive effect than that %
recombination lifetime TR - 4 psec. The free-carrier found in BaTiO:, with cw or nanosecond illumination
grating decay is again dominated by recombination. or than found in GaAs with picosecond pulses.
Consequently, if MITrn 1 0 i0 cm 2 V and if the free- The authors wish to acknowledge many useful con-
carrier grating decays simply by diffusion and recom- versations with M. B. Klein. This work is supported
bination, then it will be dominated by recombination in part by the U.S. Office of Naval Research and The
regardless of the value chosen for the mobility. All Robert A. Welch Foundation.
this comparison is dependent, of course, on the as- " .
sumption that the rate coefficient and the mobility in
our sample are roughly the same as in that used by
Tzou et al., a plausible assumption since both crystals References
were obtained from Sanders and Associates. 1. G. C. Valley, IEEE J. Quantum Electron. QE-19. 1637

One concern with this interpretation is that Tzou et (198:3).
al. found the mobility perpendicular to the c axis to be 2. G. C. Valley. A. L. Smirl, NI. B. Klein. K. Bohnert. and T.
18 times larger than that parallel to the c axis, and F. Boggess, Opt. Lett. 11. 647 (1986).
mobilities > 18 cm 2/V sec are larger than the tabulated 3. M. B. Klein, in Photorefractice Materials and Applica-
measurements of either electron or hole mobilities in tions, P. G(nter and .1. P. Huignard. eds. kSpringer-Ver-

BaTiO, by conventional techniques." lag. Heidelberg. 1987). Chap 7. Table 7-2.

Our results can be compared with the similar mea- 4. C.-P. Tzou. T. Y. Chang. and R. V. Helhlarth. Proc. Soc.

surements made previously with 20-nsec pulses at Photo. O. Instr. Fnl. 61:n. 11-1 I.
L.. K- ail.a. I'Y. Cha .1. Feinheriz, and R. IzHelarh0.532 um." Table 1 gives the parameters of each ex- Opt. L[ett. 6, 475 19S1 I.

periment. The major differences in the experiments 6. A. L. Stirl. K. Bohnert. G. C. Vallev. "'( I. F. ',,,-l... -
besides the pulse length are the trap density in the sol)mitted to IEEE.i. (Quanium Rlctrmi P.
crystal, the writing energy, and the polarization of the 7. A. NI. (;ay.s. A. \I..Jobns,. 1). H. 01,on. XV Srpn. ,rol
reading pulse. The diffraction efficiencies observed V A. Ballmnan. Appl. l'his, Ilttt I. 9 1-'
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Theory of Transient Energy Tranfei,r

in Galliumn Arenildc ,

George C. Valley and Arthur L. Smirl -

Hughes Research Laboratories " -

3011 Malibu Canyon Road

Malibu, CA 90265

Abstract %

Numerical calculations are given for optical two-beam coupling in
undoped, semi-insulating GaAs using picosecond pulses. Absorption at the
intrinsic defect EL2, two-photon absorption, free-carrier absorption,
photorefractive gratings, free carrier gratings, and absorption gratings are
included. Results for normalized probe transmission as a function of pump
fluence and a, a function of pump-probe delay show that the major effects
are energy transfer frorm pump to probe or from probe to pump (depending
on crystal orientation) due to the photorefractive effect. two-photon absorption,
and fre carrier transient energy transfer from the )Ulip to the probe.

Accepted for publication in IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, January
1988

Presently on leave at the Center for Quantum Electronics. Department of
Physics. North Texas 'State University
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1INTRODUCTION

W\hen twoV( picosecond pulses froin aii optical beanii foriri an linterference I
pattern in GaAs, several separate p~hysical processes produlce energy transfer

from one beam to the other j1]. These include the photorefractive effect,

Drude refractive index gratings, and absorption gratings. In addition, two-

"N photon absorption and saturation of linear absorption produce an apparent

energy transfer when one makes the usual measurement of probe (or weak

* tweain) transmission with and without the presence of a pump (or strongI

beami). The puirpose of this paper is to derive a set of consistent equations

for all of these effects and to solve these equations numerically in order to

investigate interactions between the effects.

In the photorefractive effect [21 a spatial variation in the optical

irradiance pattern is transferred to the mobile charge carriers in a material

through photoionization. These carriers drift and dliffuse leading to an

* internal space charge field that miodulates the refractive index of the miaterial

through the electro-optic effect. In (;aAs. as, in other p)1utorefractiNIe

imaterials 13]. 1)0th elect ronis anid holes part ic ipate iii the charge tra nsport

-, ~process. and the fact that their photoionizatio' ae a(I imobilities are

unequal leads to an internal space charge field. Observations of four-wave

I-/ mixing an(1 beam coupling in G;aAs with cw beani, 141. 151 were accuratelyA

modeled by one-p)loton ionization of a single species of charge carriers. For

5' ~ ~ p beamls. two-p)hot on a 1 iorpt ion simiult aneouisly prod lices b)oth elec trons andl

holes. andl in addition the irradiances are mufficient l. hi gh that the donor or

acceptor levels responsible for the photorefractive effect canl be saturated1. The

-1 A . % % .. . *~
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effect of this is that a defct such as EL2. which is primarily a donor and

electron trap for cw beams in n-tvpe senii-insillating (SI) (;aAs. also acts as

an acceptor and a hole trap at high irra dia C-.

The production of large numbers of conduction Iband electrons also -

modifies the refractive index of the inaterial thlroiugh the plaina nonlinearity

[6].J71. This process, which is negligible in SI GaAs with cw beams, competes

with the photorefractive energy transfer observed with ps beams. This

competition has been observed previosly in CdS with 70-ns pulses from a

Ruby laser 6].

In addition to the photorefractive and free-carrier refractive index

gratings, intensity-dependent absorption coefficients lead to gratings in the

donor/acceptor absorption and in the free-carrier absorption. These gratings

and the saturation of absorption processes lead to changes in the transmission

of a probe beam in the presence of a pump. To obtain a self-consistent ,

treatment of probe transmission all of these ptrocesses are included in the

numerical calculations discussed in this paper. In the next -ection the basic

equations used to model ps transient energy transfer are given. Properties of

(;aAs used in the calculations are discussed in Sect ion 3 and results are

presented in Section 4. Two ts of results, are given: (1) probe transissioii

as a function of fluence for zero delay between pump and probe and (2)

probe transmission as a function of delay between pump and probe for a

single fluence. A detailed comparison between these results and the

experimental observations is given.. in the companion paper {i -.

I
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2. BASIC EQUATIONS

I The energy level model that we have applied to GaAs is shown in Fig.

1. In semi-insulating, undoped samples of GaAs. the donor-trap system that

gives rise to the photorefractive effect is believed to be the EL2/EL2- deep

level located 0.82 eV below the conduction band. The positively charged

fraction of EL2 (EL2-) is balanced by compensating acceptors (labeled A).

Electrons of density n are produced by photoionization from the donor level

EL2 at a rate sI/(hv) where s is the cross section of the EL2, I is the

optical irradiance. and hv is the energy per photon. Likewise, optical energy
ii ~ ~is absorbed by EL2 with an absorption coefficient s, (*-N)whr*"ite

2. total EL2 density and N- is the density of EL2-. Absorption with a

~coefficient sN- also produces holes of density p from EL2" (the EL2- cross

section is sh. The acceptors A of density are assumed not to participate

in photoionization processes. Electrons and holes are also produced by band-

to-band two-photon ionization with a two-photon absorption coefficient 0.

Including all of these processes plus diffusion and drift of electrons and holes,

one may write the rate equations. current equations and Poisson's equation for

the space charge field in the GaAs. E •

a.-/at = s,I(N-N-)/(hv) - ShIN-/(hi') (1

. :p/bt = -(1/e)V.jl + PI 2 /(2h/) + s hl- /(h/) (2)

c ,)n/at = (1/e)Vej. + PLI/(2hv) + s I(N-N )/(hv (3)

jp = e ,E ) y - k13 T Vp (4
j. =e/E. n - kfT Vn (51

VE -(e/E)(p n N 1 (6
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where e is the charge on the electron. a. and op are the electron and hole

mobilities, kBT is Boltzmann's constant times temperature. and E is the low-

frequency dielectric constant. Note that recombination has been omitted from -

Eqs. (1)-(3). As discussed in Section 3. this is a good approximation for high

quality GaAs on time scales of 100 ps or les-

Equations (1)-(6) must be supplemented with a wave equation for the

optical field. If the amplitude E of the optical frequency electric field is

slowly varying compared to a wavelength and if the beams can be

approximated by plane waves propagating at a small angle to the z direction, 0

then the wave equation can be written 16

cosO aE/az = i6PR EE + i5tEn - nbE~CcIEI 2E - sfnE/2

- s(N-N-)E/2 - shN-E/2 - a E/2. (7)

where 0 is the angle between the direction of propagation and the z axis

inside the crystal and E = JE l (The coordinate system is defined with the

z axis n':mal to the surface of the crystal, the pump and probe propagating

in the x-z plane and polarized in the y direction). The photorefractive :."t

coupling coefficient 5 PR is given by
...;

3S

5P 7rrn, /X(8

where r is the effective electro-optic coefficient. n, is the background refractive

index, and X is the vacuum wavelength. In addition, the Drude-Lorentz or

free-carrier plasma coupling coefficient 5U i given 1) 7

5D  -[w/(2cnbN)lw/(l-w/w (9)
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where the plasma frequency for a number density N is given by wN =

e N/r:om.), w is the optical frequency. ug is the band gap energy divided by.I
(Planck's constant divided by 27r). and m, is the electron effective mass.

The other parameters in eq. (7) are the free carrier absorption cross section

s,, and the non-photorefractive absorption coefficient a p. The time coordinate

does not appear in eq. (7) if one uses retarded time coordinates. All time

derivatives in eqs. (1)-(6) are then actually derivatives in the frame moving

Jwith the pulse.

%The geometry of the transient energy transfer process in GaAs is shown

in Fig. 2. Two beams. E and E.1 . are incident on the crystal with an

angle between the beams of 20G*. This produces an interference pattern in the

crystal of period A = X/(2sin0') = X/(2nbsinG) (20 is the angle between the

beams inside the crystal). The slowly varying amplitude of the optical field

can be written:

E(tz) = E-1 (t,z)exp(-ikx) + El(tz)exp(+ikx) (10)

.A S

I
where k = 27rn, sin/X = 7r/A (k = 21r/g) The irradiance can also be

written in the form

rI(t.x.z) = I0(t.z) + I.,(tz)exp(-i2k ,x)

+ I.(tz)exp(i2k x) (11)

where 1': 2n Ej0E E:) and I = I, 2n Ec cE E. In

addition. it is useful to define two other properties of the optical field at the

z = 0 face of the crystal: the ratio of the irradiance in the -1 beam to that
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in the +1 beam. fr. and the sum of the fluences in the two pulses FO '

7r1 2-rPIo(O,O) where -r P is the pulse length of the Gaussian pulse. F o is also

the fuence averaged spatially over the fringes at the z = 0 surface.

...

In order to solve eqs. (1)-(7). we will assume that the beam ratio f is

small and that the transient energy transfer is sufficiently small that frJ

remains small. In this approximation one may neglect Fourier components of

order higher than those given by eq. (10) in the optical fields, and one may ,. .

assume a solution for n. p. N and Et s of the form ithe current densities .

may be eliminated immediately from eqs. (1)-(6)] fJ*.

n(t.x.z) = no(t,z )  + n 2(t.z)exp(-i2k ,x) "'

+ n.2(tz)exp(+i2k x) (12)

The derivatives with respect to z in the materials equations are neglected,,.""

relative to 2k this is equivalent to the assumption that the quantities change

slow in the direction of propagation in a distance e o 0 grating

period. These assumptions ield three equations for t the e a ts-order

quantities (there is no zeroth-order space charge field) and four equations for,.

the amplitudes of the grating terms:

--

od-/t r SIo(N-No g)(hv) - shIoNo/(hv) (13)pf a o

apO/C0t = 00/(2hv' ) + s hIoNo-/(hv')  (14)
ano/mt slon(2h) + S I (N d ot r[)/(hE,) (15)cre dn

aNo-/at = "s'I°N,-/(hvl - - %Ij(N'N°-)/(hv) ' i

IlNi tely e qs.(i)-16)(")

np,/at = (tik E,,p) - k -ikBTP/e + IoII(hv).

4- shI'.Xo-/(hi - hIoN,-/(hvl (17)

.4 j•~ep+~x (12)d
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nt -iksE p no - k-/4skBTn,/e -4- pIo/(hv) 5J
+s- sloN.,/(hv) (18)

E:= ie(p, + N- - n,)/(kE) (19,

The boundary conditions for these equations are N,-)z .t=-®i = N A and

p o (z.t=-O) = no(z.t=-u) = Ni (z.t=-oo) = p,(z.t=-oD) = n,(z.t=-0) = E~o(z.t=-

00) = 0. As these condition- and eqs. (l)-(6) indicate, dark conductivity and 4
dark generation of conduction band electrons are ignored. This is a good

approximation since the electron number density generated by picosecond

pulses rapidly exceeds the dark number density.

The field equations for E and E. are given by

coso aE E/z,= ipEE. -- i 6DE n0 + iDE. n2

- 2nb EoCO(IE.2/2 + IE. 112)E 1

-se(N-No')E-1/2 - shNOE- /2 - sf noE. 1 /2

-aE 1/2 +(s-sh)N- E I/2 - sn.E.1 /2 (20)

cosO 8E /z=i 6 pREE -i6DE. 1n0 + i6 DE 1ln. ,

-) -5P 5

% 2n c E /2 +IE ,IiE. "N

-se(-N)., - ShNoE.I - s-EnoE. 1/2 •

-a TE./2 +(s-s)NK.E_,/2 - srn.,E-/2 (21)

The first term on the right hand side of eqs. (20) and (21) gives

photorefractive energy transfer. The second term gives a time-dependent

phase shift due to the zeroth order free carrier index. The third term gives p
transient energy transfer due to the free carrier index grating. The fourth
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term consists of the two-photon grating and absorption terms. The fifth

through seventh terms are saturable absorption in the EL2. EL2-. and free

carriers respectively. The eighth term is the non-photorefractive absorption.

while the last two terms represent absorption gratings. Similar equations have

been used to describe transient energy transfer in CdS using 70-ns pulses 61.
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3. PROPERTIES OF SEMI-INSULATING GaAs

Numerical solutions to the equations presented in the previous section

require a large number of parameters of SI GaAs. Unlike many other

photorefractive materials, most of these parameters are quite well known for

SI GaAs. Table 1 gives values for these parameters and the references from

which that the values are obtained. Many of these parameters have been

given previously [1], but without detailed discussion of how they were

obtained.

Consider first the absorption. The coefficient 1.2

cm" was measured at 1.06 om for the sample of GaAs used in our beam

coupling experiments [11, [5]. This value is typical of undoped SI GaAs 191.

The attribution of this absorption to the "native level- EL2 is based on the

exact superposition of the absorption spectrum measured on our sample [5[

with the spectrum measured by Martin ([91. Fig. 1). At low temperatures or

for sufficiently short times. some of the absorption in SI GaAs may produce

an excited state of EL2 [10]. but for cw illumination at 300°K all of the

absorption is thought to produce conduction band electrons and valence band

holes [101-J12;:

= se(N-.-) +ShN (23)

Values for the electron and hole cross sections of EL2 and EL2 are

difficult to obtain. At 1.06 in Martin [9 obtained aIS5°K) = a(300°K).

Since N-N- >> N" and s > sh, it is inferred that s(85° ) _ s(300°K) 1121
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From Martin's data. a cross section s = 1.0 10.'6 cm2 can be obtained [12].

The data of Kaminska et al. 11] yield s(8O*Kl =

1.3x10 "16 cm while Mitonneau and Mircea [101 obtained s(10*K) = 1.5x10 6

cm". Following Dobrilla and Blakemore 1121. we use s (1.06 jsm. 300*K) = . ' "

1.Oxl0 cm'. The hole cross section is much more difficult to obtain [12.

The following ratios of electron to hole cross section. s,/s h have appeared in .

the literature: 1.7(80°K. 300°K) [13],[14]. 3.3(no temperature given) [15, and "

10.7 (100°K) [10]. In view of this discrepancy, we will present results using '

h= 2 and 10.

The free carrier cross section is obtained from the review of Blakemore

116) while the two-photon absorption coefficient was measured by Boggess et

al. [171.

The EL2 density is obtained directly from the absorption coefficient and ,

the photoionization cross section. The small uncertainty indicated is due to ' r

the uncertainty in the ratio of the electron to hole cross section. The value ,,
V,

of the EL2- density is obtained in two ways. First. it is obtained from

measurements of conductivity as a function of temperature. Second. it is

obtained from cw beam coupling gain as a function of grating period. In the

sample used for the ps measurements the values are 1.4x1OScm 3 and

1.3xl0 Scm "'' respectively i5

The electron and hole recombination cross sections. s and sRh. are

obtained from the review of Martin and .\lakram-Ebeid 118]: earlier values of .

the electron recombination cross section given by Lang and Logan 1191 for the

0 level (now thought to be EL2) are within a factor of two of the values

given in 1181. Combining the-e parameters with the EL2 and EL2 densitie, . '

and the thermal velocities given by Blakemore [16] yields recombination times ', .'
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of 38 ns for the electrons and 3.2 #s for the holes. Much shorter

recombination times have been reported in the literature !20]. but we attribute

these times to measurements on samples with a larger impurity concentration

than found in our sample. A value of the direct electron-hole recombination

coefficient of 7Y = 2°10"10 cm 3 /s has been given by Von Lehmen and

Ballantyne [21]. This leads to a direct recombination time of 1 ns for a

18carrier density of 5x1018 cm " . From these estimates of recombination times

we conclude that the omission of all recombination processes on time scales

less than 100 ps is justified.

Estimates of the electron and hole mobilities for crystals such as ours

are obtained as follows. To obtain the electron drift mobility, we first

measured the electron Hall mobility and then used Blakemore's 1161 value for

the weak-field Hall factor (the ratio of electron Hall to electron drift mobility)

-, to obtain the drift mobility. Knowledge of the hole mobility in n-type GaAs

is derived from theoretical work and extrapolation of p-type GaAs data [22].

Our ionized impurity concentration is approximately 3x10'5 cm "3 (EL2- density

-" of 1.4x10 plus compensating acceptors--negative carbon ions--of about the

S"same density). From Fig. 3 of Ref. 1221 one obtains an electron Hall mobility

of 6000 cm 2/Vs for an ionized impurity density of 3x10 cm, that is

N consistent with our measured value of 5800. This figure also yields a

mobility ratio of #,,IA&p= 12 for an ionized impurity concentration of 3x101

[ cm3 . This yields a hole mobility of 400 crn2i/Vs which is consistent with the

.. measurements on p-IaAs in Fig. 2 of Ref. 22
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4. RESULTS"

I'

Equations (13)-(21) are solved numerically by the following procedure. .

First. eqs. (13)-(19) are integrated in time using the fields specified at the

incident face of the crystal. Second, the field equations (20) and (21) are '"i

integrated a step Az in the direction of propagation (the angle between the,

beams, 0" = 5.1 ° inside the crystal. is sufficiently small that the fields E-1

and E., are nearly co-propagating). Then the time integration of eqs. (13)-

(19) is repeated using the fields at Az. The process is repeated for n z steps

until n Az equals the length of the crystal in the direction of propagation. 3.3

mm for the crystal used in our experiments [11. Both the time step and the .

z step are decreased until no change in the calculated fields is obtained to "",%

,ft

three significant figures. Calculations are given for wavelength = 1.06jum. ;"'

pulse length 21.5 ps (half-width 1/e of the intensity), grating period A.= 1.7 .'

4m. and probe-t-pump ratio 0.044.

The quantity of interest for comparison to experimental results is the .
probe transmission through the crystal in the presence of the pump minus the

probe transmission without the pump divided by the probe transmissiond

without the pump. AT/T. The physical significance of this quantity can be "
seen by writing AT/T for a situation in which the probe undergoes absorption

independent of the pump exp-al), absorption that depends on the pump exp(- "

ial) and photorefractive gain exp(rl) that depends on the pump. eT/T is
then given by i hsse

ft 'ft

ATmT texpc-a -al - in exp(-al)]/exp(-al) (241

s.

Asm.andprob-topum rato 0044

otp



= exp(-a l FI ) -I-

-Aal ri . for Aal << 1 and l << 1.

The photorefractive gain can be separated from all other sources of probe gain

or loss that depend on the pump intensity by performing experiments (and

calculations) for two crystal orientations. In the first orientation, the sign of

the charge carriers and the electro-optic effect is such that the photorefractive
V effect transfers energy from the pump to the probe (i.e. F > 0). The second

orientation is obtained by rotating the crystal by 180" so that the

photorefractive effect transfers energy from the probe to the pump [61.

6-V Figs. 3 and 4 show calculations of AT/T as a function of fluence inside

the crystal for a hole to electron cross section ratio of 1/2 and 1/10. The e.".

upper curve in each figure corresponds to photorefractive gain for the probe.

The separation of the curves gives twice the magnitude of the photorefractive '

gain-coefficient-length product rl. Note that at low fluences the curves are -
nearly symmetric about AT/T = 0. indicating that only the photorefractive

effect is important. The large dip in all curves that reaches a minimum

around F = 2 mJ/cni is due to two-photon absorption. The large increase e -

in AT/T for F > 3 MJ/cm is caused by the transient energy transfer of the

free-carrier refractive index grating.

Fig. 5 shows similar calculations for 5,, 0 and s,/s = 2. Note that
the curves do not turn up for F > 3 mJ/crm2. In Fig. 6 all effects are

included except the EL2 and EL2" absorption. Note that the two curves

nearly overlap for F < 0.1 mi/cur, indicating that in this fluence range the

photorefractive effect is totally dependent on the charge carriers generated
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from EL2. Fig. 6 also shows that for F > 0.3 mJ/cm2. there is a strong
P .,

photorefractive effect from the charge carriers generated by two-photon

absorption. Setting the two-photon absorption coefficient equal to zero yields

the curves shown in Fig. 7. The large upturn in both curves for F > 0.3 %

mJ/cm - is caused by transient energy transfer in the free carrier grating for
"7,

the electrons generated from EL2.

Calculations of AT/T as a function of probe delay relative to the pump

are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. All of the features seen in Figs. 3 to 7 are

now evident as a function of probe delay. The separation of the curves for a .

given fluence is again due to the photorefractive effect. The separation (and

the photorefractive effect) is greater for negative delays. This can be

understood by noting that for negative delay the probe interferes with the

leading edge of the pump. This means that most of the pump energy is

available for reading out the grating and being transferred into the probe.

The peak at delays of about -1.0 are caused by transient energy transfer.

This process causes the minima in the curves, which would have been

symmetr'c about zero delay for two-photon absorption. to be shifted to

positive delay. For large delays. the grating effects become unimportant and a-

the probe samples the medium after the pump has propagated through the Ile

medium. The positive values of &T/T for delays greater than 2.5 are caused

by the unequal values of the electron and hole cross sections. If the cross

sections were equal. the only effect at large delays (in the absence of I
recombination) would be the free carrier absorption. Since we have assumed

that the EL2 cross section is larger than that of EL2-. photo-ionizing

electrons from EL2 decrease, the probe absorption from that obtained with no

pump. The largest effect of this kind is seen for F = 2.0 mJ/cm " and s=

S,/10.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Numerical solutions of the materials equations and optical field

equations for two-beam coupling on picosecond time scales in GaAs have been

given. Solutions are given for the normalized probe beam transmission as a

function of fluence and as a function of probe delay. In a companion paper I
the same computer codes are used to model specific experiments and

discrepancies between numerical results and the results of those experiments

are discussed [8]. ,* -"

The numerical results show that three main effects are important in

undoped. semi-insulating GaAs: photorefractive energy transfer that can

transfer energy either from pump :o probe or from probe to pump depending AP
on the crystal orientation, two-photon absorption. and transient energy transfer

from the strong pump to the weak probe due to the free carrier refractive

index grating. At fluences less than 0.1 mJ/cm " only the photorefractive

effect is important. At fluences above 0.3 mJi/cm' two-photon absorption is

important in addition. At fluences above 2 mJ/cm transient energy transfer

dominates. N.

Results as a function of probe delay show that the photorefractive

effect and free-carrier transient energy transfer are maximized for negative

delays (i.e probe ahead of the pump) of about one pulse length. The two-

photon absorption is symmetric about zero delay. At large positive delays the

1 dominant effect is the change in the EL2 absorption caused by changes in the

relative population of EL2 and ELZ an( unequal electron and hole cross .i: ~sections.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Schematic energy level diagram for undoped semi-insulating GaAs.

Absorption at EL2 produces EL2- and a free electron in the conduction band.
,Absorption at EL2- produces EL2 and a free hole in the valence band.

Band-to-band two-photon absorption produces both an electron and a hole
I-.

while free carrier absorption raises an electron higher in the conduction band.

Fig. 2 Beam coupling geometry in GaAs. Energy is transferred between

A pump and probe by the free carrier grating. the photorefractive grating. and

absorption gratings.

Fig. 3 The quantity AT/T as a function of fluence for hole cross section

equal to half the electron cross section. The upper curve is for the case in

which the photorefractive energy transfer is from pump to probe while the

lower curve is for photorefractive transfer from probe to pump.

Fig. 4 The quantity AT/T as a function of fluence for hole cross section

equal to one-tenth the electron cross section. The upper curve is for the

case in which the photorefractive energy transfer is from pump to probe while

the lower curve is for photorefractive transfer from probe to pump.

II
... Fig. 5 The quantity AT/T as a function of fluence for hole cross -ectioT,1

equal to one-half the electron rro,- (,ction an( with th coupling (oef1icient

for the free-carrier refractive index. 6 L). set to zero. The upper curve is for
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the case in which the photorefractive energy transfer is from pump to probe -

while the lower curve is for photorefractive transfer from probe to pump.

Fig. 6 The quantity AT/T as a function of fluence for electron and hole

cross sections set equal to zero. The upper curve is for the case in which

the photorefractive energy transfer is from pump to probe while the lower /

curve is for photorefractive transfer from probe to pump.

Fig. 7 The quantity AT/T as a function of fluence for hole cross section

equal to one-half the electron cross section and with the two-photon

absorption coefficient P set equal to zero. The upper curve is for the case in

which the photorefractive energy transfer is from pump to probe while the

lower curve is for photorefractive transfer from probe to pump.

.5

Fig. 8 The quantity AT/T as a function of delay divided by pulse length for

fluences F = 0.5. 1.0. and 2.0 mJ/cm". The hole cross section is set equal ,

to one-half of the electron cross section. The upper curve is for the case in

which the photorefractive energy transfer is from pump to probe while the

lower curve is for photorefractive transfer from probe to pump

Fig. 9 The quantity AT/T as a function of delay divided by pulse length for

fluences of 0.5. 1.0. and 2.0 mJ/cm2 . The hole cross section is set equal i
equal to one-tenth the electron cross section. The upper curve is for the case

in which the photorefractive energy transfer is from pump to probe while the

lower curve is for photorefractive transfer from probe to pump.
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Table 1. Parameters of GaAs used in transient energy

transfer calculations.

Parameter Value Ref.

Refractive index. n 3.48 [23

Dielectric constant. E/E. 12.9 124'

Electro-optic coefficient, r41  1.43 pm/V [25]

Absorption coefficient. a 1.2 cm' [51

Two-photon absorption 26 cm/GW [17]

coefficient, /3

EL2 cross section. s 1.0x101 6cm 2  [12]

EL2 cross section, sh s/2. s./10 110],[14,1

Is 2Free-carrier cross section.s,, 6.x10* cm 161

Total EL2 density. N 1.2x10 CM*"

Ionized EL2 (EL2) density.N 1.4x10' 5 cm °  [5,

Electron recombination cross 4.3x10 " 16 cm [18]

section. s-

Hole recombination cross 2xl-1O' cm 181

section. sRh
Rh4

Direct electron-hole recombi- 2x10 " 0 cm3/s [211

nation coefficient. 7

Electron thermal velocity. v 4.4x10 r cm/s 116'

Hole thermal velocity. v 1.7x10 cm7x 516.

Electron Hall mobility. 5800 cn"/Vs, .,5

V electron drift mobility, p 5000 cii"/VS 5].16'

Hole drift mobility. 'U 400 cm/V 22
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Appendix I: Picosecond Photorefractive and Free-Carrier
Transient Energy Transfer in GaAs at 1 aim.
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A preprint of a paper accepted for publication in IEEE J. Quantum
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Picosecond Photorefractive and Free-Carrier Transient Energy Transfer
in GaAs at I pm

Arthur L. Smirl* and George C. Valley
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3011 Malibu Canyon Road
Malibu, CA 90265

K. Bohnertt and Thomas F. Boggess
Center for Applied Quantum Electronics

Department of Physics
North Texas State University ',-

Denton, TX 76203

t
ABSTRACT

The strength, formation, and decay of photorefractive and free-carrier gratings written in - '
-

GaAs by 43-ps pulses at a wavelength of 1 /pm are investigated using picosecond time-resolved two- L

beam coupling, transient grating and degenerate-four-wave-mixing techniques. Photorefractive

weak-beam gains of a few percent are measured at fluences of a few pJ/pm2 (0.1 mJ/cm2), and

gain from transient energy transfer is observed at fluences larger than -10 mJ/cm2 in the beam

coupling experiments. The roles of saturation and two-photon absorption in determining the final '.

,.

electron, hole and ionized-donor populations and the roles of drift and diffusion in determining the

quasi-steady-state photorefractive and free-carrier index modulations are discussed.

*Presently on leave of absence at North Texas State University. "

tNow with BBC Brown Boveri Research Laboratories, CH-54105 Baden- Dattwil, Swvitzerland. -"
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INTRODUCTION

There is a continuing need for sensitive, fast nonlinear optical materials and mechanisms that

can be used to construct optical devices for a variety of potential applications in opticalI,

communication, data processing, and computing systems. In partial response to this need,

photorefractive effects in ferroelectric and cubic oxide crystals such as BaTiO 3 [1], Bi 12SiO20 [2],

K(TaNb)0 3 [3,4], (SrBa)Nb20 6 [5], and LiNbO3 [6,7] have been studied extensively fcr applications

in holographic storage and optical data processing and have been used to construct phase-conjugate

resonators [8], image amplifiers [9], real-time interferometers and beam steering devices [10], to

P, demonstrate convolution and correlation [11], and most recently, to phase-lock multiple lasers

S.r [12,13,14]. To date, these oxides have exhibited low free-carrier mobilities and relatively short

carrier lifetimes. These small mobility-lifetime products can severely limit both speed and

sensitivity in processing with either cw radiation or ultrashort pulses [15]. Consequently, these

oxides show the most promise for applications that require a high-degree of parallel processing,

where the requirements on the material response time can be relaxed. Moreover, such commonly-

used ferroelectric materials have shown a useful response only in the visible region of the spectrum

at wavelengths below -700 nm.

Recently, the photorefractive responses of the compound III-V semiconductors GaAs and

InP and the I-VI semiconductor CdTe to cw laser radiation at 1 um have been reported [16-19].
%'

Compound semiconductors such as these are of interest because their operating wavelengths are %

compatible with those of semiconductor diode and Nd:YAG lasers and with low-loss propagation in

fibers and because their high mobilities and large mobility-lifetime products indicate a potential for

faster responses and increased sensitivities. Specifically, degenerate four-wave mixing was used by

Glass et al. [16] to observe the photorefractive response of semi-insulating InP:Fe and GaAs:Cr as a

function of an externally applied field. Klein [17] used a two-beam-mixing geometry to measure

the weak-beam gain as a function of grating spacing in undoped GaAs with EL2 centers, from

. which he extracted the concentration of ionized EL2 donors, and he determined the photorefractive

response time of his sample to be 20 As at an intensity of 4 W/cm 2 . Subsequently, Glass et al. [18]
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determined, from the direction of energy transfer in two-beam photorefractive mixing experiments,

that the majority photocarriers in InP:.Fe and undoped GaAs were electrons. The steady-state

grating-formation time and the dependence of the two-beam mixing gain on grating period have

also been investigated in GaAs:Cr by Albanese et al. [19]. From these measurements, they extracted -.

a trap density and determined grating formation times that, when scaled, were comparable to those 7.

observed by Klein [17] in undoped material. The first time-resolved, pulsed photorefractive

measurements in semiconductors were reported by Strait and Glass [20]. In the latter measurements,

the authors demonstrated that photorefractive gratings could be written and erased in less than a

microsecond in In:Fe and CdTe:In. Most recently, Valley et al. have demonstrated photorefractive

beam coupling gain in semi-insulating GaAs with single 43-ps pulses [21].

Here, we report detailed measurements of the photorefractive response of GaAs on

picosecond time scales using two-beam mixing, three-beam transient grating and four-wave mixing

techniques. We also measure and separate the contributions of two-photon absorption and transient

energy transfer to the energy loss and transfer.

I  
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ENERGY TRANSFER and LOSS MECHANISMS

Typically, in photorefractive experiments and, specifically, for the experimental geometries

to be described here, two beams are spatially coincident in a sample with an angle of 26r between

the two beams, as illustrated in Fig. 1. When this is so, a number of separate processes can cause

the transmission of one beam to be modified by the presence of the other, or the transmission of a

third beam (not shown) to be modified by the presence of the two coincident beams. For example,

one beam can induce nonlinear irradiance- or fluence-dependent changes in the absorption

coefficient that are then sensed by the second beam, or the interference of the two beams can

produce spatially-periodic changes in the index of refraction or the absorption coefficient that can

cause energy to be exchanged between the two beams or cause light from a third beam to be
I.

diffracted. Here, we report investigations of such energy transfer, loss and gain mechanisms in

'GaAs on picosecond time scales and at a wavelength of 1.06 um.
a,'"

The sample used in our experiments is an undoped semi-insulating GaAs crystal grown by

the liquid-encapsulated Czochralski process and is the same one used by Klein 117] in his cw

measurements at 1.06 um. As reported earlier [17], this sample has a dark resistivity p = 6.3x10 7

0fcm and an electron Hall mobility u = 5800 cmz/Vs. The energy level model that we adopt for

GaAs is shown schematically in Fig. 2a. Absorption at 1.06 pim in GaAs is believed to arise from

the photoionization of deep levels. Although deep levels in GaAs can be produced by intentionally

adding dopants such as Cr, they can also arise from stoichiometric defects. The dominant defect in

undoped material is a donor level called EL2 that is located roughly 0.8 eV below the conduction

'.. band edge. In undoped GaAs, these EL2 donors provide the charge compensation necessary for the

growth of semi-insulating samples. Consequently, in the dark, the density of ionized EL2 + must

exactly equal the density of negatively-charged acceptors, A-, in order to ensure charge neutrality

= and complete compensation.

The steady-state photorefractive effect that is observed under cw and long-pulse excitation

is initiated by the single-photon ionization of electrons from these EL2 donors. The direct

absorption of the spatially varying optical irradiance produces a periodic distribution of mobile
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electrons. These electrons diffuse from regions of higher concentration to regions of lower

concentration (or drift in an applied field) and, finally, recombine with the EL2+ traps to produce

neutral EL2 donors. Since the density of photoionized electrons in the conduction band under

steady-state conditions is relatively small compared to the density of ionized donors, the principal

effect of this generation, diffusion and recombination of carriers is to produce a spatially- periodicT

modulation of the EL2+ ionized donor (or trap) population. That is, near the grating peak,

photoionization produces more EL2+ than needed to compensate the negatively charged acceptors,%

and in regions away from the grating peak, recombination neutralizes EL2+ so that there are too

few to compensate for the acceptors. In this way, a periodic space-charge field is establishede
P

between two immobile species: the excessive ionized donors near the peaks in the interference

pattern and the uncompensated acceptors away from these peaks. We emphasize that it is the

ionized EL2+ donor population that is periodically modulated above and below the density required

to compensate the acceptors. There is no modulation of the acceptor population. Also, notice that ,

the maximum space-charge density in steady-state is limited by the density of available electron .. I

traps (measured without illumination) and that the dark density of traps is determined by the

acceptor density. This space-charge field then periodically modulates the refractive index through -

the electro-optic effect. For later comparison, notice that the initial photoionized distribution ofI

carriers and, thus, the periodic distribution of charge are both spatially in-phase with the incident

irradiance profile. By contrast, the space-charge field, which is proportional to the integral of the

* charge distribution, and the index profile, which is proportional to the space-charge field, are

shifted by 7r/2 with respect to the irradiance pattern. It is well known that this shift is optimum for

steady-state energy transfer from an index grating in two-beam coupling experiments. The time

required for this process to reach steady-state (i.e., the response time) is determined by the

photoionization rate, the electron mobility, the electron-trap recombination rate, the grating spacing.

and the applied electric field, if any. Ultimately, the electron mobility or the recombination time

will limit the response time; however, in the experiments performed to date, the response time has

been determined by the generation rate and grating spacing. For example, In our sample, at an
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irradiance of 4 W/cm2 and a grating spacing of I jm, a response time of 20 Ms has been measured a'

[17].

One way in which our picosecond measurements differ from earlier cw and nanosecond

experiments is the enhanced time resolution (see, e.g., [221). Another is that the generation rate can %

significantly exceed the recombination rate, and a large density of free photoionized carriers can be

produced. In this case, the initial space-charge field responsible for the photorefractive effect will

be between immobile ionized donors EL2+ and mobile free electrons, as illustrated in Fig. 2b. The %

Drude-Lorentz (or band-filling) change in the refractive index associated with these free carriers is

the source of a second refractive-index grating. The sign of this index change is negative, and the

magnitude is proportional to the charge density. Thus, in contrast to the photorefractive grating, the

free-carrier index grating is spatially out of phase with the incident irradiance distribution by 7r. It

is well known that such an index grating can not transfer energy in two-beam coupling experiments

in steady state or for equal beams. Even in the transient regime, the nominally unshifted free-

carrier index grating will result in no energy transfer in first order (in perturbation theory). In

higher orders, however, there is significant energy transfer when the pulse length is on the order of

(or shorter than) the grating relaxation time [231. This process is called transient energy transfer.

Clearly, there is also a Drude absorption grating associated with the generation of free-carriers. S

This grating is nominally in phase with the incident irradiance pattern and will cause a first order

transfer of energy between two beams. Even so, the absorption grating is much weaker than the

index grating in GaAs for our experimental conditions, and our calculations show that the higher

order transient energy transfer from the free-carrier index grating exceeds the first-order transfer

from the Drude absorptive grating.

The time required for formation of the free-carrier grating is totally determined by the

carrier generation rate; unlike the photorefractive grating formation, diffusion is not required. Inthe absence of a space-charge field, the free-electron grating would decay by electronic diffusion

and recombination, and its strength would be determined by the total incident fluence and by the

relative rates for generation, diffusion and recombination. For typical mobilities in undoped semi-

),o. 
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insulating GaAs and for grating spacings of a few microns, diffusive decay would destroy the

electronic density modulation before recombination could deplete the carrier population, if there

were no space-charge field. The presence of a space-charge field between the electrons and

stationary ionized donors EL2+, however, will prevent the total decay of the free-carrier grating by

diffusion. That is, the free-carrier grating will decay only until the diffusive current associated

with the density gradient exactly balances the drift current that is associated with the space-charge %. ,'S.

field. Eventually, the remaining free-carrier grating will decay by recombination. '. .5

Notice that the processes that cause the decay of the free-carrier grating are the ones

required to establish a photorefractive grating. That is, the time required for photorefractive grating

formation in high-quality semi-insulating GaAs on picosecond time scales is determined primarily

by the carrier generation rate and the diffusion (or drift) rate. In this case, the maximum space-

charge field will be obtained if the carriers diffuse one-half of a grating period. Thus,

recombination is not necessary for photorefractive grating formation and will not occur on ps time

scales for high-quality undoped material. In fact, recombination times in high quality GaAs can be

greater than 10 ns. However, if the recombination lifetime is sufficiently short or the grating .- ,

spacing sufficiently large, the carriers will move only a fraction of a grating period before being - 5-'.

retrapped, and a less than optimum space-charge field will be established. This occurs in BaTiO3

for example, as we have recently reported [151. Thus, a large mobility generally indicates a larger

photorefractive sensitivity and a faster response. By comparison, a shorter recombination time can *.S.

lessen the magnitude of the photorefractive response and will hasten the free-carrier grating decay.

Although recombination will destroy the free-carrier grating and deplete the electronic population, it -

will not destroy the photorefractive grating. Instead, the recombining electrons neutralize the EL2 +

to reduce the excess (compared to the dark density) EL2+ population near the peaks of the grating p

and to leave uncompensated negatively-charged immobile acceptors A- away from the peaks. Thus,

when recombination is complete, the EL2 + trap population is modulated above and below that

required for compensating the acceptors. The net effect of recombination is that a transient

photorefractive grating caused by the space-charge field between the mobile electrons and the .,
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ionized EL2+ donors will be transformed into a long-lived photorefractive grating where the field is

between the excess EL2 + (near the grating peaks) and the uncompensated immobile acceptors A-

(away from the peaks). The latter is analogous to the steady-state photorefractive grating described

in connection with Fig. 2a and will persist until erased by the dark current (-0.1 ms). Also, like the

steady-state grating, the maximum space-charge density for this long-lived grating is limited by the

dark density of EL2 + traps (which is equal to the acceptor density A-).

Another difference between cw and picosecond photorefractive experiments is the saturation

of the absorption coefficient that is caused by the extremely high generation rates that accompany

short-pulsed excitation. In fact, the fluences used in our experiments are sufficiently high near the

AV. peaks of the irradiance pattern to photoionize the entire EL2 donor population. This leads to a

bleaching of the linear absorption near the grating peaks and, thus, to the formation of an

absorption grating. Notice that, in the case of a strong pump pulse and a weak probe, some degree

of spatially uniform background bleaching will be present and will be sensed as apparent gain by , %

the probe. Once ionized, the EL2+ can absorb electrons from the valence band (or if you prefer, 9.

holes are generated in the valence band) to again produce neutral EL2 donors. The donors that are

neutralized ir' this way are once again capable of providing electrons to the conduction band by

single-photon absorption. At high excitation rates, these valence-band-to-EL2 + and EL2-to-

conduction-band transitions provide an effective mechanism for stepwise two-photon absorption.

Also, the repopulation of donor states by absorption from the valence band limits the degree of

bleaching of the donor states that can be achieved in practice. The exact degree of saturation is

determined by the ratio of the electron (i.e., EL2-to-conduction band) and hole (i.e., valence band-

to-EL2 +) cross sections.

Still another difference between cw and ps photorefractive experiments is the limitation on

the number density of the space charge responsible for the internal electric field. Under cw-..

conditions, the limiting space charge density is the number density of the trapped charge, which is

equal to the acceptor number density. For illumination pulses short compared to the electron

recombination time (-10 ns), the number density of positively charged centers is limited by the total ",
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EL2 density, while the number density of electrons is potentially unlimited provided that the hole

cross section of the EL2+ is non-zero. If the hole cross section of EL2+ is zero, then the limit on

the electron number density is equal to the density of the electrons trapped at EL2 before .-.

illumination. In addition, if direct two-photon absorption is important, this is another source of

conduction band electrons and valence band holes.

At the fluences needed to produce a significant photorefractive grating, picosecond beam-

coupling and transient-grating measurements in GaAs are further complicated by the onset of two- -. a-

photon absorption (Fig. 2c). One obvious consequence of two-photon absorption is that a weak ,-

probe pulse will experience a larger loss in the presence of a strong pulse than it would encounter X.

alone. That is, two-photon absorption enhances probe loss. Another consequence of two-photon

absorption is the generation of electron-hole pairs. As a result, an initially unshifted electron-hole

free-carrier grating is produced that contributes to transient energy transfer in much the same way

as the electron free-carrier grating generated by linear absorption. The former is still higher order

than the latter, since the electron-hole grating is generated by a nonlinear absorption process. Once _.

created, the electrons and holes diffuse from regions of high concentration to regions of low ,,

concentration. The electrons have the higher mobility and attempt to diffuse faster than the holes.

thus, setting up a space-charge field between the electrons and holes. This field tends to accelerate _

the holes and to decelerate the electrons. The separation between the electrons and holes and the

magnitude of the field will increase until the two are constrained to move together. The field that " i.1
we have described is simply the well-known Dember field that is responsible for establishing

ambipolar diffusion, but it can also modulate the refractive index through the electro-optic effect.

A key point is that, in contrast to the space-charge field established between electrons and traps as a ;..r

result of linear absorption, the field produced here is between two mobile species: electrons and

holes generated by two-photon absorption. Consequently, the electron-hole space-charge field can

decay completely by ambipolar diffusion and bimolecular recombination. This is in contrast to the 1
transient electron-trap space-charge field, which decays by recombination into a steady-state donor-

trap space-charge field. Also, in contrast to the one-photon-generated gratings, here the processes .
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that destroy the two-photon free-carrier grating (i.e., ambipolar diffusion and bimolecular

recombination) also destroy the photorefractive grating. As we shall show, ambipolar diffusion can

destroy an electron-hole grating with a period of a few microns in several tens of ps. Consequently, %.0%

two-photon absorption is a second source for transient free-carrier and photorefractive gratings in

GaAs, and both of these gratings can be switched on and off on picosecond time scales.
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THEORETICAL MODEL

All of the processes described in the preceding section can be incorporated into a set of rate .

equations for the electron density n, the hole density p, and the density of ionized EL2 traps N+ , a P

pair of equations for the electron current in and hole current jp, and Poisson's equation for the

space charge field, Esc:

an/at = (l/e)V-jn + sel(N-N+)/(vi) + 6I2/(2hv) - -etnN + - -yehnP (1)

ap/at = -(l/e)V-jp + ShIN /(hvu) + 6i2/(2hv) - -thd(N-N ) - 'ehnp (2) 1.- S

aN /8t = SeI(N-N )/(hv) - ShIN+/(hl) - etnN + "YhdP(N-N ) , (3)

in = eInEscn + Sn kBTVn , (4)

jp = e/zpEscP - /jpkBTVP , (5) .

V7.Esc = (e/)(p + N+  -  n - NA )  ,(6) IW-

where e is the elementary charge on the electron, A and ju are the electron and hole mobilities,

kBT is Boltzmann's constant times temperature, e is the low frequency dielectric constant, the

constant N is the total EL2 defect density, and NA is the density of acceptors A-. The first terms

on the right hand side of Eqs. (1) and (2) are merely an expression of continuity. The second term

r
in Eq. (1) and the first in Eq. (3) account for the production of electrons and photoionization of

EL2 donors at a rate SeI(N-N+)/(hv), where se is the absorption cross section of the EL2, I is the w.7,

optical irradiance, (N-N +) is the density of unionized EL2, and hV is the energy per photon. The

third terms in Eqs. (1) and (2) allow for the generation of electron-hole pairs by band-to-band two- "

photon absorption with a coefficient 6. The second terms in Eqs. (2) and (3) describe the

production of holes in the valence band and the repopulation of the EL2 + traps by valence band-to-

EL2+ transitions that occur at a rate of shN+l/(hv), where sh is the EL2 + (or hole) cross section. %

Finally, the terms Yehnp, -etnN', and -hd(N-N+) describe bimolecular electron-hole, electron- I

trap, and hole-donor recombination processes with coefficients "leh, 'let, and "lhd, respectivelv.

Notice that the acceptors A- are assumed not to interact with the optical field. .0

Of course, the materials equations (1)-(6) must be solved self-consistently with the wave

equation for the optical field. If the amplitude E of the optical electric field is slowly varying in
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space compared to a wavelength and in time compared to the optical period, then the reduced wave

equation can be written in retarded time coordinates as

cosO aE/az = i6PREscE + i6DnE - nb oc,61 E I E - sfcnE/ 2 - se(N-N+)E/2 %

ShN+E/2 - anpE/ 2  , (7)

where 20 is the angle between the two beams inside the sample. The first term here is the result of ' r

photorefractive coupling with a coefficient given by

6PR = rrnb3 /A , (8)

where r is the effective electro-optic coefficient, nb is the background refractive index, and A is the ,

vacuum wavelength. The second represents the Drude-Lorentz change in index of refraction

associated with the generation of free-carriers. There are several contributions included in this

term. The first is the Drude change in index associated with the production of free, unbound

charge carriers. The second is the refractive change caused by the saturation of band-to-band .2,.

transitions as a result of bandfilling. Both of these can be included in a single coupling coefficient

6 D, which can be written in the form [24]

6D - - w/( 2cnbN)NZ/[w (l-w 2 / g)] (9) e. *%%0

where the plasma frequency for a number density N is given by w, = e2N/(tome), W is the optical

frequency, wg is the band gap energy divided by 4, and me is the electron effective mass. For

simplicity, we have ignored the contributions of the holes to the free-carrier refractive index change

both because the majority of the holes have a larger effective mass and because the electron density

is larger than the hole density over the fluence range of concern here. We estimate that this

approximation contributes an error of less than 15% to our calculation of the free-carrier index

change. This is a negligible error given the other approximations inherent in the use of Eq. (9),

For example, the effect on the index of refraction of filling or depleting the EL2 donor sites is not

taken into account explicitly by Eq. (9), but this contribution could be phenomenologically included ..

by treating 6 D as a fit parameter. If the cross sections for the EL2-to-condi tion-band and

valence-band-to-EL2+ absorption are roughly equal, then we would expect the i.tter effect to be %

V.
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small, since each time a nearly-resonant oscillator is removed from the index profile, it is replaced

by another nearly-resonant oscillator of approximately the same strength. The third term in Eq. (7)

allows for two-photon absorption, and the final four terms account for the linear absorption
.1.

associated with the free-carriers, EL2-to-conduction-band, valence-band-to- EL2+ , and non-

photorefractive transitions, respectively. Here, sfc and "np are the free-carrier cross section and

the non-photorefractive absorption coefficient, respectively.

General analytical solutions to Eqs. (1)-(7) are not available in the transient regime. The

numerical procedures that we used to solve these equations are discussed in detail in a companion

paper [25]. Here, we have used the same computer codes described in that paper to model selected

experiments and to provide a direct comparison between theory and experiment. The values and a."

origins of the values of the GaAs materials parameters that were used for the numerical solution of

(1) through (7) are given in Table I and discussed in Section 3 of Ref. [251.

I
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TWO-BEAM COUPLING

The geometry used for our two-beam mixing experiments is shown in Fig. 1. Here, a single

amplified pulse at 1.06 pm was switched from a train of pulses produced by an actively and

passively mode-locked Nd:YAG laser. The pulse was divided into two parts by a beam-splitter, and

a variable time delay was introduced into one path as shown. The two pulses were then recombined

with an external angle of 26"=360 between the two beams, corresponding to a grating period of

1.7 pm. A variable attenuator consisting of a half-wave plate placed between crossed polarizers was

inserted into each beam path and allowed the amplitude of each pulse to be continuously adjusted.

The polarizers and the half-wave plate located in the probe path also allowed the probe polarization

to be continuously rotated. The optical pulse width was measured on a shot-by-shot basis by

monitoring the ratio of the second harmonic energy produced by an angle-matched KDP crystal to

the square of the incident fundamental energy. This ratiometer was calibrated by using

conventional second-harmonic autocorrelation scans, and its accuracy checked against a streak

camera having 2 ps time resolution. For the data reported here, the average pulse width was

determined to be 43 ps (full width at e-1 of the intensity). An automated data acquisition system

ensured that data were accepted only when the pulse width was within ±10% of this value.

Temporal coincidence of the two pulses (i.e., zero delay) was determined indirectly by maximizing

the second harmonic signal from a KDP crystal. We believe the absolute values of our measured

delays to be accurate to within ±2 ps and relative delays (i.e., differences in delays) to roughly

10- 3 ps. The spatial profiles were measured and spatial overlap of the pulses ensured by scanning

the beams in the horizontal and vertical directions with a small diameter pinhole and by observing

the profiles on a vidicon. The spatial profiles of the pump pulse and the probe pulse at the

sample were determined to be Gaussian and equal with measured radii of 2.5 mm (half-width e- 1 of

the intensity, HWI/el). The crystal had dimensions of 5.5, 5.0, and 3.3 mm in the (001), p-

(110), and (110) directions, respectively, and was initially oriented as shown in Fig. 1.
a..

The quantity measured was the normalized change in probe transmission, which is defined as

the difference in the probe transmissions with and without the pump present divided by the probe

I
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transmission without the pump:

AT/T - [Tpr(with pump) - Tpr(without pump)/Tpr(without pump) (10)

This quantity was measured in the configuration shown in Fig. I as a function of the ratio of pump

to probe energies, total fluence, time delay between pump and probe, probe polarization, and crystal

orientation. Specifically, the normalized change in probe transmission was investigated for four * " p

sample orientations. Initially, the sample was oriented such that the photorefractive energy transfer

was from pump to probe; for this case,we denote the normalized change in probe transmission as

AT 0 /T. Next, the sample was rotated 1800 about the bisector of the two beams, so that the

photorefractive energy transfer was from probe to pump (AT'/T). Finally, data were acquired with

the sample rotated ±90o (AT±Vr/ 2 /T).

The quantity that was measured experimentally was the normalized change in the probe

transmission AT/T, but the quantity that we wish to discuss is the net change in probe absorbance,

AA. Since the probe absorbance Apr is defined as the negative natural logarithm of the probe

transmission, -ln(Tpr), the relationship between the two quantities is ." .

AA a Apr (with pump) - Apr (without pump) ..

= In [Tpr (without pump)/Tpr (with pump)]

= -In (AT/T+I) (II)
'pI

The physical significance of the change in probe absorbance AA can be seen most easily by writing

the probe transmission in the presence of the pump, Tpr (with pump), in the simple exponential

form exp(-at + rt ± Aat), where a is the linear absorption coefficient in the absence of the pump,

r is the photorefractive gain coefficient for two-wave mixing, f is the crystal thickness, and Aa is

meant to represent the net non-photorefractive nonlinear loss, gain, or energy transfer that might be ..

present. For the transient conditions that obtain here, r and Aa vary in time at each position in the

sample. Since both a spatial and temporal integration is performed by measuring the probe energ. .

d'.

rt and Aat must be viewed as averaged or net quantities even at low fluences. Under these limited

conditions, the change in absorbance is given by
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AA = In [exp(-&)/exp(-al + re t Aat)] 5
--

-( Aa) (12)

Notice that in the limit of small net changes in probe transmission the normalized change in probe

transmission is approximately equal to the negative change in absorbance:

AT/T =-AA = 't± ± A& for AT/T << 1 (13)

All normalized changes in probe transmission that will be reported here are less than 0.3.

Consequently, the approximate equality given by Eq. (13) will hold with an accuracy of better than

15% for even the most extreme data presented. Note, however, that for a large net probe loss or -
gain, AT/T does not accurately represent the negative absorbance change -AA.-'

Since only the photorefractive mechanisms reverse sign with crystal orientation, non-
O

photorefractive contributions to the net change in probe absorbance can be eliminated by subtracting

the absorbance change AA 0 measured with the crystal oriented for photorefractive energy transfer "

from pump-to-probe (photorefractive probe gain) from AA 'r measured with the crystal rotated 1800

and oriented for photorefractive energy transfer from probe-to-pump (photorefractive probe loss). .

This procedure yields twice the photorefractive probe gain:

AA 7r - AA 0 = 2rt

AT0/T - ATIT for ATO/T, AT'/T << 1 (14) 0

Similarly, the sum of these two quantities eliminates photorefractive effects to allow the -.

investigation of non-photorefractive nonlinear energy transfer and loss mechanisms:

AA'r + AA 0 = ±2Aat •

-(AT 0 /T + ATr/T) , for ATO/T, AT r/T << I (15)

We emphasize that the quantity AT0/T - ATVrT provides for a separation of

photorefractive and non-photorefractive contributions to the net absorbance only for small changes 0

in normalized probe transmissions [i.e., when Eq. (13) is valid]. This can be illustrated by writing

this difference again assuming that the probe transmissions can be represented by simple

exponentials: •

%
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AT0/T 1 Ir/T = 2 sinh(re) exp(±Aat) (16)
I

Clearly, this quantity gives twice the photorefractive gain 2'r (independent of non-photorefractive ,.. y

gain or loss, ±AcdI) only for rt << I and Aat << I. We repeat that for all data presented here, the -,

approximate equality given by Eq. (13) is accurate to better than 15%, and the normalized change in

probe transmission AT/T and negative net change in absorbance -AA can be used interchangeably L

with the same accuracy.

The results of measuring the normalized change in probe transmission as a function of

probe-to-pump ratio for a constant incident (or external) fluence of 0.4 mJ/cm 2 and a grating

spacing of 1.7 Am are shown in Fig. 3. The dots represent data acquired with the crystal oriented ,"

for photorefr tive probe gain (ATO/T); the triangles represent data acquired with the crystal .,

rotated and oriented for photorefractive probe loss (A T /T). Clearly, the direction of energy

transfer depends on crystal orientation--an unambiguous signature of the photorefractive effect.

Moreover, probe gains of a few percent have been achieved on picosecond time scales using an

irradiance of a few pi/m2. Also, notice that probe gain and loss are not symmetric about 0,

illustrating that nonphotorefractive energy transfer and loss mechanisms are important even at .

fluences as low as 0.4 mJ/cm 2. In fact, when the fluence is increased, probe loss is observed for ,
IP.

both crystal orientations. The latter point is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the measurements of Fig. 3
.*9* '"

have been repeated for an incident fluence of 2.4 mJ/cm2.

The contributions of the nonphotorefractive processes are more evident if the data are %r

acquired and displayed differently. In Fig. 5, then, AT/T is plotted for the same two sample I

orientations as a function of incident fluence for a constant pump-to-probe ratio of 23:1. The "

dashed and dot-dashed curves in Fig. 5 are the results of numerical solutions to Eqs. (1)-(9) for the

two-beam mixing geometry of Fig. I and for the same two crystal orientations as the data in Fig. 5. 1

There is clearly good qualitative agreement between theory and experiment. The materials constants

used in the numerical solutions are listed in our companion paper [25]. We emphasize that these

curves are the result of calculations in which all materials parameters were either taken directly

from the literature or independently measured for our sample. In this sense, these are zero-fit-
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parameter calculations. We have achieved better quantitative agreement between experiment and '

theory by varying these materials parameters within reasonable uncertainties, but without additional

independent measurements of the materials parameters there is no justification for such forced fits. VP

The trends in the data shown in Fig. 5 can be understood qualitatively in terms of the mechanisms

discussed in the preceding section by considering the order of the nonlinearity associated with each
,Si.., .,

process included in the wave equation [Eq. (7)]. Our discussions will emphasize the photorefractive

energy transfer, two-photon absorption, the transient energy transfer associated with the Drude-

Lorentz index grating, and bleaching of the EL2 donor absorption. 0

The photorefractive contribution to the wave equation is given by the first term in Eq. (7),

i6PREsCE. For small fluences, most of the carriers are produced by single-photon ionization of the

EL2 donors at a rate given by the second term of Eq. (1), se(N-N+)I/(hv). At low fluences and in ,

the absence of two-photon absorption, the space-charge field Esc can be shown to be proportional
o.-,.:

to the time integral of the gradient in the carrier density, Vn, and thus, linear in fluence for a fixed *'*,.-,

pump-to-probe ratio. In fact, the photorefractive component of the energy transfer can be •
I.

separated from the other processes by taking the difference in the two sets of data for the two

crystal orientations shown in Fig. 5. The quantity (AT 0 /T - AT/T)/2 is plotted in Fig. 6. Notice

that both ordinate and abscissa scales are logarithmic. The large scatter in the data at the lowest -.
fluences is the result of weak signals and poor signal-to-noise ratios at those fluences. At the lower

fluences, the photorefractive gain increases roughly linearly with fluence, consistent with the %

production of electrons by single-photon ionization of the donors. At a fluence of -0.5 mJ/cm 2,

however, a distinct saturation of the gain is observed. There are two reasons for this saturation.

The first is a reduction of the electron generation rate that accompanies the saturation of the ,,-

EL2-to-conduction-band absorption coefficient se(N-N +) because of a depletion of the EL2 9

unionized population. By setting the total donor density (1016 cm - 3) equal to the time-integrated

generation rate [i.e., se(N-N )F/(hv), where F'(I-R) is the incident fluence and R the crystal

reflectivity], we estimate that I mJ/cm2 is the incident fluence at which one-half of the donors (at

the front sample surface and the center of the beam) are photoionized.
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The second (and more important) source for this saturation of the photorefractive gain is

related to the dynamics of grating formation. Before recombination occurs and in the absence of

two-photon absorption, the quasi-steady state photorefractive and free-carrier grating strengths are

determined by a balance between the diffusion current (pnkBTVn), which tries to increase the

space-charge field and destroy the electron free-carrier grating, and the drift current (e/nEscn),

which tries to decrease the space-charge field and preserve the free-carrier modulation. In the

absence of a drift current, diffusion would destroy a sinusoidal electron grating in GaAs in

approximately 2 ps. Consequently, under these conditions, it is roughly correct to assume that a

quasi-steady state exists in which the drift and diffusion currents are approximately equal,

e -nEscn -,nkBTVn , (17)

throughout the 43 ps excitation process. That is, once established a gradient in electron density Vn

will quickly be reduced and the space charge increased by the diffusion current until the two

currents are roughly equal. Although it is not immediately obvious from Eq. (17), at the lower

fluences, the diffusion current reduces the electron gradient Vn to a very small value compared to

the gradient in ionized donors, VN+, and the space charge field can be viewed as arising from a

modulation of the EL2+ concentration in the presence of an almost uniform negatively-charged free

electron population. Thus, at low fluences both the diffusion current and the space charge field

increase linearly with fluence. By comparison, the drift current contains an additional fluence

dependence through the carrier density n and initially increases roughly as the square of the fluence.

Consequently, the drift current increases more rapidly with fluence than the diffusion current and

eventually limits the magnitude of the space charge field.

These tendencies can be seen most easily by considering the solution to the materials

equations, Eqs. (1)-(6), for a highly idealized situation. Specifically, an initial carrier density of the

form

n(t=O,x,z) = no(t=O,x,z) + n+2(t=O,x,z) exp(-2kxx) + n- 2 (t=O,x,z) exp(+2kxx) , (18)

(where x(z) is the direction parallel (perpendicular) to the sample face in Fig. I and kx is the

magnitude of the x-component of the light propagation vectors) is assumed to be created on a time
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scale short compared to the time required for significant diffusion. If two-photon absorption is
-i

neglected, then the quasi-steady state solution for the space charge field before recombination occurs "_,

is reduced to solving Eq. (17) together with Poisson's equation, Eq. (6). If the space-charge field

Esc is written in a form similar to Eq. (18), one readily finds the amplitude of the steady-state

space charge fieid and carrier density gradient in the limit of small modulation ratio (i.e., n+z/n o <<

I) to be
Esc,(t=oo,x,z) [-ien+2(t=O,x,z)/(2kxc)]/[l + no(t=O,x,z)/nsat] (

and

n+(t=oo,x,z) - n+2(t=0,X,z)/[l + nsat/no(t-0 ,x,z)] , (20)

respectively, where nsat a e(2kx)2kB/e 2 is defined as the saturation density. Notice that at low

excitation levels, the initial carrier density is much smaller than the saturation density.

no(t--O) << nsa t . In this limit, the magnitude of the space-charge field is given by en+,(t=0)/(2kxe),

which is directly proportional to the initial gradient in the carrier density and, thus, proportional to

the fluence. Also, notice that the drift current cannot balance the diffusion current before the latter ,

has essentially destroyed the free-carrier grating [i.e., n+,(t=oo) << n+2(t=0)]. Thus, at these fluences

the free-carrier modulation n+,(t=oo) is negligible compared to the modulation in EL2+

concentration, N+. Notice, however, that for low fluences the drift current increases as the square

of the fluence (because of the additional fluence dependence of the conductivity eunn), while the

diffusion current increases linearly. Eventually, then, as the carrier density no(t=0) becomes %

comparable to the saturation density, the drift current becomes strong enough to significantly limit

the decay of the free-carrier grating and the magnitude of the space-charge field. In fact, in the

high excitation regime, where no(t-0) >> nsat, there will be negligible decay of the free-carrier

grating (i.e., n +2(t=00) - n+(t=O) ] and the space-charge field approaches a constant value given by

ensat[n+ (t=0)/no(t=0)], which is proportional to the probe-to-pump ratio. Because the 43-ps pump

pulses used in our experiments are not short compared to the electron diffusion times of -2 ps and
. ..

because the effects two-photon absorption are not negligible, these results are not directly 0

applicable. Nevertheless, this simple calculation illustrates the role of the background conductivity
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ejsnno in limiting the magnitude of the space-charge field and in limiting the decay of the free- ".

carrier index grating. These same tendencies are seen in our numerical results and also can be seen

by carefully inspecting the full linearized materials equations given in Ref. [26].

In addition to the initial linear increase in probe gain with fluence and the eventual .

saturation shown in Fig. 6, our numerical studies indicate that for external fluences below -3

mJ/cm2 the principal space-charge field is between single-photon-generated free electrons and "

immobile ionized EL2 + donors, while above this fluence, there is a significant contribution from the

Dember field associated with mobile electron-hole pairs created by two-photon absorption. I

For comparison, the nonlinear loss and energy transfer processes that do not depend on ... 4,

crystal orientation are illustrated in Fig. 7. Here, one-half the negative sum of the two sets of data

shown in Fig. 5, -(AT 0 /2T + A'TI/2T), is plotted on a logarithmic scale. At low fluences, two-

photon absorption is the dominate nonlinear absorption process. Since the absorption coefficient §I

is linear in intensity, an initial linear dependence on fluence is expected and observed. The reversal

of slope and apparent reduction of absorbance observed at the higher fluences above -2 mi/cm is

caused by the onset of transient energy transfer associated with the free-carrier index grating. The

strength of the Drude-Lorentz index change 6Dn also is proportional to the time-integral of the

intensity I; however, in the two-beam mixing geometry, this process does not contribute in the same

order as the photorefractive and two-photon effects. As we discussed previously, the reason for this

is that the free-carrier index grating is unshifted to first order and will not transfer energy in this

configuration. It will, however, contribute in higher order [23]. Two beam mixing is sensitive to

spatial shifts in the grating sources because the pump light scattered from the gratings is coherently

superposed with the transmitted probe pulse, making this technique sensitive to the phase of the

scattered light. Notice that the numerical solutions shown in Fig. 7 are in excellent agreement with

the observations, adding further support to the interpretation presented in this paragraph.

Consequently, for the lowest fluences shown in Fig. 5 and for the crystal oriented for

photorefractive probe gain (upper curve), the photorefractive gain competes with loss from twko-

photon absorption. Initially, the photorefractive energy transfer is larger than two-photon loss, and
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a net gain is observed. As the fluence is increased, the photorefractive gain saturates, and two- .--S

photon absorption begins to dominate, with a zero crossing at -1 mJ/cm2 . Between roughly I and

NdV
5 mJ/cm2 , two-photon absorption dominates. Eventually, however, as sufficient carriers are

generated by one- and two-photon absorption, the transient energy transfer associated with the

free-carrier index grating is found to dominate at the highest fluences, causing a change in slope
and resulting in probe gain for fluences larger than -10 mJ/cm 2, as shown. For the lower curve, -'

the photorefractive energy transfer is from probe-to-pump, and photorefractive effects as well as ._-..-

two-photon absorption contribute to increasing probe loss with increasing fluence. Again, however,

at the highest fluences, transient energy transfer begins to dominate and reverses the sign of the

slope. F
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TIME-RESOLVED TWO-BEAM COUPLING

The normalized change in probe transmission was also measured as a function of time dela,,

for the geometry shown in Fig. 1. These time-resolved beam-coupling measurements were

performed for several pump fluences, two probe polarizations, and four crystal orientations. The

results of one such measurement are shown in Fig. 8, where AT/T is plotted as a function of time -1

delay between pump and probe for a fixed fluence of 2.3 mJ/cm2 , a pump-to-probe ratio of 23:1.

and two crystal orientations. Again, the dots correspond to data acquired with the crystal oriented

for photorefractive probe gain, the triangles to data acquired with the crystal oriented for

photorefractive probe loss, and the solid curves represent numerical solutions of Eqs. (1)-(9).

Since the quantitative agreement between the theory and the data is rather poor in Fig. 8, it

is useful to attempt to understand the major features qualitatively in terms of the same three

principal mechanisms used to describe Fig. 5: photorefractive energy transfer, two-photon

absorption, and transient energy transfer associated with the free-carrier grating. There are three

properties of each of these that are known qualitatively. the sign of AT/T, the approximate width of

the change in time, and the symmetry (or lack thereof) about zero delay. Other information, such -

as the magnitudes of the various effects, can be extracted either directly or indirectly from the data

in Fig. 8 or estimated from separate measurements. We extract and illustrate each of these '

contributions roughly in Figs. 9-11.

The photorefractive contribution to AT/T is either positive or negative, depending on crystal

orientation; it is expected to have a width roughly v2 times the optical pulse width; and it is

expected to be asymmetric and skewed slightly toward negative delays. The maximum lags zero

delay because the photorefractive grating has a lifetime comparable to or larger than the pulsewidth. 1-1
so that a trailing pump scatters from the grating for a longer time than a leading pump. As for

Fig. 6. the photorefractive component can be extracted unambiguously from the experimental result.

by subtracting the two sets of data in Fig. 8 for the two crystal orientations and dividing by 2. The I
resulting photorefractive gain is given by the dots in Fig. 9. The solid line is a shifted-Gaussian fit
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to the data (not a theoretical calculation), that we subsequently use in Fig. 11 to schemnatically

represent the photorefractive component of the two-beam gain. Notice that the measured%

photorefractive gain curve is temporally narrower than the expected v"2 x 43 ps.

The other two principal components of the nonlinear loss and gain are independent of

crystal orientation. Free-arrier transient energy transfer is always positive for the weak probe

pulse and is slightly larger for a trailing pump pulse, again, because the free-carrier grating lifetime

is comparable to or longer than the pulse width. Two-photon absorption is always negative, and

since it is instantaneous, its contribution is symmetric about zero delay. The magnitude of the two-

photon absorbance at zero delay can be estimated using our separate knowledge of the two-photon

absorption coefficient [26]. The critical magnitude, however, is the difference in the strengths of

two-photon absorption and free-carrier transient energy transfer. The combined effects of loss

from two-photon absorption and gain from transient energy transfer can be extracted directly from

Fig. 8 as 1/2 the sum of the two sets of data for the two orientations. The data so obtained are

given by the circles in Fig. 10. Next, We obtain a representation for the free-carrier transient

energy transfer and the two-photon loss by fitting the data in Fig. 10 by a positive shifted and a

negative unshifted (with respect to zero delay) Gaussian, respectively. The dashed and dot-dashed A

curves in Fig. 10 are the resulting Gaussian curves, and the solid curve is the resulting sum and fit

to the data.

Finally, the representations for photorefractive and free-carrier transient energy transfer and

two-photon loss are shown together in Fig. 11. The three contributions can be added to obtain the 5

two solid curves for the total AT/T for the two crystal orientations. These curves illustrate

schematically how these processes can produce the qualitative tendencies observed in the data.

The results of a zero- fit- parameter numerical solution to Eqs. (1 )-(9), allowing for probe

delay and using the same materials parameters as Fig. 5, are given by the solid lines in Fig. 8.

There is fair qualitative agreement between the theoretical and experimental features, but

quantitative agreement is lacking. Better agreement can be obtained by varying either the
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experimental or materials parameters slightly [251. The major discrepancy, however, is that the

experimental features are consistently narrower in time than the corresponding theoretical features.

Although we do not presently understand this, we speculate that the experimental results fall off

more rapidly than predicted at negative delays because our pulses are not bandwidth-limited. That

is, our pulses may have a coherence time that is slightly less than their width, thus, precluding

contributions from the grating terms for the longer delays. Experiments are underway to investigate

this possibility. , ,

Next, the time-resolved measurements of Fig. 8 were repeated for orthogonally polarized

pulses. The results are displayed in Fig. 12, for an s-polarized pump and a p-polarized probe and ". %

for three fluences. Rotating the probe polarization by 900 "turns off" all grating sources that depend i, .'-:

on a modulation of the intensity or carrier or donor population densities. The circles, crosses, and

triangles represent the data in Fig. 12. The solid, dot-dashed, and dashed curves are the results of

numerical solutions to Eqs. (1)-(9) in which all two-photon, photorefractive, and free-carrier grating 4
terms have been set to zero. Only EL2-to-conductiotn-band, valence-band-to-EL2 + , two-photon, I

and free-carrier absorption and saturation of the donor and trap populations were included in the . - -

numerical solutions. The rather good agreement between the calculated and measured curves -'

suggests that the various absorption cross sections entered into the code are correct. Notice that

good agreement between theory and experiment are achieved for both sets of data where coherence

is not an issue: that is, in Figs. 5-7, where grating sources are important, but there is no time delay .. "

between the two pulses and, in Fig. 10, where time delay is important, but grating terms are absent.

This further suggests that the discrepancy between theory and experiment in Fig. 8 may not be a
%'-

problem with the model, but rather an experimental artifact related to the coherence in the wings of -

our pulses. I

IA
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TIME-RESOLVED DEGENERATE-FOUR-WAVE MIXING

The final set of measurements were obtained with a three-pulse transient grating geometry. ,

As shown in Fig. 13, two 43-ps, 1.06-Mm, s-polarized pulses write the grating. The grating is then

read with a time-delayed probe pulse, as shown. The diffraction efficiency was measured in this

geometry as a function of time-delay, writing fluence, crystal orientation, and probe polarization.

An important difference between this technique and the two-beam-coupling shown in Fig. I is that

here the scattered probe light is measured in a background-free direc**on, and consequently, a time-

delayed and orthogonally-polarized probe pulse will be equally sensitive to shifted (e.g.,

photorefractive) and unshifted (e.g., free-carrier) gratings. Thus, the Drude-Lorentz free-carrier

index grating, which could contribute to the two-beam energy transfer only in higher order, can

contribute here in first order.

As an example of one such measurement, the grating diffraction efficiency is shown in Fig. %

14 as a function of time delay for equal writing fluences, a total incident writing fluence of %

3.6 mJ/cm2, a p-polarized probe and a probe fluence of 0.12 mJ/cm. Here, the diffraction V•

efficiency is defined as the ratio of diffracted probe energy to incident probe energy, as opposed to

the ratio of diffracted-to-transmitted energy, for example. A two-component decay is observed.

The initial fast decay is on the order of the optical pulse width. This is followed by a slower decay,

lasting many nanoseconds. These measurements were repeated for an s-polarized probe and for ..-

various crystal orientations, including rotating the crystal by 900 about the bisector of the writing

beams. While the latter orientation does not completely eliminate the photorefractive effect, it was

found to reduce the photorefractive gain in the two-beam coupling geometry by a factor of 5 to 10.

To within our present experimental accuracy, both the narrow peak and the slower feature were

independent of crystal orientation and probe polarization. From this, we conclude that the free- •

carrier Drude-Lorentz index grating is larger than and dominates the photorefractive index grating

at all delays. In fact, for the data shown in Fig. 14, the probe polarization and crystal orientation '.4.

were chosen so that the probe should have been totally insensitive to photorefractive effects [i.e., S
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both Esc and the probe field along (001)].

In order to investigate the writing efficiency associated with the formation of this free- ,, b

carrier grating, we measured the diffraction efficiency as a function of fluence with the probe delay

fixed, first, at 40 ps near the peak diffraction efficiency and, then, at 400 ps in the slowly varying

region. The results are shown in Fig. 15. The diffraction efficiency at a delay of 40 ps increases

roughly as the square of the fluence. Since the diffraction efficiency is proportional to the square

of the index modulation, this indicates a linear change in index with fluence. By comparison, the ., '.

diffraction efficiency at 400 ps increases consistent with a squared dependence on fluence for the

lower fluences, but exhibits a slight saturation near -2 mJ/cm 2.

Consider first the peak at 40 ps in Figs. 14 and 15 which is associated with the diffraction ,

of the probe pulse from a free-carrier index grating. At low fluences, the electrons will be t -

generated by single-photon ionization of the EL2 donors, which is consistent with the fluence-

squared dependence of the diffraction efficiency. As the fluence is increased, however, one might

expect the onset of two-photon absorption and a deviation from this squared dependence. For

example, the external incident fluence at which the linear absorption coefficient a becomes equal to

the instantaneous two-photon absorption coefficient j5I (at the center of the beam and at the front

surface of the sample) is 2.5 mJ/cmz. It is the electron density, however, that determines the

magnitude of the index change. (Note: The holes contribute little to the index change because of

their relatively large mass.) The carrier density generated by two-photon absorption becomes equal " I.

to that generated by linear absorption (again, at the front sample surface and at the beam center) at 0

a fluence of -7 mJ/cm2 , which differs from the equal absorption fluence by 23/2, where a factor of

2 comes from the fact that two photons must be absorbed to produce an electron and a factor of

v/2 from the time integration. Integration over the Gaussian spatial profile of the pulse produces

another factor of 2 for a total incident fluence of -14 mJ/cm2 . Thus, although two-photon

absorption begins to play a role in our measurements at fluences of approximately 2 mJ/cm 2. the

majority of the carriers are produced by single-photon absorption for all data shown in Fig. 15.

1281
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The onset of the effects of two-photon absorption as discussed in the preceding paragraph

are further offset by the depletion of the EL2 donor population and the accompanying saturation of

the EL2-to-conduction-band absorption. The compensating effects of donor saturation can be seen

most easily by considering Eq. (1) for the electron density n and Eq. (3) for the ionized donor %

density N +, allowing for linear and two-photon absorption while excluding all other effects (i.e.
drift, diffusion, and valence-band- to-EL2+ absorption):

an/lat = seI(N-N+)/(hv) + I12/(2hv) (21)

aN+/at = seI(N-N+)/(hv). (22)

In this case, the ionized-donor density is given by "C

N (t) = N I - exp -,/Fs)dt (23)

where the saturation fluence is defined as Fs=hv/se and has a value of 1.6 mJ/cm2 for our sample.

In the weak saturation limit, then, the equation for the electron density can be written 6

approximately as %'.

t

an/at (seNI/(hv)) I- i/Fs)dt , 12/(2hL') , (24) 0

which can be integrated to obtain the final carrier density at the front surface following a Gaussian

pulse:

n(z=0 , t=+oo) = seNF/(hv) - SeNF 2/(2hvFs) + F 2
/ v/*Vrhi' , (25)

where F/(I-R) is the external incident fluence used to label our figures. From Eq. (25), it is clear "

that saturation and two-photon effects have opposite signs and somewhat compensate one another at

moderate fluences. For our pulse width and sample parameters. the ratio of the third-to-second ""

terms is -0.6. Furthermore, the total density of carriers produced (at the surface) by strictly linear

absorption (first term) will be larger than the net density lost or gained by saturation and two-
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photon absorption combined if the incident fluence is less than 12 mJ/cm z. Finally, valence-band- l

to-EL2 + transitions, which have been omitted from our analysis here and which replenish the EL2 o, ,

population, will further moderate and limit the saturation of the electron population. The net effect ,--

of including the latter transitions is to allow for the stepwise two-photon generation of electron-hole

pairs, whereby a hole is generated and a neutralized EL2 produced by the valence-band-to-EL2 +

transition and an electron is subsequently produced by the photoionization of the EL2.

Summarizing, although we expect the onset of saturation and two-photon absorption at )

approximately 2 mJ/cm2 , we do not expect that together they will substantially alter the power law

for electron production for fluences below roughly 10 mJ/cm2 , consistent with the fluence

dependence of the diffraction efficiency maximum as shown in Fig. 15. r

The writing efficiency shown in Fig. 15 and the fast decay shown in Fig. 14 are consistent

with a free-carrier grating in which electrons are generated into the conduction band by single-

photon ionization of the EL2 donors and by two-photon absorption and holes are produced in the

valence band by two-photon absorption and by valence-band-to-EL2 + transitions. In addition to

the free-carrier grating, of course, a modulation of the immobile ionized donor density EL2+ is .

produced. The final number of electrons produced (when summed over space) will be * ,,,

approximately equal to the number of holes plus the number of EL2+ . Thus, there are more

electrons than holes. The initial fast decay of the diffraction efficiency shown in Fig. 14 is

consistent with the diffusion of the electrons in the presence of the mobile holes and stationary

ionized EL2+ donors. In overly simplistic terms, the electron-hole portion of the grating decays by

ambipolar diffusion, which in the absence of the space-charge field from the immobile EL2 ,

would occur in a characteristic time given by rA AgZ/( 4 72rZDA) 40 ps, where DA is the

ambipolar diffusion coefficient. The free-electron grating cannot decay completely, however,

because of the presence of the charged EL2+. In fact, the grating decay can proceed onl to the

point where the diffusion current (AnkBTVn) exactly balances the drift current (epnEscn). That is.

the overall electron density gradient Vn will decrease and the space charge Esc will increase until
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Es= - (kBT/eXVn/n) (26) %

This quasi-steady state density modulation Vn will be maintained until (on a time scale of tens-of-

ns) recombination reduces the space-charge by depleting the EL2 + population. When considered

alone, this process should equilibrate on a time scale of at most the electronic diffusion time given ..

by rD = AgZ/( 4 rDn) = 5 ps, where Dn is the diffusion coefficient for the electrons. Of course,

these two processes do not equilibrate independently, but evolve together as dictated by Eqs. (1)-(6).

The reason for the saturation in the diffraction efficiency at 400 ps shown in Fig. 15 is now

evident. The magnitude of the gradient in electron density that can be maintained on nanosecond S

time scales is determined by the space-charge field, as indicated by Eq. (26). The growth of the

space charge with fluence, however, is limited eventually by the number of available donors, -101"5

cm- 3 for the sample used here. As discussed in a preceding paragraph, this donor population would

begin to saturate at an incident fluence of approximately 2 mJ/cm. The final EL2+ population

following excitation will be determined by the incident fluence and by the strength of the valence-

band-to=EL2+ absorption, since the latter tends to repopulate the EL2 .
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CONCLUSIONS '"

The data and theoretical analyses presented in the previous sections are consistent with the

following picture of two- and four-wave mixing in undoped semi-insulating GaAs. The normalized

transmission, AT/T, of a weak probe in the two-wave mixing geometry is sensitive to three major 5,

processes: photorefractive energy transfer in a direction controlled by the crystal axes, transient

energy transfer from the strong beam to the weak beam due to the Drude-Lorentz free-carrier

refractive index grating, and two-photon absorption. Saturation of linear absorption and absorption

gratings also occur but with a much smaller effect. At fluences below I mJ/cmz, the

photorefractive effect dominates. As the total fluence is increased, the photorefractive space-charge Il -

field saturates because the donor population is depleted and the background conductivity increases. .

At this point two-photon absorption causes probe loss for all crystal orientations. Finally, above -5

mJ/cm2 , transient energy transfer caused by the free-carrier grating, which contributes only to

higher order in intensity, begins to dominate.

By contrast, the three-pulse transient grating geometry used for our experiments is sensitive

to the strength of the refractive index grating and not to whether the grating is shifted by 900 from

the intensity interference pattern (photorefractive component) or by 1800 (free-carrier component).

Our measurements indicate that the index change associated with the free-carrier grating is larger 5
".\ .*S%

than and dominates the photorefractive grating for all time delays and for all fluences. These free-

carrier gratings exhibit an initial fast diffusive decay time of less than 100 ps, but complete decay is "

prevented by the space-charge field (and drift current) associated with the immobile ionized donors.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Generic geometry for two-beam coupling experiments.

Figure 2. Schematic of energy level diagram for undoped semi-insulating GaAs illustrating (a)

steady-state photorefractive grating formation and ultrafast free-carrier and

photorefractive grating formation resulting from (b) single-photon ionization of donors

and (c) two-photon absorption.

Figure 3. The normalized change in probe transmission AT/T as a function of probe-to-pump

ratio for a constant total incident fluence of 0.4 mJ/cm2 . The circles represent data

acquired with the crystal oriented for photorefractive energy transfer from pump-to-

probe (AT 0 /T) and the triangles from probe-to-pump (ATV/T).

Figure 4. The normalized change in probe transmission AT/T as a function of the ratio of 1

probe-to-pump for a constant total incident fluence of 2.4 mJ/cm 2. The circles

represent data acquired with the crystal oriented for photorefractive probe gain

(AT0/T) and the triangles for a photorefractive probe loss (AT'/T).

Figure 5. The normalized change in probe transmission AT/T as a function of incident fluence

for a fixed probe-to-pump ratio of 0.044. Again, the circles represent data acquired -S.

with the crystal oriented for photorefractive probe gain (AT 0 /T) and the triangles for P

photorefractive probe loss (ATr/T). The dashed and dot-dashed curves are results of

numerical solutions of Eqs. (1)-(9).

Figure 6. The photorefractive probe gain as a function of total incident fluence for a fixed

probe-to-pump ratio of 0.044, obtained by calculating 1/2 the difference of the two

curves shown in Fig. 5 [i.e., I/2(AT0/T - ATVIT)]. The circles represent the data,

and the dashed line indicates the numerical solution of Eqs. (1)-(9). A line with aa.,

slope of I is shown for comparison.

I
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Figure 7. The nonlinear probe loss, as determined by taking 1/2 the negative SLM of the two

curves shown in Fig. 5 [i.e., -I/2(AT0O/T + AVx/T)], as a function of total incident %

fluence for a probe-to-pump ratio of 0.044. The circles represent the data, and the

'°%

dashed line indicates the numerical solution of Eqs. (1 )-(9). A line with a slope of 1 e

is shown for comparison.

.

Figure 8. The normalized change in probe transmission T/T as a function of time delay in

units of the pulsewidth (21.5 ps, half-width at eT of the intensity) for a constant

probe-to-pump ratio of 0.044 and for a constant incident fluence of 2.3 mJ/cm 2 . The .

circles represent data acquired with the crystal oriented for photorefractive probe gain

AT0 /T and the triangles for photorefractive probe loss ATW/T. The solid curves are

numerical solutions to Eqs. (1)-(9) for the same two orientations.

Figure 9. The photorefractive probe gain as a function of time delay for a constant incident

fluence of 2.3 mJ/cm and a fixed probe-to-pump ratio of 0.044. These data are

%

obtained by calculating 1/2 the difference of the two sets of data in Fig. 8, 0

[I/2(AT 0 /T - ATr/T)]. The solid curve is a numerical fit to the data using a shifted ,

(with respect to zero delay) Gaussian.

Figure 10. The nonlinear, nonphotorefractive probe loss as a function of time delay for a total ,.

incident fluence of 2.3 mJ/cm2 and a probe-to-pump ratio of 0,044. The data

(circles) were obtained by calculating 1/2 the sum of the two sets of data in Fig. 8

[i e., I/2(AT0 /T + ATV/T)]. The solid curve is a representation of the total nonlinear •

probe loss obtained by fitting the data with a shifted Gaussian for the transient energy

transfer (TET) and an unshifted Gaussian for the two-photon absorption (ThPA). ..

Figure I1. A schematic illustration of the manner in which photorefractive gain (PRO),

photorefractive loss (PRT), two-photon absorption (TPA), and transient energy
- '-a...-:

transfer (TET) can be combined to account for the observed tendencies in the

normalized change in probe transmission AT/T for the two crystal orientations (solid

curves). The data from Fig. 8 are reproduced for comparison.
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Figure 12. The normalized change in probe transmission AT/T as a function of time delay for

orthogonally polarized pump and probe, a fixed probe-to-pump ratio of 0.044. and

for three fluences: 2.3, 5.5, and 11.5 mJ/cm 2. Notice that the time delay is a.

normalized by the pulse length (i.e., 21.5 ps half width at e-i). The solid, dashed and -

dot-dashed lines represent numerical solutions to Eqs. (1)-(9).

Figure 13. Schematic representation of the geometry for time-resolved transient grating (or

degenerate-four- wave mixing) experiments.

Figure 14. The diffraction efficiency of a p-polarized weak probe pulse as a function of time

delay following two s-polarized writing pulses, each having a fluence of 1.8 mJcm2

(i.e., total fluence of 3.6 mJ/cm2 ).

Figure 15. The diffraction efficiency of the weak p-polarized probe pulse as a function of the

total writing fluence for fixed time delays of 40 ps (circles) and 400 ps (triangles). .,#
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Stable pulses as short as 69 fs duration have been generated by a linear-cavity, synchronously-pumped cw rhodamine
6G dye laser incorporating a pair of Brewster-angled quartz prisms and the saturable absorbers DQOCI and DODCI.

Direct generation of optical pulses having durations porating a pair of Brewster-angle quartz prisms for dis-
below 200 fs has most commonly been achieved with persion compensation. Separate gain and absorber jet-
a cw-pumped, colliding-pulse, passively mode-locked streams helped to prolong the usable life of the ab- . -
(CPM), dye laser [1]. Recent recognition of the role sorber dyes (to several weeks) and allowed indepen- '"
played by self-phase modulation (SPM) and group ye- dent focusing to adjust the relative saturation parame-
locity dispersion (GVDJ in the pulse formation pro- ters of the active and passive dyes. The authors of [ 131 - -

cess (2,3] has culminated in the generation of 27 fs reported the generation of 70 fs pulses in a pellicle- ''

pulses from such a laser, where a sequence of four tuned laser that had no deliberate means of dispersion
Brewster-angle cut quartz prisms was used to intro- compensation and incorporated a single jet-stream for .
duce adjustable GVD [4]. Synchronously mode-locked both dyes. The low loss and high optical quality of .

cw dye laser systems capable of producing pulses of the prisms compared to the uncoated pellicle used in
200 fs or less have been complicated by either the use [13] is an additional advantage of our system.
of fiber/grating pulse compressors [5-7] or, alterna- The cavity arrangement is shown in fig. 1. A re- -
tively, conventional ring [8,91 or antiresonant ring lated cavity has produced 33 fs pulses by purely pas-
[10,111 cavity arrangements which require either ex- sive mode-locking [4]. The dye laser was pumped at a
tremely critical positioning of a saturable absorber or repetition rate of 82 MHz by frequency doubled
external splitting of the pump beam 191 to achieve pulses from a mode-locked cw Nd :YAG laser (Spec-
hybrid CPM. A four prism sequence has recently been tra-Physics Series 3000). The average pump power at
incorporated into a synchronously pumped antireso- 532 nm was 650 mW and the pulse duration was 70 ps
nant ring laser to produce pulses as short as 70 fs [121. as determined by a synchroscan streak camera. The

With one published exception [ 13], simple linear- pump beam was coupled into the gain medium (2 X
cavity, hybridly mode-locked, cw dye lasers have been 10- 3 M rhodamine 6G in ethylene glycol) by a focus-
limited to producing pulses longer than 200 fs, typical- ing mirror with a radius of curvature of 5 cm. The - -

ly in the 300-800 fs range [14-171. We report the folded focusing section around the gain medium con- -

generation of pulses with duration as short as 69 fs sisted of two mirrors, each with a radius of curvature l
(full width at half nuximum intensity, fwhm) from a of 7.5 cm, about a vertical jet-stream that was 200 gm .,,
linear-cavity hybridly mode-locked, cw dye laser incor- thick. A 2.5 X i0 - 5 M solution of DQOCI, a 3.0 X .

0 030-401/86/S03.50 © Elsevier Science Publishers FIV. 79 - p

(North-Holland Physic Publishing Division)
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Pump Beam %

DODCI Intracavity
or Quartz Prisms

Output Rh6G OQOCI
Beam ."

.I cmR .5cm R.C. 15cm R.C.

Modelock Adjust

Fig. I. Laser cavity configuration. -e

10 - 5 M solution of DODCI, and a mixed solution of was initially set to operate close to these values.
1.8 X 10- 5 M DQOCI/I.2 X 10- 5 M DODCI in ethy- Pulsewidth measurements were performed using
lene glycol were tried alternatively in the absorber sec- non-collinear background-free autocorrelation in a
tion. A 100 gm absorber jet-stream was used with fo- 1 mm KDP crystal. The cross-over length due to the
cusing mirrors of 3.75 cm radius of curvature. The two converging beams has been estimated to be -100
dyes DQOCI and DODCI have been reported to have gm providing temporal resolution well below 100 fs. 'S

upper state lifetimes of 16 ps and 1.15 ns respectively Spectral information was obtained with an optical
118]. All mirrors used were nominally 100% reflec- multichannel analyzer and vidicon system coupled to
tively at 632.8 nm with a sufficient bandwidth to a 1/4-meter spectrometer.
allow operation over the gain band of rhodamine 6G, With a 2.5 X 10-S M solution of DQOCI as satur-
except the output coupler which had a reflectivity of able absorber, pulses as short as 114 fs (fwhm duration,
• -90% at 590 run. The two identical quartz prisms hyperbolic secant squared profile assumed) were ob-
were arranged as shown in fig. I and were aligned for tained when the dye laser cavity length was carefully
minimum deviation and Brewster's-angle incidence at matched to that of the pump laser. Such pulses were
each surface. Each prism was mounted on a translation spectrally centered near 585 nm, a wavelength just be-
stage which allowed motion along a line normal to its low the 595 nm absorption peak of DQOCI. The spec-
base, and on tilt and rotation tables. tral width of greater than 7 nm indicates operation

. Fork et at. [ 191 have shown that terminating a :!hove the Fourier transform limit for a hyperbolicd'e
linear-cavity laser with such a two-prism and flat mir- secant squared pulse shape and may imply some resid-

ror combination is equivalent to incorporating a four- ual frequency structure that cannot be compensated
prism sequence into a ring cavity. This configuration for by adjustment of the prism sequence.
allows the introduction of variable GVD of either sign, Pulses of 96 fs duration (fig. 2, hyperbolic secant
adjustable through zero, without any net deviation of squared profile assumed) of similar spectral width,
the beam after traversing the sequence. This geometry centered at 581 nm, have been obtained using a 3 X
can compensate for frequency chirp in the pulses aris- 10- 5 M solution of DODCI as the saturable absorber
ing from the combined effects of SPM and GVD in the in the same cavity arrangement. The laser showed
remainder of the cavity. The amount of negative dis- some tendency to be bistable in this case, with small
persion, which is proportional to the prism separation (urm) adjustments of cavity length or slight realignment
L, is adjustable to be large enough to compensate for resulting in the wavelength jumping between 581 rim
the positive dispersion of the prism material (which and 622 nm. However, insertion of an aperture be-
may be varied by translating either prism normal to tween the second prism and the high reflectivity end
its base) combined with any additional chirp in the mirror, a region of the cavity in which the frequency
pulses. A length L = 250 mm has been calculated to be components are spatially dispersed, allowed suppres-
adequate to compensate for 6.6 mm of quartz at sion of oscillation at one or other of these wavelengths.
-600 rnm wavelength [191, and the prism sequence Minimum pulse-widths and highest output power were

80
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Fig. 2. Autocorrelation trace of 96 fs pulses obtained using DODCI.

obtained at the shorter wavelength. Other authors when operating at 581 nm is evident from the auto- or

[20,211 have also reported optimal operation of linear correlation of fig. 2 which was obtained without a r'o

rhodamine 6G/DODCI hybrid lasers near 590 rn, lock-in amplifier or other integrating device (other ." ,r

closer to the peak of the gain than for optimal pulse- than the chart recorder itself) over a relatively long '

width performance in the purely passively mode- (minute) recording time.

locked case [1,21. The high stability of the system Optimal operation of the laser was objained using a -

lal I b} .''
01-

6.9nm

C

lOlfs :1z~~tp HI69S .

583nm

-1700 -850 0 850 1700
TIME DELAY [fsJ

Fig. 3. Autocorrelation trace of 69 fs mode-locked pulses ia) and corresponding integrated laser spectrum ih). obtiincd un,:.

mixed DQOCI/DODCI absorber. . .
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mixed solution of the two saturable absorbers consist-
ing of 1.8 X 10-5 M DQOCI and 1.2 X 10-5 M
DODC. Pulses of duration as short as 69 fs have been
obtained with this combination (fig. 3), with no ten-
dency for dual wavelength operation. The time-band-
width product of AvAt = 0.42 indicates operation
close to the Fourier transform limit (AvAt = 0.315 for
transform-limited hyperbolic secant squared pulses). 808 is
Many such traces have been recorded on a day-to-day -tp 520 is
basis with pulsewidths consistently below 85 fs and

44 average power of 55 mW for a 650 mW pump. An ex-
amination of the autocorrelation function over a de-/
lay of several tens of picoseconds with respect to the
main pulse, indicated that the pulses were remarkably
free of satellites. Satellite pulses are known to be sup-
pressed in hybridly mode-locked lasers, particularly -8.0 -6.0 -4.0 -2.0 0 2.0 4.0 5.0 8.0
when a rapid recovery time saturable absorber (such as TIME DELAY Ipsl
DQOC [181) is used [151.

The effect of the passive dyes was investigated by Fig. 4. Autocorrelation trace of 520 fs pulse obtained with
.. p , ,DQOCI at 605 rim with a single prism in the cavity.
switching off the absorber jet-stream. The resulting
autocorrelation function consisted of a coherence
spike on top of a broad base several picoseconds wide
at the optimum cavity length. Such behavior is charac- References
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Appendix K: Generation of 55-fs Pulses and Variable Spectral
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Generation of 55-fs Pulses
and Variable Spectral Windowing in a Linear-Cavity
Synchronously Pumped cw Dye Laser

M.D. Dawson1 , T.F. Boggess1 , D.W. GarveY1 . and A.L. S mirI2

1Center for Applied Quantum Electronics. North Texas State
University, Denton, TX 76203, USA

2 Hughes Research Laboratories, 3011 Malibu Canyon Road.
Malibu, CA 90265, USA

Direct generation of optical pulses with duration below 100 fs from cw
dye lasers has almost exclusively been limited to the spectral reqion 605- -S'
630 nm. 1- 4  Typically, conventional ring1 or antiresonant ring4 , cavity
arrangements designed to utilize the colliding pulse mode-locking (CPM)
effect, I where counterpropagating pulses meet in a saturable absorber jet- N
stream, are also required. "S,

We describe the generation of pul ses as short as 55 fs at 675 nm and
69 fs at 583 nm from a linear-cavity synchronously pumped, hybridly mode-
locked cw dye laser incorporating Brewster prisms, which does not require
the CPM technique. In addition, we have demonstrated variable spectral
windowing of the spatially dispersed frequency components occurring within
the intracavity prism sequence in this laser.

Pump Beam
Intracavity

Saturable Quartz PrismsOutput : >.Gain Medium Absorber >L "' .S~m S.
".5., ,.,

__ ' ., / '; 3.75cm R.C. "

5cm R.C." 7.5cm R.C.

Modelock Adjust
Fig. 1 Laser cavity configuration

The laser oscil lator is shown in Fig. 1. A related cavity has produced
33-fs pulses by purely passive mode-locking. 4 The laser was pumped by
650 mW average power, 70-ps pulses from a frequency-doubled cw mode-locked
Nd:YAG laser. The dual-jet linear resonator was terminated by a two-
Brewster-prism and plane mirror arrangement used for adjustment of intra-
cavity dispersion.4  High reflectivity cavity mirrors with single stack
Coatings, having their reflectivity centered at 632.8 nm were used
throughout, except for the output coupler which was 95% reflecting at
632.8 nm. Pul sewidth measurements were performed by both col linear type I . '
and non-collinear background-free autocorrelation techniques. ,- ".

Two different dye combinations yielded femtosecond pulses from this
laser, provided the cavity length was careful ly matched to that of the - .S
pump. Using Sulforhqdamine 101 as gain edium (1.8 x 10-3 M in ethylene
glycol) and a 5 x 10-M solution of DQTCI '6 as saturable absorber, stable
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3 - a Ib / Fig. 2 Collinear type I auto-
(. correlation at 675 nxo

i ' '--9.5nm

2 -H-85fs P
I tp 55fs

675nm

850ts

lal b

6.gnm

,; -1- 107ts -"
,J 

= 
69ts - Z

58.,nm

, ,,,.Fig. 3 Background-free auto-
, correlation at 583 nm

-11700 -850 0 850 1700

TIME OELAY Ifs)

pulses as short as 55 fs were obtained (Fig. 2, secn 2 pulse shape assumed) ',

with time-averaged output powers -35 mW. The pulses were spectrally
centered near 675 nm with a bandwidth of 9.5 nm, giving a time-bandwidth
product LjLt = 0.34. A 2 x I0-'M solution of Rhodamine 6G and a mixed
1.8 x 10IM DQOCI/1.2 x 10-M DOOCI saturable absorber solution yielded
pulses as short as 69 fs (Fig. 3) with output power of 55 mW. Thesepul ses were spectral ly centered near 583 nm with a bandwidth of 6.9 nm, 'S"S
which also implies operation close to the transform limit.

* Inclusion of a simple variable aperture between the second prism and
the end mirror, a region of the cavity in which the frequency componentsare spatially dispersed, allowed adjustment of the intracavity laser spec-
tral width (in direct analogy to the extracavity spectral windowing tech- .'
niques developed by Thurston et al. 7). This simple expedient allowed the
output pulsewidth to be direE-t-17-control led in the range up to 500 fs %
(Fig. 4) and wavelength tuning of the laser could be achieved by translat-
ing the aperture transversely.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a linear-cavity, hybridly mode- I.
Slocked cw dye laser capable of producing pulses well below 100 fs duration
outside the "common" wavelenqth range for femtosecond generation and in
which the laser bandwidth can be directly controlled. Its advantages over
other designs are principally its simplicity, ease of alignment and non-
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Fig. 4 Spectrum and corresponding
autocorrelation for hybrid dye laser

(a) without aperture (b) with aper-
la1 ture width 1 .1 mm and (c) with

aperture width 0.95 mm _

...--- 159fs

6.2nm tp 103fs

'-I. I*I& 583nm -3.4 .1.7 0 1.7 3.4
TIME DELAY [psi

lbi

t.p
- 584fs ,.."

-A 583nm -3.4 -1.7 0 1.7 3.4
TIME DELAY Ips]

- 3.2nm -744fs

Pp=480 Is

-A 583nm -3.4 -I 7 0 1.7 3.4
TIME DELAY Jpsi ",

critical positioning of the saturable absorber-jet, combined with its high .,

efficiency and stability. . *
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Variable intracavity spectral windowing in a synchronously .
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An aperture of variable width has been placed within an intracavity prism sequence in a synchronously pumped
femtosecond dye laser. This is shown to permit direct control of the output pulse width in the range - 100-500 fsec. C
Wavelength tunability is achieved by translating the aperture transversely.

In a fiber-and-grating pulse compressor,' - pulses fre- 100 up to 500 fsec. Translation of the aperture trans-
quency-chirped by propagation in a single-mode opti- versely to the beam direction provided wavelengthcal fiber are compressed by using a grating-pair dis- tuning of the laser output. ' P

persive delay line. Apodization of the amplitude and The cavity arrangement used was described in de-
the phase of the spatially dispersed spectral compo- tail in Ref. 11, and we present only an outline of itsnents occurring within the grating-pair compressor characteristics here. Briefly (Fig. 1), the laser was -e.

recently allowed workers6-9 to manipulate the tempo- pumped by 650-mW average-power, 70-psec pulses
ral profile of the compressed picosecond and subpico- from a frequency-doubled mode-locked cw Nd:YAG~second optical pulses. Using a variety of spectral laser. The pump pulses were coupled into the gain :

masks, these authors have demonstrated nearly com- medium (2 x 10- :1 M Rhodamine 6G in ethylene gly-
plete elimination of the energy in the wings of the col) by a 5-cm radius-of-curvature focusing mirror.:' compressed pulses,i synthesis of phase-coherent pico- The folded focusing section around the gain-dye jet

second optical square pulses,- and generation of other stream consisted of two mirrors with a radius of curva-
temporal pulse shapes. These pulse shapes include ture of 7.5 cm. The focusing mirrors around the satu-pulse doublets and a burst of evenly spaced picosec- rable-absorber jet stream had a radius of curvature of

ond pulses.8 9  3.75 cm. The two identical quartz prisms were ar-
Transversely dispersed spectral components also ranged as shown in Fig. 1 and were aligned for mini- %

occur within the Brewster prism sequence introduced mum deviation and Brewster's angle incidence at each

to permit adjustment of intracavity group-velocity surface. A mixed saturable-absorber solution, con-
dispersion (GVD) in femntosecond dye lasers.") In a
four-prism geometry,' 0 typically used in ring cavities, -__ _ _ _ _
the laser spectrum is angularly dispersed by the first spers-.Plane

prism in the sequence and is then collimated and Spectrum Mirror
transversely dispersed between the two central e -

prisms. An equivalent arrangement can be achieved
by terminating a linear cavity laser with two Brewster •.
prisms near the high-reflectivity end mirror.' 0 In this Aperture, / Apenlure
case, the collimated dispersed spectral components Collinear Input Intracavity
occur between the second prism and the end mirror and Retrorellectel Brewster

(Fig. 1). We recently reported the generation of am.
pulses of as short as 69-fsec duration from a dual-jet,
synchronously pumped, and passively mode-locked P Sea
linear cw dye laser terminated by such a two-prism
and plane-mirror arrangement." Here we describe Output , aAmo,

spectral windowing of the intracavity spatially dis-
persed laser spectrum occurring within the prism se- "- I
quence in that linear cavity. A variable-width aper- ;,d,,,c, Aust
ture allowed the oscillating laser bandwidth to be var-
ied in a controllable manner, resulting in direct, Fig. I. la1,er-cai0r% ,nil ii !urat ii(i% it h in.ott h, in prio-.i
continuous tunability of the pulse width from belhw :rr:uiengent mnd p-bit f , -pectril ,ilirturt,

)1 lt-9592. /6111)721 cib4i.i i " l'qi ()ptin al Sn(niebv of .- nivri I
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sisting of 1.8 X 10- 5 M DQOCI and 1.2 X 10- 5 M (for transform-limited sech 2 pulses, IvAt = 0.315).
DODCI in ethylene glycol, gave pulses as short as 69 The output power of the laser was 90 mW in this case.
fsec spectrally centered at 583 nm. It had previously When the aperture was inserted and closed to 0.7
been determined" that, in this cavity arrangement, mm, the output power was reduced to 20 mW and the
this absorber mixture resulted in the generation of oscillating bandwidth to 1.18 nm (deconvolved from
shorter pulses than those achieved bv using either the 1.25-nm measured bandwidth). As can be seen
absorber separately. The time-averaged output pow- from Fig. 2(b), this cavity configuration then produced
er was -60 mW when there was no windowing of the more completely mode-locked and considerably
spectrum. shorter (800-fsec) pulses. In related early work on

Pulse-width measurements were performed by non- prism-tuned synchronously pumped cw dye lasers,
collinear background-free second-harmonic genera- aperturing of the angularly dispersed spectrum was
tion in KDP using an autocorrelator that has a scan- used, in a similar manner to that reported here, to
ning display facility. Hyperbolic secant-squared improve the quality of the mode locking.' 2' 3 By
pulse shapes are assumed throughout in deriving the translating the aperture transversely to the laser-
pulse width from the full widths at half-maxima beam direction in our laser, it was possible to tune the
(FWHM's) of the autocorrelation functions. Spectral output between 572 and 600 nm. The corresponding
information was obtained with an optical multichan- time-bandwidth product of Av.1t = 0.84 for these
nel analyzer (OMA) and vidicon system coupled to a pulses indicates some excess bandwidth. An attempt
0.25-m spectrometer. The overall spectral resolution was made to reduce this by further closing of the aper-
of the OMA-vidicon system was 0.42 nm. ture; however, the loss introduced by the aperture was S

We first investigated the effect of a spectral aper- such as to prevent laser oscillation when the aperture
ture on the performance of the laser in purely synchro- was closed much below 0.7 mm.

r.- nously mode-locked operation, i.e., with the saturable- With the saturable-absorber jet stream flowing in
absorber jet stream switch off. When no aperture is the cavity and the aperture fully opened, pulses of 100- %
used, the two-prism sequence shown in Fig. 1 provides fsec duration were typically obtained in the manner

* an inadequate bandwidth restriction for complete described in Ref. 11. The autocorrelation of a typical
mode locking by synchronous pumping. At the opti- pulse (with a duration of 103 fsec) together with the
mum cavity length, the resulting autocorrelation con- corresponding integrated laser spectrum is shown in
sists of a coherence spike on a broad base that is 2.3 Fig. 3(a). The time-bandwidth product for this pulse
psec in duration [Fig. 2(a)]. The corresponding inte- is AvAt = 0.57, indicative of reasonably well mode-

:" grated spectral width of the laser output was 3.1 nm, locked operation. The aperture could be closed to 1.4 e.
giving a large time-bandwidth product, AvAt = 6.4 mm before any effect on the pulse width was observed.

Under these conditions, the laser output could be A
tuned to well beyond 600 nm (-40-nm tunability).
An aperture within the four-prism sequence in a pas-
sively mode-locked colliding-pulse laser has been used

Iii for wavelength tuning in this manner.' 4 Figures 3(b)
and 3(c) show the result of further reducing the aper-
ture below 1.4 mm to 1.1 and 0.95 mm, respectively. It
can be seen that the pulse width broadens from 100 to •

- 3"m 500 fsec as the oscillating laser bandwidth is reduced.
The time-bandwidth product increases somewhat as

"t 23 the aperture is closed, most likely because the laser
operates progressively nearer the threshold. (No re-
adjustment of the prism sequence was performed be-

-A 579nm -6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 tween these measurements, and the reduction in pow-
TIE DELAY (pw) er as the aperture is closed results in. among other

effects, a changing of the frequency chirp imposed by
the saturable-absorber jet stream.) The adjustable

,,i tspectral aperture thus provides a direct means of vary-

ing the output pulse width and spectrum in a control-
lable manner. The output power for the 0.95-mm

-. 25nm - - 24p, aperture width was 20 mW at 583 nm: the pulse width
tP goo 1e was 480 fsec. Under these conditions, translation of

the aperture across the beam resulted in some tunabil-
%d it' of the laser in the wavelength range 578-586 nm."" j Further reduction of the aperture width below 0.95 .,-

-"• -. .. 4 --- 6urhrecnfth petrewdtemm resulted in increasingly unstable laser output, and
-A 579nm -8 .6 .4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 laser oscillation ceased at an aperture width of 0.85

-.IE DELAY im ) mm .

Fig. 2 (a) Sipectrum and autocorrelation from purel n- In conclusion, we have reported a demonstration of
chronously mode-locked 1aser without aperture and (b) variable intracavity spectral windowing in a femtose-
pectrum and autocorrelation with aperture %tidth 0.7 mm cond mode-locked cw dye laser. Use of a simple vari-
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in the prism sequence. Such pulse-width tunability
can be readily applied, for example, to distinguish

between intensity-dependent and fluence-dependent ,.
nonlinear optical processes.16 It is also feasible that
other low-loss masks could be used to produce addi-159 ttional intracavity pulse shaping, provided that the

___1 6.2n m  tp - 103tne loss introduced were not sufficient to prevent lasing.
In addition, it may be possible to improve the spectral
resolution in these intracavity windowing experiments
by, for example, focusing the input beam through the

-, ,53rim 1.34 .17 0 1.7 .4 prism sequence to decrease the spot size of any partic-,
W ELA (Ya0e) ular spectral component."

This research was supported by the U.S. Office of .
Naval Research, The Robert A. Welch Foundation,
and the North Texas State University Faculty Re-

S 54search Fund.425 nm -tp 7 I 37 ft '
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Appendix M: Tunable Near-Infrared Picosecond Pulses from a
Short-Cavity Dye Laser.
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Tunable Near-Infrared Picosecond Pulses from a Short-Cavity Dye Laser .,

K. BOHNERT, THOMAS F. BOGGESS, KAMJOU MANSOUR, DWIGHT MAXSON,
AND ARTHUR L. SMIRL -

Abstract-We report on the generation of tunable infrared pico- longitudinally pumped three-stage amplifier, and a wave-
second pulses by a short-cavity dye laser system consisting of a short length control unit. The laser emission was analyzed tern- .
cavity, a three-stage amplifier, and a wavelength control unit. The laser porally. spectrally, and spatially as a function of the pump
emission is temporally, spectrally, and spatially resolved. The condi-
tions for optimum performance are ascertained, and the output char- level, the cavity length (i.e., the cavity lifetime), and the
acteristics important to experimental applications are determined, dye concentration. Further expenments included the de-

termination of the energy conversion efficiency and of the
amplitude and wavelength stabilities. From these mea-
surements, the conditions for optimized performance wereN EAR-infrared, tunable, picosecond pulses are of ascertained and the output parameters important to exper-

considerable interest for numerous applications in ul- imental applications were determined. In addition to LDS
q trafast spectroscopy. In particular, optical spectroscopy 821, the laser also was tested with rhodamine 590 (RH

of novel semiconductor materials with bandgaps in the 590) in order to examine its performance in a different
near-infrared spectral region has been a field of growing spectral region and to demonstrate its spectral versatility.
importance in recent years. A promising method for effi-
ciently generating tunable, picosecond pulses within a II. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION AND PROCEDURE
wide spectral range is the short-cavity dye laser (SCDL) T[11_[3].The experimental apparatus (consisting of the pump .

In the past, there have been various reports of the op- source, the SCDL system, and the characterization instru-
eration of short cavity dye lasers within the visible spec- mentation) is shown in Fig. 1. The pump source was an

~ raio f hotcait yelaer itinte isbe pe-actively and passively mode-locked Nd: YAG laser .-
trum []-[11. Early investigations were mainly con- as ms

' cerned with the pulse-shortening properties of these (Quantel YG 402). This system provided excellent energy5 e n d w t h u s -h rt n n r p ri s o h s stability (~ 5 percent shot-to-shot integrated over the en-
systems and were performed with lasers that produced a
multimode spectral output [11 [2] [4], 161, [9]. Cox et tire pulse train), a key factor in stable SCDL operation.mutmd pcrlotu 1, [2, [41, 16,[).Cx.

at. [7]. [8] demonstrated that tunable, nearly Fourier From the emitted pulse train, a single pulse was selected

.,, transform-limited, single-mode, picosecond pulses could by a photodiode-triggered pulse slicer. The selected pulse.

be generated with an SCDL. Recently, Kortz et al. [10], after amplification and frequency doubling to 532 nm. had

[11] have achieved total energy conversion efficiencies an energy of - I mJ and a temporal width of 32 + 4 ps

between 5 and 15 percent by amplifying such pulses. (full width at half maximum. FWHM) [131. The remain-

In spite of these encouraging results, information con- ing, nonconverted 1.064 um pulse was rejected. The pulse
cemning the reliable operation of short-cavity dye lasers repetition rate was chosen as either I or 5 Hz.The heart of any single-mode short-cavity dye laserfor experimental applications is scarce. Also, few exper-
imental details have been published on the effects of the system is a Fabry-Perot resonator. The resonator mirror
various system parameters such as cavity lifetime, dye spacing is typically adjusted in a range (of a few microns)

concentration, or pump power on the laser emission, and where only a single longitudinal mode is allowed to lase
within the emission spectrum of the dye; the entire cavtty"e to our knowledge, there have been no reports on the per- volume isi n propite dye solutioe

formance of short-cavity dye lasers operating in the in- wavelength is then tuned by changing the cavity length. .1
frared. '-,

Since the resonator emission typically is only a fewIn this paper, we report a detailed investigation of an nnojoulesost emen apications reur addi-
,-" ~nanojoules, most experimental applications require addi- ,'.'

SCDL system [121, primarily using the near-infrared dye tional amplification. Also, to prevent a drift of the emis-
," LDS 821. The laser system consisted of a short cavity, a sion wavelength, a control circuit is necessary to stabilize
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M,4-:,t, .., tK~ -tor. which consisted of an 1800 grooves/mm grating and
. .YAG Lse- ------- a silicon position sensor. The wavelength-dependent siT-

nal from the position sensor was electronically compared ,
Q.uo - ... . - , to a reference voltage, i.e.. a reference wavelength. A

deviation of the laser wavelength, i.e.. of the position
sensor signal, from the reference value generated an ap-

_~ - , propriate corrector voltage. This voltage was applied to
the piezoelectric translator to readjusi the cavitN length

Al A A3 G .such that agreement of actual and reference wavelength
were again achieved. The feedback loop was designed to

PT 4 keep the wavelength fluctuations small compared to the
laser line width, which typically is on the order of 2-4 A
This requires a stabilization of the cavity mirror spacing

Pas . with a precision of roughly 1-2 nm.
.\_ ..................................................................... f _ _ s,,,_,, A streak camera and a double 0.25 m spectrometer were

_ a _. , used to temporally and spectrally analyze the emitted
c,,,tw",t -- ,,,s wvmIgh pulses. In both cases, the signals were recorded by vidi-cons connected to multichannel analyzers. The overall t"

Fig. 1. Expermental setup. PZT: piezoelectric translator. At-A3: ampli- c o n d t mu lti n s w er . ps overall
fier stages. G: reflection grating. temporal and spectral resolutions were 2.5 ps and 1.2 A.

respectively. In addition to the SCDL pulses, a small frac-
tion of the 532 nm pump pulses was directed to the streak

onator length was coarsely adjusted with micrometer camera to serve as a reference for the determination of the
screws, the fine adjustment and wavelength tuning were expected pulse-shortening properties of the SCDL. The
achieved with a piezoelectric translator. The actual mag- relative time differences and the jitter between pump and
nitudes of the resonator length were determined by inter- SCDL pulses were also examined with this arrangement. S., '
ferometric methods. For our pulse repetition rates and The spatial beam profiles were determined by placing one "- ,

small cavity volumes, only a small dye flow rate (typi- of the vidicons directly into the beam path. The pulse
cally a few milliliters per hour) was required. Conse- energies were measured with a calibrated energy detector. ." -

quently, a simple closed-cycle gravity pump was used fordye circulation, a single dye filling could be used for sev- 111. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION" -
eral days. The cavity was longitudinally pumped by a re- The amplified SCDL emission was analyzed as a func- . -

sidual reflection of the incoming pump beam from an anti- tion of the pump power, cavity length, and dye concen-
reflection coated mirror substrate. The pump power was tration. The spectral, temporal, and spatial pulse profiles,
controlled further by neutral density filters. Finally, a lens the energy conversion efficiency. the amplitude and wave-
focused the pump beam into the cavity; it was adjusted to length stabilities, as well as the width of the tuning range
maximize the SCDL output pulse energy. were investigated in detail. The majority of these exper-

Approximately 3, 10, and 87 percent of the incoming iments were performed using the near infrared dye LDS
pump beam longitudinally pumped the first (A I), second 821. In order to compare the infrared performance to the
(A2). and third (A3) cells, respectively, of a three-stage emission characteristics in the visible, the laser was op- .,,,N.

amplifier. The amplifier system was designed to operate crated with RH 590 as well. Since with the latter dye a "
in the saturated regime in order to minimize amplified wider range of dye concentrations could be obtained, it
spontaneous emission (ASE). This required a good spatial also was used to investigate the concentration dependence
overlap of pump and SCDL beams, as well as an appro- of the laser emission. In the following, we first describe
priate choice of the size of the pumped dye volumes. The the infrared performance of the SCDL.
proper temporal synchronization of pump and SCDL In a first set of measurements, the SCDL pulses were
pulses was achieved by a movable prism in the path of the analyzed temporally and resolved spectrally, while the
cavity pump beam and/or by moving the amplifier cells. cavity pump power was varied between the lasing thresh-
The longitudinal pumping geometry chosen here yields old and 50 times this value. The LDS 821 concentrations

better uniformity of the beam profile than side-pumping were 3.5 x 10-2 mole/I in the cavity and 4 x 10 - molel ...
geometries while maintaining excellent efficiencies. The in the amplifier cells. The solvent was methanol. The
disadvantage is that dichroic mirrors are required, which cavity length was adjusted to 17 mn. and the laser line
make the system more expensive and cause losses for both was tuned close to the emission maximum of the dye at
pump and amplified pulses. For details on the amplifier 820 nm. Under these conditions, two additional modes
design, see [I I]. were lasing at the edges of the tuning range. These modes,.

The cavity mirror spacing, i.e., the emission wave- however, were between one and tvo orders of magnitude
length, was stabilized by an optoelectronic feedback loop less in energy than the central mode. ,.
similar to the one described in 1101. A small fraction of At the highest pump levels, the time-resoled SCDL
the emitted SCDL pulse was fed into a wavelength detec- pulses consisted of a main peak with a width of 13 _ 3
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ps (FWHM) and a smaller trailing secondary feature. As WAVELENGTH (A) -'"

the pump power was decreased, the tail first evolved into
a single spike and, eventually, completely disappeared. -\

Simultaneously, the main peak narrowed to a width of 7.5
± 2.5 ps (FWHM). This value corresponds to a factor of
four reduction compared to the pump pulses and is ap-
proximately one order of magnitude longer than the cavity TIME- 0

lifetime. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 2 for pump Fig. 4. Temporally and spectrally resolved SCDL pulses for cavity lengths

levels between 5 and 50 times threshold. Note that the of 17 and 9.5 uim. The pump power was approximately ive simes the

pulse widths shown were among the shortest observed for lasing threshold.

each corresponding pump level. .
,6; In contrast to the temporal envelope of the pulses. the SCDL pulses were always considerably less than the pump

spectra varied only weakly with pump power. Although pulse width. We emphasize that, for this reason, our re-
the resolution of the spectrometer did not permit the de- suits cannot be described by the giant pulse model origi-
tection of detailed structure within the laser line, the re- nally developed to account for laser pulse evolution in Q-
suits indicate a symmetric, Gaussian-like spectral profile switched lasers [14] or by direct application of the theo-
at all pump powers above a few times the threshold value. retical analysis of picosecond SCDL developed by Dun-
With decreasing pump level, the spectral width decreased canson and Struve [15] since these divide the temporal
slightly from 4 + 0.5 A at 50 times the lasing threshold evolution of the laser pulse into four separate time pe-
to 3.4 ± 0.4 A at five times threshold. The average time- riods: pumping, amplification, lasing, and decay. Our ob-
bandwidth product AtAu was a factor of 2.5 above the servations of secondary pulses and a decrease in the time
Fourier transform limit. The latter pump level produced delays between pump and SCDL pulses with increasing
the most satisfying temporal and spectral pulse shapes and pump level are in qualitative agreement with the simple
amplitude stability. Closer to threshold, stronger ampli- rate equation approach presented by Scott et al. (see [8.
tude fluctuations were observed. The usable tuning range Fig. 41). The latter model, however, predicts much larger -'-

under these conditions extended from 805 to 840 nm as delay changes than those experimentally observed. Our
shown in Fig. 3. observations are, in this regard. similar to those reported

The jitter between the pump and amplified SCDL pulses by Scott et al. [81 for SCDL operation in the visible.
was determined by our streak camera measurements to be In a second set of experiments. ,he amplitied SCDL
less than - 1.5 ps for a cavity spacing of 17 pm and a emission was analyzed at various cavit lengths L. Re-

, pump level five times threshold. Moreover, the expert- suits for 17 and 9.5 p m are compared in Fig. 4. In both
mentally measured time differences between pump and cases, the pump level was a few timcs the lasing thresh-
amplified SCDL pulses were nearly constant for pump old. The dye concentrations "ere identical Decreasing

powers between 15 and 50 times the lasing threshold. A the cavity length increased the lasin.e threshold as 'Aell as*
reduction of the excitation level from 15 to 5 times thresh- the temporal puke width. The spectral 'Adth also in-

% old, however, introduced an additional relative time delay creased slightl>. The absolute pump poxer for L = .5
of 4-5 ps. The absolute time delays between pump and um was three times the value for L 17 pm. The a erage
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temporal widths differed by roughly a factor of two. The
relative magnitude of the broad-band spontaneous emis-
sion from the cavity gradually increased as the cavity mir- Total
ror spacing was reduced to values below 10 um. Simul- Beam

taneously, the short-cavitv emission also became more
diergent. An increase of the pump power and the intro- a 1 .4

duction of a diaphragm into the beam path behind the cav- J
itv reduced the relative magnitude of the spontaneous (*
emission and narrowed the spectral width of the laser line. hi b,,.,
At cavity lengths less than 5 pm. lasing was no longer through
observed. , BeamCenter

In a further step. we determined the gain in the individ- ene

ual amplifier stages and the overall energy conversion ef-
ficiency. The cavity length was 17 pm. The dye concen-
trations were as given above. The cavity was pumped at .
15 times the lasing threshold. For a total pump pulse en- POSITION milni

ergy of I mJ. we found preliminary amplification factors Fig 5 Vdcon recordng of the patl beam profile i the near field of
for the stages Al. A2. and A3 of 60. 20. and 5, respec- Fig hl idcu,ed ingam the pa t er ol it nelre l o,

103 ~slightls focused beam iai scan Integrated in senical direction. (b) scan Ptively, yielding a total gain of 6 X l03, The decreasing through beam center % ,,

gain values from stage I to stage 3 indicate an increasing 0%
gain saturation. The overall energy conversion efficiency 003 moe e 005 molet 0 mole e
under these conditions was 0.6 percent. The contribution
of amplified spontaneous emission to the total output en-
ergy was on the order of a few percent. Although no se- 2 2. 37, A -3A

rious efforts were made to optimize the amplifier dye con- "
centrations for maximum amplification, we believe that . ... __-______. _,_.,,

a 5955 5945 6030 U0 _M 5880this relatively small energy conversion efficiency can be WAVELENGTH_ Al

mainly attributed to the lower efficiency of infrared dyes
compared to dyes for the visible. •

Another favorable characteristic of the SCDL is its am- A_ 8,"

plitude stability. When optimized to produce stable tem-
poral and spectral pulse profiles, we found that the ener- - . ..-___-___

gies of 40 percent (90 percent) of the pulses were within TIME -

t0 percent (25 percent) of their average value. This has Fi 6 Tcmporall, and spectrall, resoked SCDL pulse, tor ariou, d.e

to be compared to the stability of the pump source. Ap- concentrations in the short ca.o, at pump lei-els a lte, times the ling-

proximately 70 percent of the pump pulses were within threshold.

10 percent of their average..
A determination of the wavelength stability showed that significant changes in the system performance. In spite of

the optoelectronic feedback loop kept the laser line at the the somewhat lower cavity finesse in the spectral region '" "
desired position with an accuracy of - + 1.5 A. This of RH 590. for comparable experimental conditions, sim- ,
value may be improved by optimizing the imaging optics ilar temporal and spectral pulse profiles %.ere observed.
of the stabilization unit. Within an observation period of Temporally and spectrally resolved pulses of various
30 min. no detectable long-term drift of the wavelength RH590 concentrations are shown in Fig. 6. The pump -e
was observed. Such a drift could be produced. e.g.. by levels were again a few times the lasing threshold. The
mechanical or electronic instabilities of the feedback sys- cavity length was 10 pnm We found that the d~e concen-
tem itself. tration could be varied over a relatix ek %, ide range with-

Fig. 5 shows the spatially resolved SCDL beam in the out dramatic effects on the SCDL output. The best results
near field as recorded on an optical multichannel ana- regarding pulse width, spectral '. idth. and amplitude sta-
lyzer. Fig. 5(a) is a horizontal scan with integration over bility were obtained at relattiel\ (i., concentratlons of 3
the vertical dimension. Fig 5(b) shows a scan through the x 10 moledl. At concentratitons aboNe I) mole I the
bean center with a 250 (75) pin resolution On the vertical emssion became less tahle, anId the ,pek:tra often exhib-
(horizontal) dimension. The beam profile was found to be ited two or more tndi% idual ,pikc,. For ca%', t, lcn cths
essentiallv Gaussian. although there were some small shorter than 10 pm. d\e concentration', closer to I0o
higher frequency (compared to the spot size) spatial flue- molel seemed to \,ield better results. rhrouehout the laser
tuations. The small energy associated with these fluctua- operation with Rt 590. a Kiton red solution 14 - 10 ' .0,,
tions is diltracted %%ell into the wings of the spatial profile molel) \Xas used in the amplilicr stages An accurate
in the far field and is easilv filtered. measurement of the enere, coti\ rsion ctfllicenex for the%

Replacing L.I)S 821 , RH 590 did not introduc an, RH59IOKiton red conhinat loll could not he Iade sin,.c
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TABLE I erauion in the visible. relativ~ely low. Even so. the output
SCDL1NIRAR0 P~HRMsCEenergy is sufficient for experimental applications. More- '

Dye LDS 821 over. the pump power can be easily increased above the
Concentrations 3 5 x10-2 mole/ icavity) level used in the present experiments

4 .10-4 mole t amplifier ceIlsl
Solvent methanol Our investigations also demonstrate that, With the same,-
Caumt poerh 5xm thehl set of cavity mirrors. similar performance (at an improved

- ~ energy conversion efficiency) can be obtained in the %v i-
Input Output ible. The SCDL thus represents an effective and relatively

L 17m L - 9 5.r simple method for the conversion of fi xed-wave length.,
NVa'eiength 532 nm 80 4 m 85-80n sing le- picosecond pulses into tunable picosecond pulses

(tunable) ( tunable) over an extended spectral range. Simultaneously, a con-
'pTemporal width 132 *

4
ps 7 5 *2 5ps 15 * 4ps siderable pulse width reduction can be achieved.

FWHM)
Spectralwsdsh 0 6 I34I 4.0 1.0 J
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Appendix N: Femtosecond Pulse Generation in the Red/Deep Red
* Spectral Region.
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Femtosecond Pulse Generation in the Red/Deep Red Spectral Region

MARTIN D. DAWSON, THOMAS F. BOGGESS. DENNIS W. GARVEY, AND ARTHUR L. SMIRL

Abstract-Optical pulses as short as 55 fs in duration have been gen- ousty [111, and only an outline of its characteristics is
% erated near 675 nm in a s nchronouslv pumped. h%bridl. mode-locked, presented here. Briefly, the laser was pumped at 82 MHz

sulforhodamine 101 d~e laser. H~brid mode iocking of rhodamine B in presented aer ag e lser was pumed a fre-

the same cavity arrangement v.ielded 187 rs pulses at 650 rm. by 650 mW average power. 70 ps pulses from a fre-
quency-doubled mode-locked CW Nd: YAG laser (Spec-
tra-Physics Series 3000). The pump beam was coupled

into the gain medium (a 1.8 x 10 - M solution of SR 101
or a 2 x 0 M solution of RhB in ethylene glycol) by

systems capable of generating femtosecond OP- a 5 cm radius of curvature focusing mirror. Except for the
Lical pulses include synchronously pumped hybridly output coupler, single-stack dielectric coatings. highly re-
mode-locked [1], 121 and. more commonly, passively flecting at 632.8 nm and having bandwidth of greater than
mode-locked [3]. 141 CW dye lasers. Although a variety I00 nm, were used for all cavity mirrors. The pair of cav-
of novel gain/saturable absorber dye combinations have ity mirrors about the gain dye jet stream had radius of
recently been identified for use in these systems [5]-[101, curvature 7.5 cm, while those about the saturable ab-
direct production of sub- 100 fs pulses has thus far almost sorberjet stream had 3.75 cm radius of curvature. A plane

." .r, exclusively been limited to the spectral region around 615 output coupler, 94 percent reflecting at 650 nm. 90 per-
nm, primarily using rhodamine 6G and the saturable ab- cent reflecting at 675 nm, terminated the linear laser cav-
sorber DODCI 11 ]-[41. Typically, the generation of pulses ity at the end nearest the gain section. The hlgh-reflectiv-
of this duration also requires the use of conventional ring ity end of the cavity, nearest the absorber section, was
13i or antiresonant ring [11, 121 cavity arrangements de- terminated by two Brewster prisms follovked by a retro-
signed to utilize the colliding pulse mode-locking (CPM) reflecting plane mirror, an arrangement that allows con-
effect where counterpropagating pulses meet in the sat- tinuous adjustment of the intracavity dispersion [4]. The

i urable absorber dye jet stream. laser pulse thus double passes the prism pair at the high-We have lately reported obtaining 69 fs pulses centered reflectivity end of the cavity, with the result that the dif-

at 583 nm from a linear cavity synchronously pumped. ferent spectral components are collinear throughout the
hybridly mode-locked. rhodamine 6G dye laser I Il]. In remainder of the cavity and at the laser output.
addition, pulses down to 65 fs hzve been achieved near Pulsewidth measurements were performed bv both
850 nm 1121 using the gain/saturable absorber dye com- standard collinear type I and noncollinear background-free
bination of Styryl 9 and IR 140. with which subpico- second-harmonic generation autocorrelation in a I mm
second pulse generation had previously been demon- KDP crystal. Hyperbolic secant-squared pulse shapes

* strated [101. These are the only published reports of di- were assumed throughout in deriving the pulsewidths from
rectly generated sub-100 fs pulses from dye lasers outside the full width at half maxima of the intensit, autocorre-
the "common" 605-630 nm wavelength range [13]. We lation functions. Although not entirely appropriate for the

.. describe here a further extension, producing 55 fs pulses data in Fig. 3 where the pulse exhibits large \kings. this
around 675 nm by hybrid synchronous mode l cking of a pulse shape provides a uselul comparison to other skstems
sulforhodamine 101 (SR 101) dye laser that does not re- of this type, for which it is commonly assumed. It also

" quire the CPM technique. To our knowlede, these are represents a more cautious estimate of the pulse% idth in
,'- the shortest pulses yet reported from a synchronously Fig. 3 than that which would come from assuming an

pumped CW dye laser without the use of cxtracavity fiber- exponential-type pulse shape. The autocorrelator had a
r, and-grating pulse compression. Hybrid mode locking of scanning display facility that enabled straightforward op-

! . rhodamine B (RhB) in the same cavity arrangement timization of dye laser performance. Hard copies were.
• 'ielded 187 ts pt, le,,c at 650 nm. however, taken not from a stored image of the scannimngThe dual jet laser ca~it \as descrihed in detail previ- display, but directly onto a slov. pen -recorder while the

delay in one arm of the autocorrelator x ,, \ arwed uing a
% ".",ripl rc~',i','d " . i' I ) , . ," - L..., ,Il-c11d ,% P motor-driven micrometer. No lock-in amplifier or othet

h .c I ,,.., R .rui i, n \ -i id,, an d lhc Integrating de%ice - r than the chavi TecoreT i ,,l ) .k as
rTSL i-j .uit R ~ i used over the rel,..,elv loni, (minute) recording tiie."N"I t) j)u *,n I E- i t..c l [

1
nJ 1) :. ( ,r ' i .r" ihI 'tic (Ciii r

hr ,\pphcd Ouilun Ficu',irm.. t)cpa.. .'nc i . 'h ,, \, h T,\ ,  which accounts for the quite poor .Ignal-jo-rnoie charac-St.i: I nir ur1 IX-nn I \ "n ',1 teristics of the autocorrelation in Fig. I Spcitral intor-
:.,'- \ 1. Srm irl , t lh the. llu-,h-, V,.'ta t ,l ,%,, l .' , 1hhu C'\ .' ,,. U( 2m,'o \1ic.tci,. c I j.a, recorded usig an optical muI,.ha.nncl ana-

S,, S j ,, 1 t:[ Ni' . , hcr ,2Mi2 I, /cr and , idicon ,N,,tei coIpled tlo a I p roictcr
w fl~tIM l ll. )~? fl3U(H2 l (1()I i) 1987 I-E1-1
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.. ~~laser spectrum (b' ocf 55 f. pulses obtained usiqng SR Iul and DQTCI, u.n R11adD T Iw ihm r ,iab ,o , h u', ,de"'
Optimal performance of the SR 101 laser was obtained

using the dye 1.3' Diethyl 4.2' quinolylthiacarbocyanine h-

iodide (DQTCI) as a saturable absorber. This dye has a
peak extinction coefficient of 11 x 104 M -Ni cm - ' at
628 nm in a 3: 1 ethylene glycol :ethanol solution [7]. It -_
has been identified as a versatile saturable absorber for ,
use in fl ashlamp- pumped [1141. [151 and CW-pumped [7]. 29OsOI

[81, passively mode-locked dye laser systems in the wave- ummp0
length range 620-690 nm. The authors are not familiar A- M5,

with any reports of strong photoisomer generation with
this dye under lasing conditions. Although the absorption
maximum of the SR 101 gain dye (in ethanolic solution) %

* occurs at 576 nm, typically requiring an energy transfer 41 0
• 1700 l450 0 850 1700 - 1

mixture with rhodamine 6G for optimum power perfor- TIME0ELAYfsl

mance using CW argon ion laser pumping [8], [161. effi- Fig 3. Background-free autocorrelation ia) and :orrespondi! tecrated

cient direct excitation of the dye can readily be achieved laser spectrum (b) of 187 fs pulses obtained using RhB and oazine "20

using a frequency-doubled mode-locked Nd: YAG laser.
Prior to addition of the saturable absorber dye, 95 mW
average power output was obtained at 661 nm with eth- plete mode locking and directly illustrated the highlN
ylene glycol flowing in the passive section jet stream. coherent nature of the pulses.

Addition of DQTCI to form a 5 X l0-M M solution Similar performance was achieved when the gain me-
resulted in the generation of stable pulses having duration dium was replaced by the dye rhodamine 101. Using a

- as short as 55 fs (Fig. 1) and time-averaged output power 2.1 X 10-3 M solution of this dye. 90 rnW of time-as er-
-35 mW when the dye laser cavity length was carefully aged output power was measured. centered at 652 nm.
matched (to < I Am) to that of the pump laser. These prior to addition of the DQTCI saturable absorber. With

- pulses were spectrally centered near 675 nm, with a band- the 5 X 10-" M solution of DQTCI. 59 fs pulses were
width of 9.5 nm, giving a time-bandwidth product of recorded with average power -30 moW. These pulses
.- t = 0.34 (note that AvAt = 0.315 for transform-lim- were also spectrally centered near 675 nm. as in the case

-e ited sech2 pulses). A more typical result, taken using the of SR 101, most likely because this %ka,,elength iS o, .

background-free autocorrelation technique, is shown in to the long wavelength cutoff of the cavyit mirrors.

Fig. 2. indicating a pulse width of 64 fs. Such autocor- Considerably longcr pulses "ere obtained s hen DQTCI
relations proved remarkably free of satellites when ex- Aas used with RhB as the gain medium Lsing .1 2 , 10

' amined over a delav several tens of picoseconds with re- \1 solution of RhB and a I0 t M solttion o)t DQ[Cl. the -"

spect to the main pulse. Satellite puls,,e are known to he shortest puls,,e obhsered %Acre ot 321) Is durain. -etered-
suppressed in h,,bridl, mode-locked dse lasers 1171. as at 628 nm. The output poer In (his case kas 25 m\V
compared to their purely synchronously punpeid counter- Improved performance wAas achtexed. hocser. sshen

parts. In addition, .% ith the autocorrelatot aligned for col- l)QTCI was replaced by i}xazine 72) (perchloratel as the
linear type I measurements, intcrferomctric autocorrela- saturable absorber Thi's dc has a peak eiti'-ct on ,ocl

tions 1181 of the pulses were displa. ed b, reducing the licicnt that has bcen tcisurcd ,s 9 2 l NI cm
*,* scanning rate to 6 Hz and suitahls decreasing the atpli- at 627 nm in ethanolic solution 1191, Pulseso as short .IN

-t rude of the scan. These autocorrelatiotis showked the nec- 187 fs (Fig. 31 w cre obtained near 649 nm. usinp, at ah-
.;%.essar" 8 I peak-to-background ratio required for com- sorber cincentration ot 3 It) NI ,.wlih tl c-as era,2cd
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%output power - 30 mW. The large wings on these pulses sorption. and saturable tgain.' (pt Lett sIl 10. pp. 131-133, Mir

differ significantly from autoco rrelat ions we have ob- [19P85 W Fech I ~wit.adJRTalr ass
served with (he sulforhodamine 101 and rhodamine 6G niodclockine of di css dse laser in the ' cllow spectral' region.' Opt
1111 systems in this laser cavity. This may arise from the Cmmut . sil 5, pp -:10-412. Jan 19.xh
lower gain in the Rh B case, combined with near-r,-soflant 16 P M A' F-rench and I R Vs kir l'asi'cl% niodehlocked contin.

saturation of the absorber, leading to reduced spectral %1' M ,Xt,
-- broadening and less effective pulse shaping. 171 --- he pa emodcI', kine ., the -cnhnu'-u' ~ Rhodamine

wih pleB ~ ~~, d~e lacr'OtC'mm.o sr. pp O 1jS5 Mal ll9 2

obtained from synchronously pumped sultorhodamnine dyeC laser. *IAFHJ. Quaii fl, ,ere rat...lnd i Q 2.pp116- 1

brdl mdeloke wthDQTCI and oxazine 720 (per- 191 K Smith. N Linotord. W' Sihheti and J R Tay It.. P,tss1se
110*"lkn!o coninuoussas e dse laser in tered-flea.infrared

choae aual absorbers. With the sulforhodamine spectral rc,,ion. Opt Lert . %oI 10. pp 51'4-sl . No\ 1995
* -l0l/DQTCI combination, 55 fs pulses were recorded near 110) K. Smith. Wk Sibhhett. and J R Taylor. Suhnpicitsecond L'cncratlitn

675 nm, achieving direct generation of sub-100 fs pulses va ttd~tctgi sts ntena-nrrd p it
in the depred setarginfor the first time. Simila M.Dpp?9-6. pn18deep spetI, region son, T F. Boggess. D. Wt Gan es. and A. L. Smirl. "A
results should be achievable with these dye combinations hyhnidly mode-locked ew dye laser with Brewster prisms," Opt.
in either conventional or antiresonant ring synchronously Commnun , vol. 60. pp. 79-83. Oct 1986.

1121 J. Dobler. H H Shultz, and Ws Zinth. "Generation of terntosecond%Xpumped cavity arrangements. This could perhaps lead to light pulses in the near intrared around Xs = 850 fim.' Opt. Commun..
some reduction in the wings of the pulses, but at the ex- vol. 57. pp 4017.409. Apr. 1986

pene o crticl psitonig o th aborbr jt srea 1['1 A prelimnti report of our measurements was presented as postdead-pens ofcritcalpostionng f th aborbr je steam line paper WDS at the Topical Mleeting in ULtralast Phenomena.
and possible sensitivity of the pulse duration to absorber Snowmass. CO. June 19S6 kI. D Dawson. T. F Bop ees. D NV
thickness. Garses. and A L Siniri. *Generation oF 55 IN pulses and sariable

spectralI w indossini! in a linear cas ity synchronously -pumped css dse
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Femtosecond synchronously pumped Pyridine dye lasers
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Optical pulses as sh,,rt a, "1'i te( at t;'35 nrn and 263 tsec at 733 nm have been generated in svnchronously pumped
hyhrid Pvridine I and t' rpine 2 (% de la-er, respectively, both using the -aturable absorber 1.l'-deth -2.2'-

dicarbocyanine iodide 1)1)1 i These result, combine with other data from the same linear cavity to give direct
femtosecond generation ,ver the spectral range 760-840 nm.

The majority of laser systems capable of generating ing at 730 nm, 85% reflecting at 695 nm, terminated
femtosecond optical pulses are based either on purely the laser cavity at the end nearer the gain section. *. ,':
passively mode-locked' 2 or on hybrid synchronously The high-reflectivity end of the cavity, nearer the ab-
pumped, passively mode-locked :'- cw dye lasers. Un- sorber section, was terminated by two Brewster prisms
til recently, these lasers almost exclusively utilized the followed by a retroreflecting plane mirror, an arrange- .,' :
dyes Rhodamine 6G and DODCI as the gain medium ment permitting continuous adjustment of the intra- :, V
and the saturable absorber, respectively, which re- cavity dispersion.2 Except the output coupler, all cav- 1
stricted direct femtosecond generation to the 600-635- ity mirrors had single-stack high-reflectivity dielectric
nm spectral region. However, rapid progress has been coatings for 680 nm and a bandwidth of greater than
made during the past year in extending the wave- 100 nm. Pulse-width measurements were performed
length coverage of such systems by using a variety of by both standard collinear type I and noncollinear %
novel gain/saturable-absorber dye combinations, background-free second-harmonic-generation (SHG) -
Femtosecond passive mode locking of cw dy3 lasers autocorrelation in a 1-mm KDP crystal. Hyberbolic
has now been reported at near-infrared,6 red- ." and secant-squared pulse shapes are assumed throughout ,
yellow 9- wavelengths. The last-named kind of laser in deriving the pulse widths from the full widths at
includes the first sub-100-fsec-pulse passive system half-maxima of the intensity autocorrelation func-
operating at 585 nm (Ref. 11) that uses the Rhodamine tions. The autocorrelator had a scanning display fa- %
110-HICI combination") in a colliding-pulse mode- cility that permitted straightforward optimization of
locked ring resonator.' Sub- 100-fsec pulse generation the dye-laser performance. Hard copies were, howev- "rp

has also now been achieved at new wavelengths in the er, taken not from a stored image of the scanning
synchronously pumped hybrid systems in the near display but directly onto a slow pen recorder without
infrared at 850 nm (Ref. 12) and 800 nm (Ref. 13) and the use of a lock-in amplifier, while the delay in one
at visible wavelengths near 583 nm (Ref. 14) and 675 arm of the autocorrelator was varied by using a motor-
nm.t 5 In this Letter we report the production of fem- driven micrometer. Spectral information was record-
tosecond pulses near 695 and 733 nm with hybrid ed by using an optical multichannel analyzer and vid-
Pyridine 1 and 2 dye lasers, respectively, both using icon system coupled to a 0.25-m spectrometer.
the saturable absorber 1,1'-diethyl-2,2'-dicarbocyan- Both the Pyridine 1 and Pyridine 2 dye lasers used 2 S
ine iodide (DDI, also known as DDCI). These com- X 10- 3 M solutions of the gain dye in a 15% propylene -.

bine with other results from the same cavity arrange- carbonate/85% ethylene glycol solvent. Before addi- .

ment to yield direct femtosecond generation over the tion of the saturable absorber, with pure ethylene gly-
spectral range 560-840 nm. col flowing in the passive section jet stream, 150 mW of

We used the linear-cavity dye-laser arrangement output power near 695 nm and 100 mW at 715 nm were
described in detail previously"-' synchronously measured for the two respective gain media. The
pumped at 82 MHz by 650-mW average-power 70-psec pulses in this case were long (-2 psec) and incomplete-
pulses from a frequency-doubled mode-locked cw ly mode locked. This is because, as described previ-
Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics Series 3000). The ously,'' synchronous pumping alone is inadequate "
resonator inco'porated separate jet streams for the for good mode locking in a cavity such as this, where
active and passive dyes; the focusing mirror pair the bandwidth is not sufficiently limited. Both laser
around the gain jet had a 7.5-cm radius of curvature, systems produced well-mode-locked feitosecond
and those about the absorber, a 3.75-cm radius of pulses, however, when the dye DDI was used as the
curvature. The pump beam was coupled into the gain saturable absorber. This dye has a peak extinction
medium by an independent 5-cm radius-of-curvature coefficient of 24.3 X 101 L mol-' cm-' at 710 nm in an
f,,using mirror. A plane output coupler, 90% reflect- ethanolic solution.' - It has an upper-state lifetime

II 46-95928,87/0.l025,I-( $12.00/() c 1987, (ptical ,ii(ietv ot Anerita%
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Fig. I. (a) Background-free autocorrelation and (b) corre- Fig. 2. (a) Background-free autocorrelation and b) corre-
ponding time-integrated laser spectrum of 103-fsec pulses sponding time-integrated laser spectrum of 263-fsec pulses

obtained using Pyridine I/DDI. obtained using Pyridine 2/DDI.

reported to be 14 psec (in methanol)' 8 and was previ- %,
ously used in passive mode locking of the ruby laser' 8  (a) RHODAMINE 110 DASBTI "

and in Cresyl Violet' 8 and Rhodamine 700"' flash-
lamp-pumped dye-laser systems.

For the Pyridine 1 dye laser, addition of DDI to form
a 2.5 X 10- 5 M solution resulted in the generation of 43

stable pulses having durations as short as 103 fsec (Fig. 1.
1) and time-averaged output power of -65 mW when
the dye-laser cavity length was carefully matched (to
<1 Mm) to that of the pump laser. These pulses were _

spectrally centered near 695 nm, with a bandwidth of ' .
8.2 nm. The time-bandwidth product of 6,t = 0.512 _- Fe

(note that AvAt = 0.315 for transform-limited sech 2  % .#f-c
pulses) implies some small residual frequency struc-
ture that cannot be compensated for by adjustment of
the prism sequence. The rapid-recovery-time satura-
ble absorber' 8 was effective in suppressing the satellite
pulse formation common in synchronously pumped
dye lasers. 850ts '

, . Somewhat longer pulses were obtained with the _ ao
Pyridine 2 dye-laser system. A 3.0 X 10 - 5 M DDI
solution resulted in the generation of 263-fsec pulses (b) STYRYL 9'IR 140 .-. ,

(Fig. 2) spectrally centered at 733 nm with a band-
width of 3.95 nm. The output power was 35 mW, and 3

the lower gain (originating partly through small leak-
age from the high-reflectivity mirrors near their long-
wavelength cutoff) may account for the reduced spec-
tral broadening and less effective pulse shaping in this
case. Small (-20-nm) tunability was achieved in both 2 h 212tsec
systems, at the expense of increased pulse duration, by 1, 137tsec

translating a slit across the dispersed fluorescence z ,

spectrum occurring between the second prism and the
high-reflectivity cavity end mirror. The technique
was described previously' 6 for wavelength tuning and ,'
bandwidth control in this laser cavity.

Figure 3 illustrates additional wavelength coverage
,, achieved with the same hybrid oscillator arrangement, ____

* following a suitable change of dyes and cavity mirrors. 2.0 p
By using the high-reflectivity optics of Ref. 14 and an
output coupler 95% reflecting at 590 nm, a Rhodamine 0 -,_,

110 (4.1 X 10-' M in ethylene glycol) dye laser was Fig. 3. (nllinear Type 1 autocorrelation obtained %ith (a) A.

mode locked using the saturable absorber DASBTI .'I Rhdamine 11) a.\SBT , nrn and (r, St\ rvl! 4 1 1 10A
A 10- M absorber solution resulted in the generation -. , nm:%
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Table 1. Femtosecond Hybrid cw Dye Lasers

Wavelength Pulse Width .

Gain Dye Saturable Absorber (nm) (fsec) Reference

Rhodamine 110 DASBTI 560 280 This work
Rhodamine 6G DODCI, DQOCI 583 69 14 e-:
Rhodamine 6G DODCI 622 < 150 3. 4,5,14
Rhodamine B Oxazine 720 650 190 15 "

or/DTDCI
Sulforhodamine 101 DQ'CI 675 55 15
Pvridine 1 DDI 695 103 This work
Pvridine 2 DDI or DOTCI 733 263 This work ".
Styryl 8 HITCI 800 70 13, this work
StyrVl 9 IR 140 840 65 12, this work

of 283-fsec pulses near 560 nm, with average output References
power -25 mW [Fig. 3(a)]. Shorter pulses have been
achieved with a Rhodamine 110 dye laser when pas- 1. R. L. Fork, B. I. Greene, and C. V. Shank, Appi. Phys. .-Lett. 38, 671 (1981). 

"'sively mode locked by the dye HICI,' 0 " which may be 2. J. A. Valdmanis, R. L. Fork, and J. P. Gordon, Opt. Lett.
a more effective saturable absorber for this wave- 10, 131 (1985).
length region. 3. T. Norris, T. Sizer 11. and G. Mourou. J. Opt. Soc. Am. B •

Other authors have reported generating 70-fsec 2,613 (1985).
pulses at 800 nm in the Styryl 8/HITCI hybrid sys- 4. H. Vanherzeele, R. Torti and J.-C. Diels, Appl. Opt. 23,
ter "' and 65 fsec near 850 nm in the Styryl 9/IR 140 4182 (1984).
system' 2 with which subpicosecond-pulse generation 5. M. C. Nuss, R. Leonhardt, and W. Zinth, Opt. Lett. 10, -
had previously been demonstrated.' 9  We have also 16(1985).
mode locked these dye combinations in our cavity set- 6. K. Smith, N. Langford, W. Sibbett. and J. R. Taylor,

up. Figure 3(b) shows a 137-fsec pulse obtained at 825 Opt. Lett. 10,559(1985).
nm with a 1.5 X 10 - 3 M Styryl 9 solution (15% propyl- 7. P. M. W. French and J. R. Taylor, Opt. Commun. 58, 53

(1986). . .
ene carbonate, 85% ethylene glycol solvent) and a 1.1 X 8. P. M. W. French and J. R. Taylor. IEEE J. Quantum
10 - 1 M solution of IR 140 (also predissolved in propyl- Electron. QE-22, 1162 (1986).
ene carbonate). The output power was 40 mW, tun- 9. P. M. W. French, M. D. Dawson, and J. R. Taylor, Opt.
able over 800-840 nm. Similar power and pulse-width Commun. 56, 430 (1986)
performance was achieved near 800 nm using the 10. P. M. W. French and J. R Taylor. Opt. Lett. 11, 279
Styryl 8-HITCI combination. A 1-mm LiHO 3 SHG (1986).
crystal was used for these autocorrelations; the output 11. P. M. W. French and J. R. Taylor. "The passively mode-

coupler was 90% reflecting at 850 nm and all other locked and dispersion compensated Rhodamine 110 dye .

cavity mirrors highly reflecting at 800-940 nm. laser," Opt. Commun. (to be published).

Table 1 represents a summary of the results. We 12. J. Dobler, H. H. Shultz, and W. Zinth, Opt. Commun. 57,

have achieved femtosecond generation near 695 and .407 (1986).
13. W. H. Knox, in Digest of Topical Meeting on Ultrafast

733 nm using Pyridine 1 and Pyridine 2 dye lasers, Phenomena (Optical Society of America, Washington, -- '

respectively, hybridly mode locked by DDI. This D.C., 1986), postdeadline paper WD-6.
combines with other results from the same cavity ar- 14. N1. D. Dawson, T. F. Boggess. D. W. Garve. and A. L.
rangement to yield direct femtosecond coverage of the Smirl, Opt. Commun. 60, 79 ( 1986). -

wavelength range 560-840 nm. Further extension to 15. M. D. Dawson, T. F. Boggess. D. W. Garvey, and A. L.
-1-um wavelength is anticipated if the dyes Styryl 13 Smirl, "Femtosecond pulse generation in the red/deep
and Styryl 14 (Ref. 20) become commercially avail- red spectral region." IEEE J. Quantum Electron. Lett.

able, as suitable saturable absorbers have been identi- (to be published).
fled for these systems. 16. M. D. Dawson, T. F. Boggess. D. W. Garvey. and A. L.

Smirl, Opt. Lett. II, 721 11986).
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Appendix P: Picosecond and Femtosecond Pulse Generation near

1000 nm from a Frequency-Doubled Nd:YAG-Pumped cw
Dye Laser.

A reprint of a paper published in Optics Letters 12, 590 (1987).
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Picosecond and femtosecond pulse generation near 1000 nm
from a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG-pumped cw dye laser

Martin D. Dawson, Thomas F. Boggess, and Arthur L. Smirl*

Center for Applied Quantum Flectronics. Department of Physics, \orth ' xus St te ('"nn'rsmi. D),ntin. F,,xas 723-

Received April 15. 1987: acceptel Nla\ 21. 1987

We report efficient synchronous mode locking ofa 532-nm pumped cw dye laser tunable from 34) to 103)0 nm. using 77
a styryl compound as the gain medium. Hybrid synchronously pumped, passive mode locking of the laser using the
saturable absorber DaQTeC generated 230-fsec pulses near 975 nm.

Highly efficient picosecond pulse generation has been frequency tuning and bandwidth restriction, in the
reported in the 675-930-nm spectral region by syn- manner of Ref. 9. All cavity mirrors, except the out-
chronous pumping of styryl and pyridine dye lasers put coupler, had coatings highly reflecting from 800 to r
using green -wavelength pump-laser radiation.' 1100nm. Pulse-width measurements were performed
Kato2 recently introduced two new styryl deriva- by standard noncollinear background-free second-
tives-dyes Styryl 13 tS13) and Styryl 14 (S14)- harmonic-generation (SHG) autocorrelation in a 1-
which lased to beyond 1000 nm under cw Ar-ion laser mm LilO:U1 crystal. Hyperbolic secant-squared pulse
excitation. We report synchronous mode locking of shapes are assumed throughout in deriving the pulse
an S14-based dye-laser medium, permitting genera- widths from the full widths at half-maxima of the
tion of picosecond pulses to 1030 nm when pumped by intensity autocorrelation functions. The autocorrela-
a frequency-4.oubled mode-locked cw Nd:YAG laser. tor had a scanning display facility, permitting
This is believed to be the first report of green-pumped straightforward optimization of the dye-laser perfor- "
synchronously mode-locked cw dye-laser operation mance. Spectral information was obtained by using
beyond 1 um. Identification of suitable polymethine an optical multichannel analyzer and vidicon system
cyanine dye sa t rable absorbers has permitted hybrid coupled to a 0.25-m spectrometer.
synchronously pumped, passive mode locking of the A 1.5 X 10 M solution of the gain dye in a 15%
dye laser. Femtosecond pulses were produced in this propylene carbonate/85% ethylene glycol solvent was -

manner in previously uncovered spectral regions near employed. With -950 mW of 532-nm (Spectra-Phys- .-
975 and 900 nm. ics Series 3000 Nd:YAG laser) pump power, composed

The gain dye exhibited a rather broad absorption of 70-psec pulses at 82 MHz, the laser was tuned over %
band, with a measured peak extinction coefficient 840-990 and 940-1030 nm by using output couplers
(enx) - 4 X 104 M-1 cm - 1 at 610 nm in a 3:1 ethylene 90% reflecting at 900 and 1000 nm, respectively (Fig. P
glycol:propylene carbonate solvent. Synchroscan 1). The maximum time-averaged output power from ","
streak-camera measurements indicated a fluorescence the dye laser was -70 mW near 910 nm. Pulses in the
lifetime of -- 250 psec in propylene carbonate.' The range 1.5 to 2.0 psec were obtained across the tuning
short lifetime of this dye essentially precludes the pos- curve (Fig. 2). The corresponding spectral widths, ".:
sibility of obtaining stable ultrashort pulse generation typically 1.2 to 1.35 nm, do, however, indicate some .
by cw-pumped passive mode locking alone. This fol- excess bandwidth, assuming sech 2 pulse shapes (an
lows from literature on the theory of slow-saturable- additional dispersing prism in the cavity would have -

absorber mode locking in quasi-continuous dye-laser limited the spectrum more). Little degradation of the ""
systems. 4.5 In order to satisfy the criterion that the dye was observed in almost two months of day-to-day -. -

relaxation time of the amplifying medium be of the synchronously pumped operation.
order of the cavity round-trip time,'." a cavity most Nuclear-magnetic-resonance spectroscopy identi- .,-
likely impractically short for a jet-stream dye laser fies, in addition to S14, a considerable Styryl 9 (S9)
would be required. Synchronouspumpingofthelaser related impurity in the gain dye samples.' This is
by a mode-locked pump source is therefore necessary. presumably responsible for the short-wavelength laser

For synchronous mode locking, we used the gain action and limited long-wavelength tunability, com-
section and pump focusing mirror arrangement from pared with Kato's data.- The tuning indicates, how-
the dye-laser system reported previously." The lin- ever, that an S14:$9 mixture may be usefully em-
ear cavity setup was completed by a plane output ployed to cover the same spectral region as S13.2 S13 -

coupler at one end and a plane high-reflectivity mirror is unlikely to become available because its synthesis " P

at the other. Either one or two dispersive Brewster involves use of 3-naphthylamine,"' which is strictly
prisms and an adjustable aperture were placed in the regulated as a carcinogen. %
cavity near the high-reflectivity end mirror to provide Hybrid synchronously pumped, passive mode lock- .

0 l 1- 08059* 0." 19S7. Optical .,i, t iT (i America " "
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i ,08 Optimum results were obtained using 1,1'-diethyl-
13-acetoxy-2,2'-quinotetracarbocyanine iodide as a

E 70L saturable absorber, which we abbreviate as DaQTeC,
consistent with previous notation for a related dye. 12

60 / This dye' and its perchlorate salt were employed pre-
3o50 viously to generate high-power (-1 MW peak), tens-0 50 / of-nanosecond pulses beyond 1 um under Q-switched
~40' ,?ruby-laser excitation."-"; The structural formula of
.. the dye and its absorption profile in a 3:1 ethylene

- 30 glycol:propylene carbonate solution are shown in Fig.0 3. The peak extinction coefficient (maO) was mea-
0" 20 , sured to be 9.5 X 101 M- I cm - at 928 nm.

_ 1Before the addition of the saturable absorber, 65-.i mW output power was measured at 930 nm, using a
0 fresh sample of the gain dye and with ethylene glycol' 840 880 920 960 1000 1040, 80flowing in the passive section jet stream. An output

WAVELENGTH (nm)-- power of -40 mW had been previously measured for
Fig. ' Sthis gain dye sample when the laser was prism tuned toFig. 1. Synchronously mode-locked cw dye-laser tuning 975nm, under synchronous pumping only, withoutthe
curve for output couplers 90% reflecting at 900 nm (0) and intracavity aperture. Addition of DaQTeC to form a 6
1000 nm I+), respectively. x 10- M solution resulted in the generation of stable

**-. pulses having duration as short as 228 fsec at 974 nm
(Fig. 4) when the dye-laser cavity length was matched
(to <1 um) to that of the pump laser. The time-

(a) (b) averaged output power was -- 15 mW. The corre-
sponding spectral bandwidth of 4.45 nm implies a
time-bandwidth product AvAt = 0.32, i.e., the pulses
are effectively transform limited (note that AvAt =

%' 0.315 for bandwidth-limited sech 2 pulses). Adjusting
" - ---3psec -- .- 1.35nm the absorber concentration in the range 6-4 x 10-5 M

rp=1.94psec permitted pulses below 350 fsec to be generated from
974 to 965 nm. Examination of the SHG autocorrela-
tion function over a delay of greater than 40 psec with
respect to the main pulse and monitoring the laser
output by using a fast-photodiode/oscilloscope combi-

970nm - nation showed no evidence of either satellite or multi-
-12,-8.-4"0.4.8. 12 - pie pulse formation.-12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 Additional wavelength coverage was obtained by us-

TIME DELAY (psec) ing the absorber 1,1'-diethyl-4,4'-quinotricarbocyan-
Fig. 2. (a) Background-free autocorrelation and (b) corre- ine iodide1 (cmax = 11 X 104 M - cm - 1 at 933 nm in 3:1

* sponding time-integrated spectrum of synchronously mode- ethylene glycol:propylene carbonate). This dye has

locked pulses at 970 nm.

1,1'-Diethyl-13 Acetoxy-2,2'- quinotetracarbocyanine Iodide
ing utilizes saturable absorption in addition to syn-
chronous mode locking and is capable of producing 0
subpicosecond pulses. To achieve this, we used the Z COCH P
full-cavity arrangement described in detail previous- -- .(CHzCM2.- C,.-CH.CH-CH.C,8 .

ly, 6- with which 55-280-fsec pulses have been gener- 0 1 IH,

ated over the range 560-840 nm (Ref. 8) when pumped Co
by a frequency-doubled mode-lockd cw Nd:YAG la- C

* ser. Briefly, the linear cavity dye laser incorporated, w
in addition to the gain section described earlier, a _N
separate jet stream for the saturable-absorber dye. 4
The output coupler, 90% reflecting at 900 nm (83%
reflecting at 975 nm), terminated the cavity at the end z
nearer the gain section. The high-reflectivity end of
the cavity, nearer the absorber section, was terminat-
ed by two Brewster prisms followed by a retroreflect- 500 6 7 . 9 1500 600 700 800 900 1000 11 00
ing plane mirror, in an arrangement permitting con- WAVELENGTH (nm)
tinuous adjustment of the intracavity dispersion.'
All high-reflectivity mirrors had the same coating as Fig. 3. A.,.rption irofile and structural formula hr the
those in the gain section. ,:turabl,-ulusoruur (1 e l) 'le('
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ple sources for electro-optic sampling of voltage wave-
forms in integrated circuits.17 ' The pulses retain the

(a) (b) time-jitter characteristics of synchronously mode- . ' ,

Flocked cw dye-laser systems, ' however, which will
somewhat limit the temporal resolution obtainable. / ,

This research was supported by the U.S. Office of
354tsec Naval Research and the Robert A. Welch Foundation.

4p=228fsec Provision of the gain dye samples by, and useful con-

versations with, L. Knaak, Exciton Chemical Compa- .

=2 s ny, and G. Mourou and P. Bado, University of Roches- %
ter, are gratefully acknowledged.

-. .. .. *Permanent address, Hughes Research Laborato- .,,

974nm A./ ries, 3011 Malibu Canyon Road, Malibu. California
- 90265.
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Abstract

We report on the cavity length detuning characteristics of a synchronously-pumped

femtosecond linear-resonator cw dye laser. The severe cavity matching requirement (to within

0.2 pm) for optimum short pulse generation is addressed by an active cavity-length stabilization ,. -

scheme based on second harmonic generation. This allows pulses -100 fsec in duration to be .-

maintained for periods of several hours.
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Much interest has recently been shown in the generation of femtosecond pulses using

synchronously-pumped, passively mode-locked cw dye lasers. I 9  Such systems offer some

advantages over their continuously-pumped, passively mode-locked I0 counterparts. These include

-== higher efficiency and the possibility of using a frequency-doubled cw mode-locked Nd:YAG laser1

as pump source. Also, direct synchronization to an external r.f. source via the pump laser mode-

locker driver allows synchronous amplification of the pulses I and synchronous pumping of a
"pl

conventional tunable picosecond laser in parallel. 2 In addition, synchronous pumping has allowed a

wider variety of gain dyes to be used in femtosecond lasers, particularly the styryl3 - 6 and pyridine 3

dyes for efficient extended near-infrared operation.

r Several cavity designs1 - 9 and pumping schemes 2 for femtosecond synchronously-pumped

dye lasers have been demonstrated. In particular, the dual-jet, dispersion-compensated, linear cavity 04

arrangement 3 ,4,6, 9 offers ease of alignment and non-critical positioning of the saturable absorber V

jet-stream on a micron scale. The purpose of this letter is to describe an investigation of what is

believed by many to be the principal disadvantage of synchronously-pumped femtosecond lasers.

That is, we study the high sensitivity of the pulse duration and characteristics of such a system to

sub-micron detuning of the cavity length. We have developed an active cavity length stabilization

scheme, of general applicability in such systems, that allows pulses -100 fsec in duration to be

maintained for periods of several hours against critical length variations.

The laser setup has been described in detail elsewhere. 3 ,4 ,9 For the measurements reported

here, we used the gain-saturable absorber dye combination of Sulforhodamine 101 and DQTCI,

which has previously been shown to generate pulses as short as 55 fsec near 675 nm in this cavity

arrangement.9  For present purposes, it suffices to mention that the linear cavity incorporated

separate jet-streams for the gain and saturable absorber dyes. The output coupler, 90% reflecting at
.d

675 nm, terminated the cavity at the end nearer the gain section. Intracavity dispersion ?

compensation was obtained by using a Brewster-prism-pair and retroreflecting plane mirror

arrangement to terminate the high reflectivity end of the cavity, nearer the absorber section. All

highly reflecting mirrors had single-stack dielectric coatings for 632.8 nm, with a bandwidth of
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greater than 100 nm. Pulsewidth measurements were performed by noncollinear background-free

second-harmonic-generation (SHG) autocorrelation in a I-mm KDP crystal. Pulse profiles are

assumed throughout to be hyperbolic secant-squared. Spectral data was obtained using an optical

multichannel analyzer and vidicon system coupled to a 0.25-m spectrometer. The overall spectral

resolution was -0.4 nm.

Using 2x10- 3 M and 4x10 - 4 M solutions in ethylene glycol of the gain and saturable

absorber dyes, respectively, typical autocorrelations and spectra at the optimum cavity length

(labeled Ax=0 pm) were as shown in Fig. l(b). (The value Ax=0 pm is not meant to necessarily

imply absolute matching of the physical lengths of the pump and dye laser cavities.) Pulse durations

of 85 fsec with time-averaged power -65 mW were obtained using 750 mW of frequency-doubled

cw mode-locked Nd:YAG (Spectra Physics Series 3000) laser pump power, consisting of 70 psec

pulses at 82 MHz. The time-bandwidth product AvAt=0.32 implies that the pulses are effectively

transform-limited. (Note that AvAt=0.315 for bandwidth-limited sech 2 pulses.)

The data in Fig. I illustrate the effect of a systematic variation of the cavity length, about ,J

Ax=O pm, on the corresponding autocorrelations and spectra. Related studies have been performed

for conventional synchronously-pumped systems, 1 1-13 and the qualitative behavior is similar, ,

indicati: g the strong role played by synchronous pumping in the pulse formation process. This has

a number of implications regarding interpretation of various aspects of the detuning behavior, which 71
will be discussed later. The progression from Fig. I(a) to 1(e) corresponds to increasing the cavity

length. A piezoelectric (PZT) stack (Photon Control Type MGSI5), which was magnetically coupled

to a precision translation stage on which the dye laser output coupler was mounted, was used to

adjust the cavity length. The piezoelectric stack gave 16.7 pm of travel when activated by only

150 volts, with a setting sensitivity of better than 0.04 pm.14 The position readings in Fig. I were

directly confirmed by independent manual adjustments of cavity length using a differential

micrometer. ?

The features of Fig. I may be summarized as follows. At Ax near +5 pm. the

autocorrelations show a coherence spike on a broad base, indicating incomplete mode-locking. In
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purely synchronously-pumped systems, such behavior at positive cavity displacements has been

, explained 1 1-13 in terms of the pulse seeing high and relatively flat gain at increasing delay with

, , respect to the pump pulse. This introduces pulse-broadening and random substructure. As the

cavity length is decreased towards Ax=0 jim, the autocorrelation function narrows sharply and the

U. spectral width increases. Decreasing the cavity length by -0.2 pm beyond Ax=0 pm results in high

instabilities followed by an abrupt collapse (evident in Fig. 2; see later) of the autocorrelation to the

•,. .." form shown in Fig. l(a). Similar, though less critical, behavior in purely synchronously pumped

systems has been related1-13 to the reduced gain seen by the dye pulse as the cavity is shortened

and the pulse moves towards the initial instant where laser threshold occurs. Here, this is

compounded by a reduction in the absorber saturation.

Cavity length changes of 0.1-0.2 pm cause observable changes in the scanning display of the

autocorrelation function near Ax=0 pm, in agreement with previous reports.2,5,8 (The long

-450 psec pump pulses used in Ref. 7 may partly account for the relaxed 40 pm matching

requirement observed in that particular case.) This severe matching condition vividly illustrates the

. need for active cavity length stabilization. Without it, many mechanisms, including thermal drift,

mechanical relaxation of mounts, atmospheric pressure and temperature changes, etc., act to detune

the pulses from their optimum length over periods of several minutes (or longer), depending on

exact operating conditions. A useful summary of these effects may be found in Ref. 15.

* "' In Fig. l(a)-(e), we observe a shift in the spectral peak of less than 0.5 nm. This is in

marked contrast to the -15 nm shift reported by Chesnoy and Fini8 for a 1 pm change of cavity

length in their antiresonant ring system. The small spectral shift observed here may be due, at least

% in part, to operation near the long-wavelength cut-off of the high reflectivity cavity mirrors

restricting spectral movement. Nevertheless, a stabilization scheme based on large. monotonic

: > spectral shifts, such as that suggested in Ref. 8, appears not to be useful in our case and is less

generally applicable than the one demonstrated here.

Figure 2 shows the variation of SHG in'-nsity with cavity length, in the vicinity of Ax=O.

The length decreases from positive to negative detuning values. These data were obtained b%

X. A N-0N1
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focusing a small fraction of the output beam into a 1 mm KDP crystal independent of the

autocorrelator setup. The cavity length was scanned by applying a 10 Hz triangular waveform to .-

the PZT stack. A photomultiplier tube (PMT) detected the second harmonic, and the output of the A

PMT was observed on a storage oscilloscope. The rising edge of the triangular waveform results in

the mirror image of Fig. 2; this response is not displayed for reasons of clarity. This figure

illustrates that the SHG intensity is a sensitive indicator of the cavity length detuning, and this

forms the basis of our feedback arrangement. Figure 2 has several noteworthy features. The high

sensitivity of the detuning characteristic and the assymmetric behavior about Ax=0, are clearly

evident. Also, the shortest pulse (Ax=0) occurs at the point of maximum SHG intensity. The trends

of increased detuning sensitivity, and of the shortest pulse occurring nearer the point of maximum

0SHG, 1 1 with increased intracavity bandwidth for purely synchronous mode-locking have been]

previously identified. I 1 (In the case of strong frequency selection by an intracavity etalon, the

shortest pulse occurs for a distinct (several Mm) negative detuning from the point of maximum

SHG.! 1,16)

The abrupt "collapse" of the SHG intensity for slight negative detuning means that long-term -

stabilization of the very shortest pulses produced by the system is difficult. Periodic modulation of

the cavity length to determine the point of maximum SHG was felt to be neither practicable,

because of the sensitivity of the detuning characteristic, nor desirable, because of the pulse width

modulation which would be introduced. Instead, we chose to set the operating point of the system.."

at a small (0.5 to 0.7 Am) positive detuning. (Evidently, this was also necessary in the feedback

scheme described in Ref. 8.) Stable pulses such as those displayed in Fig. l(c), with pulsewidths

-125 fsec, were then typically obtained. Operating on the slope of the SHG characteristic allows

fluctuations in the SHG signal about the set point to be fed as an error signal directly to the PZT

stack.

The feedback electronics had the following characteristics. A two-component feedhack

error signal was generated: one had a fast response (up to 300 Hz) and one a slow response

(-1/30 Hz). The fast response was dynamicall. constrained to follow only limited excursions in the
.0
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SHG intensity. This allowed for a fast correction to the cavity length, but precluded the feedback

system being put out of lock by an occasional large fluctuation occurring on a timescale faster than

the feedback response. The frequency response of the fast error signal, the magnitude of the SHO

excursions that it could follow, and the positive cavity length dletuning point at which the feedback

loop was set to operate, were all adjustable. These factors could then be optimized for particular

laser operating conditions. Further details of the feedback electronics will be published elsewhere.' 7

With the feedback system operational, pulses such as those in Fig. 1(c) can be maintained for

periods of several hours. Figure 3 illustrates the stabilizing effect of the feedback system on the

SHG intensity over an -3 minute time segment. In Fig. 3(a), with the feedback loop operating,

* '. fluctuations in SHG intensity (and thus also fluctuations in the scanning autocorrelator display) are

limited to ±10%. This corresponds to a pulse train amplitude stability of within ±5%. The

remaining excursions are most likely the result of fluctuations in the pump laser power18 occurring

on a timescale faster than the feedback response (integrated by the 0.35 sec full scale response of

the x-y recorder). An electronic feedback system to control the pump laser intensity can greatly

N reduce this noise' 8 and is currently being incorporated into our system. The fluctuations shown in

Fig. 3(b) which are corrected by the feedback loop, are most likely caused by air currents or some

mechanical effects on the cavity components. The possibility that the feedback loop will ad~ust the

Sn -

cavity length in response to pump power fluctuations (and not cavity length dletuning effects) and.

thus, modulate the pulsewidth, is minimized by deliberately limiting the frequency and amplitude

response of the fast feedback error signal and by choosing the slow feedback error signal to ha-'e a

time constant longer than that of typical pump power fluctuations. 18  Indeed, no induced

pulsewidth fluctuations were evident on the scanning (30 Hz) autocorrelator displav. In any case,

present theoretical models of laser systems of this type predicts inherent statistical variation, of,

* pulse duration. 19

4:4
SHG cotnclus Tion alwed frav preste aorretudy tof the cavity length, beu precue he feedback

,,,' tsyhronouac s-upnedfmoe lealsr. The. higeyrsoneo h senrrsiviylo the Paiue o h

exslit tha it ol floan h pstv cavity length detuning dictant tat anich the feedbackhni h
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term stabilization. We achieved long-term pulsewidth stability and pulse train amplitude fluctuations

within ±5% by deriving the feedback error signal directly from the SHG intensity of a fraction of .

the dye laser output. With the laser optimized to produce pulses as short as 55 fsec 9 and feedback

stabilization of the pump laser, we expect to be able to maintain pulses well below 100 fsec with

this setup, over several hours. This stabilization technique should be generally applicable to other

gain-saturable absorber dye combinations demonstrated to produce femtosecond pulses over the

range 560-975 nm with this cavity arrangement.3, 4  *: '
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Background-free SHG autocorrelations and corresponding time-integrated spectra as a

function of cavity mismatch.

Figure 2. SHG intensity versus cavity length detuning around Ax=0 (from an oscillograph).

Figure 3. SHG intensity versus time (a) with, and (b) without, feedback loop. The beam was

temporarily blocked near 150 sec to show the zero level in each case.
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Appendix R: Photoreflectance of GaAs Doping Superlattices.
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PHOTOREFLECTANCE OF GaAs DOPING SUPERLATTICES

X.C. Shen,* B. Shen,** P. Parayanthal," and F.H. Pollak**
Physics Department, Brooklyn College of CUW"

BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11210 USA %

and

J.N. Schulman, Arthur L. Smirl, R A. McFarlane, and Irnee D'Raenens
Hughes Research Laboratories

Malibu, CA 90265 USA

We have performed room-temperature photoreflectance measurements on
two GaAs doping superlattices having considerably different built-in
potentials (1 2 eV and 85 meV) The first sample exhibits Franz-
Keldysh oscillations, the period of the oscillations corresponding to 55

the large built in dc field. A second dc pump beam has been used to
change the electron-hole concentration and hence the built-in field. 5,

The spectrum of the second sample displays a number of features
corresponding to quantized electron and hole states. There is
qualitative agreement between experiment and theoretical calculation - ,
based on a two-band tight binding model In both samples the
dependence of the amplitude of the photoreflectance signal on pump -D

chopping frequency yields the minority carrier lifetime.

Semiconductors with a periodic doping profile quantum effects in compositional superlattices *
of n- and p-doped layers, possibly separated by and quantum wells.

81
7 Electromodulation

undoped (intrinsic, i) regions (n i p-i super- produces such sharp structures that, even at
structures), exhibit interesting properties not room temperatures, all the confined interband
found in either bulk crystals or compositional quantum transitions can be observed. The elec- ,.

superlattices.
1
,
2  

These n-i-p-i structures have tromodulation spectra of these microstructural
an 'indirect gap" in real-space, long electron- geometries can be ft by a derivative functional
hole recombination lifetimes because of the form (DFF),','' thus making it possible to
spatial separation of the carriers, and a two- accurately determine the quantum energies, w,
dimensional subband structure for the electrons broadening parameters, etc. In addition,
and ho:e, that can be tailored independently for electromodulation yields information about the o
each carrier type, Even though there have been nature of the internal electric fields in these
considerable optical studies on these semicon- structures. Photoreflectance (PR), specifi
ductor structures, most of the investigations tally, is a contactless mode of electromodula-
have dealt with the near band gap and below band tion in which the electric field is modulated by -
gap regions Recently, work on the above the photoinjection of electron hole pairs via a
band gap optical properties has also been chopped pump beam.

4 '8
'
7

reported ' The quant ization of the e:ectron In this paper we report room temperature
states has been observed in resonance Raman measurements on two GaAs n-i p i superlaltices
scattering

5 
and photoreflectance ' Investi having considerably different built in

gators, however, have not reported on the potentials, e., 1 2 eV and 85 meV In the
quantization of the holes, 1.2 eV sample the spectrum is caused by Franz
It has beer. demonstrated recently that Keldysh (FK) oscillations,

8 
the peri,,d b-ng

electromodulation (e~ectr reflect!ance and pho)to related to the large built i. dc f~e~o e
reflectance' is a powerful method for st-dying used a second dc pum F beam tc g.e "he

electron- hole cncentration and hencv t' bii :t %
*Permanent address Shanghai Institate of in field. This variation in turn rvs,.t1-ed in a %

Technical Physics, Academia Sinica, change in the FK oscillations, enabling us to :%

Shanghai, China gain information about the nature of idv built
**Also at Ph.ysics Dept , Graduate S-hool and in field In the second (85 meV' samps. we -.

University Center, City University of New observed a number of features in -he spe rum
Yourk, New York, N Y 10036 both below and above the band gap of GaAs The
*Present address AT&T Bell Teleph.ne spectrum was fit by a OFF procedure and we
Laboratories, Murry Hill, N J 07974 perfLrmed a theoretical calulation of the v-V

0749 6036 86 060513 05 S02 00 0 1986 Academic Press Inc London Limited
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2V. = 1.2 eV, and n-i-p-i 497 having 2V,
PHOTOREFLECTANCE 85 meY, using Eq. (11) of Ref. 2. The PR

, technique has been described in the

Go S ip1 498 literature.,9 
'
0 The probe beam was from a

" 500K Photon Technology International1
2 

1!4-meter i:

Smonochromator. The ac pump beam was the 6328-A ..
3 6328A (ac PUMP) line of a l-roW He-Ne laser; the power density

5145 (de PUMP) was about 1.5 mW/cm2. The chopping frequency
5 O.OmW/cm2 was in the 1.5 to 4000 Hz range. In addition, --investigations were carried out on n-i-p-i 498

with a dc pump beam (5145-A line of an Ar-ion
~laser).

C 4 EO- 0 Plotted in Fig. I are the 300K PR spectra of
" sample n-i-p-i 498, using 6328 A as the ac pump,

" ' with dc pump (5145 A) power densities of (a)
5 58mW/cm2 0.0, (b) 5.8 MW/CM

2 and (c) 37 mW/cm
2

. For
(x2/ } n-i-p-i 498 there is a very large built-in

42 3 2 E -L potential (1.2 eV) and hence the PR features are
< 4 FK oscillations of the fundamental gap, E.. The"
0 numbered peaks correspond to these electro-

Cr25optical features. The structure denoted E. - Ao m$62
< Y7 37mW/cm 2 corresponds to the spin-orbit split component of

E.. According to FK theory in the literature,
- the period of FK oscillations is related to the

( Eo+ amplitude of the mod latingtelctric fieldo
.  

It
should be pointed out thttee eories are

6 based on modulation from flat-band and do not

2take into account the presence of large built-in•
dc fields. It can be shown that if the dc -

4 built-in field is considerably larger than the "%

.%

." l I I Iac field, the period of the FK oscillations is a J
measure of the former field, not the latter.10 %"I 1,30 1.40 1.50 .60 1.70 .80 This appears to be the cae for n-i-p-i 498, %.,

?" Energy (eV) since it has such a large 2V,; i.e., built-in %

potential. From the period of the oscillations
Fig. 1. Photoreflectance spectra at 300K of in Fig. l(a) we deduce a field of 1.2xlO6 V/cm.

Gas n-i-p-i 498 for dc pump power This value agrees quite well with the value of
densities of 0, 5.8, and 37 mW/cm2

.  
the average built-in field:,

2V /[(d.-dp)/21 = IlIO6 V/cm .
The dc pump beam creates electron-hole pairs, %

reducing the value of 2V, and thus the built-in',
field. This effect is evident in Figs. 1(b) and "

energy levels and intensities using a two band 1(c). From the FK oscillations in Fig. l(c) "
tight-binding model"

I 
with material parameters (37 MW/CM

2 
at 5145 A) we deduce a built-in field "

deduced from the growth conditions. of 0.5xlO6 V/cm, a significant decrease in
There is general agreement between experiment relation to the case of zero dc pump power. :

and theory. In both samples the dependence of The dotted line in Fig. 2 shows the 300K PR '-
the aplitde ofthe R sinal o thepumpspectrum of sample n-i-p-i 497 in the 1.30-to-, ,

chopping frequency (G.e) yields the minority 1.55-eV range using 6328 A as the ac pump at .%"
carrier lifetime. In the former sample we 0. = 150 Ez. Experimental conditions were in ."

0,observed a significant decrease in the minority the 'low-field regime'; i.e., lineshape indepen- :
carrier lifetime with increased dc pump power dent of ac pump beam intensity. ..

.0.because of the change in spatial separation of It has been proposed that electromodulation
the arrirs.Thus th PR nvetigaionspectra from superlattices and quantum wells can•

yielded important information about the doping be fit by a derivative functional form :4.
7
,8.9J"superlattices.-'

51The n-S p-i superlattices used in thisa""

epitaxy at Hughes Research Laboratories. Sample AR Re CekE 'n-i p-i 498 consists of 21 49(6 5x7O1CM
"
) and R e [ g,j

p (2 5xl017CM "
3
) layers with n and p layer l

thicknesses of 800 A (d,) and 1400 u (dp). The) .
second sample,' n i -p-i.497, has nominal where E is the photon energy, p is the number of
n = 7xl7cm3 and p = 5x1O cm3a with d48 spectral features to be fit and Cw, 0, E j
dp = 233 A. The values of the builtoin and rj are the amplitud p aase, energy, an
potential, (2V,), have been deduced from the bro adening parameters of the jt structure The

growth parameters with n-i p-i 498 having paraeter kj represents the type of critical

207
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kj =3 is indistinguishable from the former fit, %
but that it yields somewhat different energies

A 8 C D E F G and broadening parameters. These are also given

CPHOTOREFLECTANCE definitive statement about the order of the

D derivative"
'  

to fit the PR spectra of n-i-p-i (r
~structures.
,.. ,We have performed a theoretical calculation of

intensities using a two-band tight-binding

't. Ep GaAs nlp 497 model"
1 
with material parameters cited above."

-F i 30 Listed in Table I are the energies of the most w, t

63 4 00KM intense transitions (based on matrix element and
<3 6328 PUMPdensity of states) in the region of the various

spectral features. The notation nmR(O) or
nmH(jr) denotes a transition from the n

t  %
1.30 1.40 1.50 conduction subband to the m

t
h valence band of

Energy (eV) heavy-hole (H) character at the minizone center * i
(0) or edge (w), respectively. We have found #

Fig. 2 Experimental photoreflectance spectrum that transitions involving light-hole valence
at 300K (dotted line) of GaAS n-i--p-i bands have considerably less amplitude than497 The solid line is a least- heavy-hole features and thus they have been

squares fit to Eq. (1) for kj 1 . neglected. Also we have neglected a number of " i~
weak heavy-hole transitions. For example, if we""
examine the energy region in the vicinity of the "

D feature there is a theoretical 3311(0) transi--?
tion at 1.419 eV but it is weaker than 17[{(0) or ' .

point and order of the derivative For example, 25fl(w) 'see Table I' and therefore has not been
k -: I is the first derivative of a two- included."P

dimensional critical point,' k -=3 corresponds Unfortunately, theoretical calculation using
to the third-derivative of a two-dimensional the growth parameters does not give a unique
critical point, etc. assignment to the experimental data. We have ,% %

The solid line in Fig. 2 is a least-squares also performed the calculation using other ,? t',
fit of the experimental data to Eq. (1) with values of n, p, d_, and d. such that 2V, is kept ,-,%j

p -7 and kj = I (for I to 7). The energies constant at 85 meV. It is also possible tc make " I
obtained are indicated by arrows at the top of a correspondence between theory and experiment, "
the figure and are listed in Table 1, along with but not necessarily with the same transitions.
the corresponding ki. We find the fit for Thus, for other material parameters (keeping 2V, .d

kV

TabSe e. Experimental energies and broadenin parameters for t5e %
rious photoreflectance fetures a a fit to Eq. i) ,r k4b f tnd "oerit

3. Also listed are the theoretica Iner, ies and corre sp nd ine t r.dietenst e

H R uExperimentTheord o

Fe ttur, aEnnriz ) Fner (b) lnerv Transit on

(xV) GI s eVp 49 oel 
1 

ithmerial paae rs ciedabve

- A-i 3.00,Lited i n Table7 I are the9 enr i of thos

I4 I 105 13'1 38 71. 1H(O o %

%,

)0(, 1 . ii

€,..

,n )dnoestwith anoI i:f ro. th) n) t ith

2085ta

Enery (V) havyhol (H)chaacte attheminionecentr I.,(0) r ede (x, repec~ivey. W hav foud.b
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experimental results (solid points) for samples

n-i-p-i 497 and 498. Curve A is the frequency
a dependence of n-i-p-i 497 (no dc pump). From an

D exponential fit to the data points (solid line)
we extract a time constant, T, of 4.2 msec. For

: sample n-i-p-i 498 we have investigated the
effects of the intensity of the dc pump on the

0 lifetime. Curves B, C, and D correspond to
I T • power densities of 0, 60, and 600 mWicm

2
,p - A respectively. The corresponding T are listed in

-. . the figure. Increasing the dc pump power

'- . - B decreases the recombination lifetime, since the

*•'# U m 2C ec.O '.e' cn built-in potential is decreased and hence there
- A64/ec.6 '5/ i ,,. 90 is less separation of carriers.

A 025 sec,60C -AlC
tc In conclusion, we have measured the room

_ __ _temperature PR spectra from two GaAs doping
0 02 4 superlattices with substantially differentum hp F n 10 built-in potentials. The large-potential sample

" Pump Chopping Frequency, (Hz) exhibits FK oscillations, the period being
g 3related to the dc built-in field rather than the~~Fig. 3. Photoreflectance intensity as a ,

function of ac pump chopping fre- ac modulation field. A second dc pump beam was

quency for GaAs n-i-p-i 497 (curve A) used to reduce the built-in potential. In the

and 498. For n-i-p-i 498 the depen- second sample PR structures are observed which

dence on dc pump (5145 A) power are caused by transitions between quantized

densities of 0 (curve B)z 60 mW/cm
2  electron and hole states. A correspondence %

(curve C) , and 600 mW/cm (curve D) between experiment and theory can be made,
crvis shown. The respective time although not uniquely. The dependence of the PR %"

constants, -r, are ilndicated, on pump chopping frequency is a measure of therecombination lifetime.
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cal energies around the D feature (1.420 eV) are Welch Foundation.
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,4, The PR of InP n-i-p-i structures at 300K and
80K has been reported in Ref. 4. The lineshapes References
have been fit by an expression based on a
Lorentzian oscillator model originally developed 'K. Ploog and G.B. Dohler, Advances in Physics
for the electroreflectance of excitons. This 32, 285 (1983).

corresponds to kj = 2 in Eq. (1). In inter- 'B- Dohler, Superlattices and Wicrostructures
preting their data the above-referenced authors 1, 279 (1985).
considered only the quantization of the electron CH. Dohler, H. Kunzel, and K. Ploog, Physical
sibbands and not the valence (and spin-orbit Review B 25, 2616 (1982); G.B. Dohler and
split) states. We found that the valence band P Ruden, Physcial Review B 33, 5932 (1984).
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our case. G.B. Stringfello, Physical Review B 33, 4410

The optical transition selection rules between :1986).
confined valence and conduction band states are 6G. Fasol, P Ruder., and K. Ploog. Journal of
similar to those for a Type II superlattice, in Physics C 17, 1395 1984' and references
which the electrons and holes are spatially there in

' separated 1 Thus n-m must he even at the 60 J. Clenbork , B VShanatr.ok. N 13, ttka,
min:zone center, while n m must be odd at the W T Beard and J. Csmas, App:ied Pl',.:s i
min4zone edge. These selection rules do not therein.
fhold for unconfined states. Since miniband 7P Para'antyhal, H Shen, F H. Pollak, 0 J
dispersion was not considered in Ref 4 these Glembo-ki, B V Shanabrook and W T Reard,
authors report contributions to the PR spectra Applien Physics Letters 48, 1261 ,t9861
from all minihand transitions B V Sranabro ,k, 0 J Gl= ,,,cki a.1i T

We have also investigated the deppn.ience of Beard, submitted t, Pi.,sia: Rey.. B V
J the amplitude of the PR signal on the chopping Sha: brook annI 0 J Gem" 'e .
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Appendix S: Observation of Symmetery Forbidden Transitions in
the Room Temperature Photoreflectance Spectrum of a
GaAs/GaAlAs Multiple Quantum Well.

[. A reprint of a paper published in Solid State Communications 59Q,
557 (1986).
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OBSERVATION OF SYMMETERY FORBIDDEN TRANSITIONS IN THE ROOM TEMPERATURE
PHOTOREFLECTANCE SPECTRUM OF A GaAs GaAIAs MULTIPLE QUANTUM WELL

H. Shen*, P. Parayanthal and F.H. Pollak*

Physics Department, Brooklyn College of the City Universty of New York. Brooklvn. N.Y. I 12 10. USA V

and

A.L. Smirl, J.N. Schulman, R.A. McFarlane and I. D'Haenens '

Hughes Research Laboratory, Maiibu, CA 90265, USA

(Received 13AMarch I' 6 J. Tauc)

We have measured the room temperature photoreflectance spectrum from a P %
IOOA/I50A GaAs/GaA1As multiple quan:-,'m well (MQW)(x - 0.17). The .* *,

entire spectrum from the MQW has been fi, by a third-derivative functional
form lineshape expression. In addition to all the allowed quantum
transitions we have clearly observed feazu:es from several symmetry for-
bidden transitions. There also appears to be evidence for unconfined N

transitions, i.e. energies above the band pp of the GaAIAs barrier layer.
There is good agreement between the experimentally determined energies
of the various features and a theoretical cal-ulation.

ELECTROMODULATION (electroreflectance and to 21 the allowed quantum transitions. Also, there are
photoreflectance) is rapidly becoming an extremely features in the spectrum which may be due to transitions -, ".
powerful tool to study microstructural geometries invoiving unconfined states [ 141. Glembocki er at. have "" ;"
(superlattices, quantum wells and heterojunctions) in rec.-ntly reported the temperature dependence of PR in
semiconductors [1-8]. This method is useful since it GaAs.GaAIAs multiple quantum wells [6] Although
yieldssharpstructure(relatedtothethird-derivativeofthe they clearly observe forbidden features at low tempera-
optical constants) even at room temperature, has a well- tures (149 and 125 K) their room temperature spectrum -

defined lineshape [8] (Aspnes third-derivative functional reveals only two very weak structures which correspond
form [91) that can be used to accurately fit the spectra to t .e forbidden transitions.
and is a function of a surface (interfacial) electric fields. The sample used in this study was a 100A, 150A " 'V

The enhanced sensitivity and well-defined lineshape GaAs GaAIAs MQW (x 0.17) grown by molecular
of electromodulation makes it a very important method beam epitaxy at the Hughes Research Laboratory. The
to study weak features in the optical properties of these PR :echnique has been described in the literature [ 1. 5. "
structures. For example, recent works indicate additional 9]. The pump beam was a 1 milliwatt He-Ne laser.
structure in the absorption coefficient due to the appear- (6S_'SA). the power density on the sample being about
ance of new critical points arising from a mixing of the 100 microwatts cm 2

-. For the probe beam we employed %, tr

light and heavy hole character of the valence subbands a Photon Technology International [151 I -1 meter
[10-131. Photoreflectance (PR) is particularly useful monochromater with f-matched Xenon arc source Ali
since it is a contactless mode of electromodulation [I , 5. measurements were made in the "low-tield'" limit. i.e
91. In PR the optical constants of the material are the .neshape was independent of pump power density. ,- .%..

modulated by the photo-injection of electron-hole pairs Shown by the dotted line of Fig. I is the e'peri- -'

by a secondary (pump) light source [ 1, 5. 9]. mental PR spectrum. It has been demonstrated that the
In this note we report a room temperature PR study elec:romodulation spectra from superlattices and quan- ,

of a GaAs/GaAIAs multiple quantum well (MQW) in turn wells [8] can be fit by the Aspnes third-deriative
which, for the first time, forbidden transitions have func:ional form (TDFF) [ I
been clearly observed at 300K. We have detected three
symmetry forbidden features from the MQW in addition -IR 1

*Also at Physics Department. Graduate School and R
University Center. City University of New York. New
York. N.Y. 10036. USA. M,1e,7 p is the number of spectral features to be 1it. ( .
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1 nH I 2H 21L I 22L A 8 C e% corresponds to the band gap of GaAs and originates ,
1il 13H 22H from the GaAs substrate. Similar observations of E01

hae been reported by other authors [2, 5,8] on super-
" a PHOTOREFLECTANCE trice or quantum well systems.

- .: 3OK The structure B is related to the direct band gap of -

/ 6328 A PUMP theGaAlAs barrier layers. Hlowever, because of quantum,
-. effects it occurs at a somewhat higher energy, the energv

. d::.rence being a function of the well and barrier
parameters. The observation of this feature in electro-- '-- ba fhev oe H rlih.ol L haatr

..... Exp. r mo.ulation [3. 5. 8] is important since it is an indirect
<- -F, to E, .(I) including 12H, 13H, 21L me sure of the barrier height. The notation rmtt or niL

t Fit to Eq. (I) excludinq ;2H.13H,21L fo, several of the peaks represents transitions between
1 th. n-th conduction subband ind the in-th valence sub- A1.40 1.'50 1.60 1.70 ba.. of hear,, hole (HI or light hole (L) character.'.

Energy (eV) Al',)ued transitions have n = it while for s mninetr% for.
bi_" en transitions ni # it. The features A. B and C will .,.

Fig. 1. Shown by the dotted line is the experimental be discussed in more detail below. The energies and
room temperature photoreflectance spectrum. The solid broadening parameters of the various features from the
line is a least squares fit to equation (I) of the spectrum MQW are listed in Table I. We find that the E01 struc-
from the multiply quantum well including the 12H, 13H ture could not be fit to equation ( I ) since it apparently
and 21L features while the dashed line is the fit to equa- e xhbits Franz -Keld vst obilatons. However. an,
tion (1) excluding these forbidden transitions. acccrats vau e ey of 1lan be ant! accrate value for the energy of Fol can be obtained'?

6j. Ej. and r, are the amplitudes. phases. energies and fr, = - a three-point fit 191
broadening parameters respectively of the /-th structure In order to demonstrate that the forbidden features •

and mj denotes critical point type. I _H. 13H and 21 L are indeed real we have attempted a
The solid line in Fig. 1 shows a least-squares fit of fit of equation (I) to the experimental data by excluding

equation (1) to the experimental data originating from these transitions (i.e., p = 7). This is shown by the dashed ",
the MQW (we have not fit E and will return to this line in Fig. i. The fit which includes the forbidden
point later) for p = 10 (i.e., ten spectral features). The transitions (soid line) is clearly better than the dashed
energies of the various features are given by arrows at line. particularly for the resolved peaks 121H and 131.
the top of the figure. The E01 structure at 1.415 t 0.002 By adding 21 L, which is not clearly resolved from

-e..- ,
Table 1. Energies and broadening parameters (r) for the varic:s quantum well transitions from afit of equatnon (Ij .'..

to the experimental data. Also listed are theoretical values for :the various transitions using E01 (1.415 ± 0.002 eV) as %"-
the energy gap of the quantum wells. %

Spectral Experiment Theory*t
Features Energy r Energy Transition

(eV) (meV) (eV)

I IH 1.448 ± 0.002 8 ± 1 1.449 IIH
IL 1.456 ±0.002 7 ± 2 1.461 IlL

12H 1.470 ± 0.010 25 ± 5 1.471 12H 0
13H 1.498 ± 0.005 19 ± 5 1.503 13H
21L 1.529 ± 0.005 10 ± 2 1.531 21L
22H 1.545 ± 0.005 10 ± 2 1.541 22H
22L 1.580 ± 0.003 13 ± 2 1.581 22L
A 1.614 ± 0.005 30 ± 5 1.602 24H

1 1.618-1.632 33H
B 1.653 ± 0.003 13 ± 2 1.650-1.673 35H
C 1.682 ± 0.003 11 ± 2I 1.654-1.680 33L

t 1.678-1.640 43H

*m: 0.0665. mh = 0.094. mh = 0.34 and Q = 0.60 from 181.
tUsing a well width of 99.1 A (35 layer of thickness 2.83 A per layer).
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22H, we have substantially improved the fit to the In conclusion we have investigated the room tern-
amplitude in the region of the allowed features 22H and perature PR spectrum of a GaAs/GaAAs superlattice. In ..
22L. This result demonstrates that there are features at addition to the allowed transitions we have clearly
the positions of these three forbidden transitions, observed, for the first time at room temperature, three

In order to verify the origins of the structures from features corresponding to forbidden transitions. The fit
the quantum wells in Fig. I ,we have performed a calcu- to the Aspnes TDFF has allowed us to accurately deter-
lation based on the two-band tight-binding model [16]. mine the energies and broadening parameters for all the
We have employed the energy of E0 1 for the energy gap transitions. For the energies there is very good agreement
of the quantum well layers. The structure B cannot be between experiment and theory based on a two band
interpreted as the energy gap of the barrier layers, how- tight-binding model. There are three features which may
ever. Calculations show that the barrier gap is not directly be related to transition involving unconfined states.
observable as an optical transition. The quantum effect Acknoiledgements - Three of the authors (H.S.. P.R -"

due to the finite layer widths raises the energy of the and F.H.P.) acknowledge the partial support of the IBM

lowest allowed transition above the barrier transition to Shared University Research (SUR) program and the New
slightly higher than the barrier band gap. We find the York State Foundation for Science and Technology as a "
35H transition is the first unconfined to unconfined part of its Centers for Advanced Technology program -

feature. The tight-binding model indicates it should be and A.L. Smirl wishes to acknowledge the support ot the
Office of Naval Research and the Robert A. Welchstrong and easily observable. A good fit is achieved for Foundation. .
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